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Symbol 	 Description 
 Units
 
A 	 Annulus or streamtube area In.2
 
a 
 Length along chord line to location of maximum
 
displacement between camber line and chord line 
 In.
 
C 	 Chord length of cylindrical section 
 In.
 




















 Specific heat at constant pressure 	 Btu/Lb-0 R
 






rotor v 1" v 




g 	 Acceleration due to gravity 
 32.174 Ft/Sec?
 
i 	 Incidence angle, difference between flow angle and
 







Symbol 	 Description 

iSS 	 Suction surface incidence angle, difference between
 
flow angle and leading edge suction surface 

J 	 Mechanical equivalent of heat 

M Mach number 

N Rotational speed 

P Total or stagnation pressure 










T 	 Total or stagnation temperature 

AT Total temperature rise 

t Static temperature 

te Airfoil edge thickness 

t Airfoil maximum thickness 

m 
U Rotor speed 

V Air velocity 

W Weight flow 

Z Displacement along compressor axis 





Air-turning angle, AO = 01-0s 

0o Blade-chord angle (stagger), angle in cascade pro­
jection between blade chord and axial direction 

' Ratio of specific heats
 
60 	 Deviation angle, difference between flow angle and
 













































Symbol Description 	 Units
 





 Slope of meridional streamline Degrees 
e Temperature correction, T-actua 
518.70 R
 
Circumferential position from top center Degrees
 
1 Efficiency --­




(a 	 Solidity, ratio of chord to spacing --­
dio 	 Camber angle, difference between angles in cascade
 
projection of tangents to camber line at extremes
 
of camber-line arc 
 Degrees 




Rotor, 	Wt = Pf-P, 














cor Corrected to unity axial velocity ratio
 




















t Tip at Station 1.0
 




e Tangential direction 




2 Trailing edge 
0.01, 0.18,)
 












DUPLICATE LISTING OF TABLE VII,
 
OVERALL PERFORMANCE DATA 
The overall performance data for the stage and for the rotor are pre­
sented in Table VII which is repeated here from Volume I for convenience.
 
CP4 t~ 
Table VII. Listing of Overall Performance Data.
 


































































































































































































































































*The following symbols indicate the type of data recorded: 
OP - Overall Performance Data From Fixed Instruments 
BE - Blade Element Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
CT - Continuous Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
SRT - Screen Rotation Test for Circumferential Distortion Traverse
 
Data Plus Overall Performance
 
Table VII. Listing of Overall Performance Data (Continued).
 
(b)Undistorted Inlet Performance Test
 
Inlet Stage Rotor 
Corrected 

















25 100.0 15 221.89 1.4587 0.811 1.4811 0.8457 B.E. 
26 100.0 15 221.12 1.4589 o.7964 1.4814 0.8305 o.P. 
27 100.0 9 217.17 1.6239 o.8518 1.6463 0.8776 B.E. 
28 100.0 6 204.03 1.7037 o.8281 1.7377 o.8613 B,E. 
29 100.1 7.5 212.65 1.6761 0.8504 1.7020 0.8776 B.E. 
30 100.1 12 219.33 1.5630 o.8461 1.5805 o.8686 B.E. 
31 90.2 15 204.39 1.3761 0.8212 1.3946 0.8574 B.E. 
32 90.0 9 196.56 1.4863 0.8739 1.5001 0.8955 B.E. 
33 90.0 7.5 192.81 1.5105 0.8706 1.5256 0.8928 B.E. 
34 90.0 6 183.44 1.5269 0.8465 1.5457 0.8726 B.E. 
35 90.1 30 205.36 1.2726 0.7030 1.3206 0.8153 B.E. 
36 50.1 30 123.15 1.0861 0.8127 1.0958 0.9012 B.E. 
37 50.1 30 123.20 1.0860 0.8095 1.0957 0.8983 O.P. 
38 50.0 15 114.70 1.1073 o.8463 1.1129 0.8889 B.E. 
39 50.0 11 109.34 1.1166 0.8796 1.2210 0.9115 B.E. 
40 50.0 9 106.75 1.1213 0.8831 1.2251 O.9094 O.P. 
41 50.1 6 100.80 1.2288 0.8504 1.1321 0.8712 B.E. 
.42 50.1 2 89.28 1.1369 0.8065 1.14i6 0.8333 B.E. 
43 70.1 30 169.98 1.1674 0.7937 1.1910 0.8989 B.E. 
44 70.1 15 160.99 1.2193 0.8858 1.2311 0.9304 B.E. 
45 70.0 9 151.55 1.2548 0.8909 1.2628 o.9166 B.E. 
46 70.0 6 141.97 1.2712 0.8465 1.2788 0.8682 B.E. 
47 70.1 3 128.91 1.2809 0.7950 1.2910 0.8212 B.E. 
48 80.1 30 188.52 1.2131 0.7417 1.2442 0.8420 B.E. 
49 80.1 15 185.71 1.2927 0.8507 I.3087 0.8930 B.E. 
50 80.0 9 174.54 1.3534 0.8755 1.3642 0.8996 B.E. 
51 80.1 6 162.43 1.3814 0.8468 1.3927 0.8691 B.E. 
52 80.1 3.5 150.16 1.3864 o.7942 i.4026 0.8237 B.E. 
53 90.1 11 199.43 1.4435 0.8666 1.4587 0.8927 0.P. 
54 100.1 25 220.48 1.3419 o.6839 i.4000 0.7872 0.P. 
*The following symbols indicate the type of data recorded: 
OP - Overall Performance Data From Fixed Instruments 
BE - Blade Element Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
CT - Continuous Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
SRT - Screen Rotation Test for Circumferential Distortion Traverse Data Plus 
Overall Performance 
Table VII. Listing of Overall Performance Data (Continued).
 






Percent Weight Total Total
 
Reading Design Throttle Flow Pressure Adiabatic Pressure Adiabatic Type
 
Number Speed Setting (lbs/sec) Ratio Efficiency Ratio Efficiency Point*
 
55 100.1 15 219.94 1.4643 0.8087 i.486o 0.8416 C.T.
 
56 100.1 9 216.33 1.6144 o.8474 1.6335 0.8698 C.T.
 
58 100.0 6 202.06 1.6934 0.8356 1.7279 0.8701 C.T.
 
59 50.0 4 96.17 1.1350 0.8271 1.141i o.8625 O.P.
 
60 50.1 4 95.00 1.1331 o.8045 1.1364 0.8237 O.F.
 
61 70.0 3 129.66 1.2808 0.7886 1.2913 0.8155 o.P.
 
62 80.0 2.45 243.40 1.3852 0.7693 1.4057 0.8057 O.P.
 
63 90.1 5 3.76.81 1.5292 o.814o 1.5521 0.8443 O.P.
 
64 100.0 5.5 198.11 1.6968 0.8064 1.7370 0.8451 O.P.
 
65 110.2 9 230.47 1.7o44 0.8073 1.7305 0.8322 O.r.
 
66 110.1 7 226.68 1.8307 0.8101 1.8738 o.8441 O.?.
 
67 109.9 9 229.89 1.o45 0.8079 1.7298. 0.8320 E.E.
 
68 109.9 9 230.02 1.7049 0.8119 1.7304 0.8363 O.P.
 
69 110.3 6.75 225.55 1.8502 0.8030 a.9015 0.84:t B.C.
 
70 120.1 7.25 228.6, ,.8i48 o.8168 1.8554 0.8498 E.E.
 
71 110.0 8 228.43 1.7584 0.8155 1.7884 o.842o B.E.
 
72 110.2 13 230.69 1.5656 0.7764 1.5920 o.8o74 B.-.
 
73 50.0 15 114.9y a.l067 o.84ya 1.1121 0.8887 O.P.
 
74 80." 11 279.0T 2.3353 0.8795 1.3468 0.9067 0.F.
 
*The following symbols indicate the type of aata recorded: 
OP - Overall Performance Data From Fixed Instruments 
BE - Blade Element Traverse Data Plus Overal Perforance 
CT - Continuous Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
SIT - Screen Rotation Test for Circunferential Distortion Traverse 
Data Plus Overall Perfoimiance 
Table VII. Listing of Overall Performance Data (Continued).
 






Percent Weight Total Total
 
Reading Design Throttle Flow Pressure Adiabatic Pressure Adiabatic Type
 
Number Speed Setting (lbs/sec) Ratio Efficiency Ratio Efficiency Point*
 
132 70.0 30 168.95 1.184 0.8056 1.199 0.8750 O.P.
 
133 70.1 9 146.34 1.259 0.8229 1.268 0.8750 O.P.
 
134 70.1 3 126.37 1.275 0.7568 1.288 0.8018 C.T.
 
135 100.1 15 220.37 1.486 0.8294 1.506 0.8588 O.P.
 
136 100.1 9 214.61 1.633 0.8510 1.658 o.8846 O.P.
 
137 100.1 6.5 202.34 3.681 0.8333 1.722 0.8728 C.T.
 
138 90.0 30 204.18 1.290 0.7521 1.321 0.8376 O.P.
 
139 90.1 9 194.21 1.484 0&.8554 1.500 0.8795 O.P.
 
a4o 90.1 5.5 177.75 1.525 08162 1.541 0.8432 C.T.
 
*The following symbols indicate the type of data recorded:
 
OP - Overall Performance Data From Fixed Instruments
 
BE - Blade Element Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance
 
CT - Continuous Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
SRT - Screen Rotation Test for Circumferential Distortion Traverse
 
Data Plus Overall Performance
 
Table VII. Listing of Overall Performance Data (Continued). 











































































*The following symbols indicate the type of data recorded: 
OP - Overall Performance Data From Fixed Instruments 
BE - Blade Element Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
CT - Continuous Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
SRT - Screen Rotation Test for Circumferential Distortion Traverse 
Data Plus Overall Performance 
Table VII. Listing of Overall Performance Data (Concluded).
 






Percent Weight Total Total Dist. Screen
 
Reading Design Throttle Flow Pressure Adiabatic Pressure Adiabatic Type And Position
 
Number Speed Setting (lbs/sec) Ratio Efficiency Ratio Efficiency Point* (deg.From TDC)
 
84 70 50 165.2 1.192 .746 1.214 .826 O.P. 195
 
85 70 5 130.8 1.285 .757 1.300 .793 O.P.
 
86 70 10 146.6 1.269 .818 1.283 .857 O.P.
 
87 90 50 204.4 1.319 .763 1.358 .848 O.P.
 
88 90 7.5 179.0 1.501 .818 1.526 .853 O.P.
 
89 90 11 192.1 1.469 .831 1.494 .870 O.P.
 
90 100 50 220.1 1.390 .738 1.445 .829 O.P.
 
91 100 9.6 204.6 1.604 .820 1.638 .858 O.P.
 
92 100 13 213.5 1.556 .830 1.583 .865 O.P. 195
 
93-104 100 9.6 205.3 1.602 .816 1.638 .853 SRT 195-165
 
105 100 9.6 205.8 1.602 .814 1.637 .854 O.P. 195
 
106-117 100 50 219.2 1.389 .736 1.447 .828 SET 195-165
 
118 100 50 218.3 1.389 .736 1.448 .833 0.P. 195
 
119-130 100 13 211.9 1.555 .828 1.582 .862 SRT 195-165
 
131 100 13 212.3 1.555 .831 1.583 .867 O.P. 195
 
*The following symbols indicate the type of data recorded:
 
OP - Overall Performance Data From Fixed Instruments 
BE - Blade Element Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
CT - Continuous Traverse Data Plus Overall Performance 
SET - Screen Rotation Test for Circumferential Distortion 




SYMBOLIC LISTING OF ROTOR AM)
 
STATOR BLADE ELEMENT DATA
 
Symbolic identification for the various column headings in the tabu­
lation of blade element data to be presented in Appendixes D and E is pre­
sented in Table VI. 




TABLE VI SYMBOLIC LISTING OF BLADE ELEMENT DATA
 
ROTOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASK I 
;LADF ELFMENT 0:-FDRIA%1f*REiU.TS 
POINT NUMBER READING NuMSE DATE 
PAhIAL RRL INLET ABS INL=T CMHR LN I'CID AVG INCID A'J3 I'JLEI ASS INLET Rf-L INLET AX INLET ABS INLFT REL 
PVSTI ION FLOW ANG PLOW AVG LE ANGLE MN CHRR LN SUCT SURF vbLUCIzY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG vFL TANG vEL 
23 
4 i 31 1 ± V Vi VzI Vol Vol 
6 
7 
RADIAL REL FXIT ABS EXIT CHRR LN REL D.V REL TUll EXIT Ads EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT REL 
































23 Mz2 V 
-i ' 'D Ch 
4 
5 M1 V VZI 
Uw Cos 
20 
2 lad P 















POLY MOHEN RISE/ 








W2 ;Cos P2 nd U2VQ2-
JgC p AT 
a 
6 
7 Method 1, Fixed & Traverse Instr. 





PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO 
















P0- 9 5 
-
T, 95  





PTXE)D INST. FIXED INST. TRAY. INST. 
2.20/P O.18 PI.51/P0.95 Pl.,51/Po.95 
a 
p 
7 95,0 Poement Design Speed = %N/V-Cor. Nozzle Weight Flo-wvq7 Discharge ValveVane Schedule Setting- Stator 
LE Check Flow/Noz.Flow . TB Check Flov/Noz.Flw = 
Assumed LE Plow Coeff. - Assumd TBFlow Coeff. -
TABLE VI SYMBOLIC LISTING OF BLADE ELEMENT DATA (Concluded) 
STATOR BLADE ROW . NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELPMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
POINT NuMBSR READING UMBER DAT6 
RAnIAL REL INLET ABS INLET ON8 
H LN ICID ANG INCID AS INLET A3S INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL 









RA.1IAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHBR LN EV TUR' EXIT ABS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT REL 
PnSI ION FLOW AND FLOW AND TE ANGLE ANO ,E ANGL.E VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG vEL 





RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ABS 14LET REL AXIAL VEL DIFFUSION CHI
 
POSITION AT INLE T MACH NO MACH No RATIO FACTOR
 1 
2 
NIA M NI/A Vz24 Vz1 D Ch 
6 
7 
RAnIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT'REL LOSS TOT PRESS ADS POLY OMPN RISF/ $TAT PRESS
 










RADIAL P'RCENT TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERAI, RFVMANCE SfiOIa
 
POSITION 11ERSION PRESS RATIO TEHP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO
1 5.0000 PE WIDUE pAMERS STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATt2 .00,-. I NST. FIXED INST. TRAv. INST. 
230.0000 P.2T P22 T2 2  Tot.l Pressure Platlo . P' 2 0/P'0 8 "2.20/'151 .3 
! P 
.51 
4 ,70.no0n 1.51 151. Polytropic Efficiency -P.I T1.51  'I q­
6 90.00n0 Percent Design Speed - %/hA- Discharge Valve Setting= 
7 95.0000 Car. Nozzle Weight Flonm WW7a Vane Schedule Stator 
IS Cheok PFlow/Noz.Plw = TE Check Flow/oz.Plow = 





TA3ULATIONS OF BLADE ELIEJaNT DATA
 
FOR UNDISTORTED INLET TESTING
 
The blade element data for rotor and stator for undistorted inlet flow
 
testing, obtained from fixed and traverse instruments, are presented in
 
this appendix. 
The readings are arranged in an ascending order of speed
 





030270 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing 
ROTOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELFMENT PERFORANCP RESULTS 














































4 56,07 0, 5P.56 5.51 -0.33 333.90 630,04 332.94 0. 534,28 
5 55.36 0, 49,71 5:60 -1,14 327.63 571,04 323,09 9. 467,71 
6 53.17 0. 47.1j 6.06 -1.60 307.26 499,49 294.91 0. 393,80 
S51.68 0, 46,13 5M5 -2.35 308,82 483,07 293,54 0. 371,46 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHBR LN REL OEV REt TURN EXIT ARS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ADS EXIT REt 
POSITION FLOW ANO FLOW AND TE ANGLE ANG TE ANGLE vELCCITY vELOCITY VELOCITY TANG vFL TANG vEL 
















































































1 679.56 0.292 0,679 1,043 0,197 0,209 
2 664.59 0,298 0.670 1,008 0,206 0.2?9 















6 393,80 0.277 0,451 1,241 0.310 0.280 















POLY KONEN RISF/ 
EFFICIENCY MEAS V RISE 
STAT PRESS 
RISE COEr 























4 53,81 0.339 0.458 1.6840 0.048 0.010 0.904d 0.9060 0.8605 0.310 
5 478.23 0,372 0.405 1.9060 0.036 0.007 0,9428 0.9436 0.9048 0.353 
6 418.30 0,408 0,359 2,270 0,044 0,009 0,9510 0.0518 0.0692 0.349 
7 403.63 0.429 0,373 2.3390 0,075 0.0t5 0,9247 0.9260 0.9026 0.352 
RADIAL TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERL ? '0POR'AXCESIThARY 
POSITION !.' T3r PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO STAGE DEA ROTORDATA R0'OTRZTA 
1 5.0000 1.075 1.031 1,066 1.028 PERFOMANCE PARAMETERS Fr. INST. FJIXD NS. vAV. flS2. 
2 $0.00O0 1,076 1.029 1,083 1.026 
3 30,0000 1,086 1.030 1,089 1.027 Total Pressure Ratio - i.G86i 1.0958 1.0955 
4 50,0000 1,094 1,032 1,096 1.029 Adabatic Efficiency - 0.8127 0.9012 0.810 
5 70.0000 1.108 1,035 11%04 1,030 Poftlroplc Efficiency - 0.8149 0.9025 0.8133 
6 90,0000 1,119 1,037 1,119 1.034 
S 99.0000 1,128 i,039 1,121 1.0S, Percent Design Spee - 50.1 Discharge Valve Setting- 30.0 
Cor. Nozzle Weight 71o 123.15 Vaeo Schedule - 0.0 
LE Check fov/oz.lov - 1.0101 TE Check lov/Toz.PlcO - 0.9693 
As.swd IE plow Cosff. - 0.985 Assumed TE Flow Coeff. - 0.950 
030270 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continuedl 
STATOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFO4MANCE RESULTS 










































































































































-0,12 "12136 12:24 32,79 494,16 492.57 -1.05 


































































POLY MOMEN RISE/ 




















































TRAY TOT FIXED TOT 


















STAGE ATA STATOR DATA STATR DATA 
IT INST. FIXEDINST. TRA. MST. 
T 
- i.o86i 0.988T 0.9913 













Percent Design Speed -







L Check Flov/Nos.fl - o.9744 TE Cheek Flov/foZ.Flow - 0.9900 
I ,ae12L Plot Coofl. - 0.955 Aoneed TT Flow Coeff. - 0.933 
to 
H­
0ao27o 	 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
RUTOR BLADE ROW * NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFARMANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER 2 READING NUJ8ER 38 
 DATE 3d 1/1970
 
RADIAL REh IRLET ABS INLET 
 CmBP LN INCIDANG INCID AND [NI)? ASS tNLET REL INLET AXPOSITION F ON ANG PLOW ANG 	 INLET ARS INLET REL
LE AGLE MN ORBA LN SUCY SURF VELCCITY VGLOCIT' VELOCITY
1 66.34 0, 60,60 5,74 3.M4 	 TANG VEL TANG VEL
299,77 742,31 P97,47 0. 
 679,09
2 65.30 0. 59,61 5169 
 2.66
3 62.60 0, 56.a± 	 3A6,47 731.43 305,39 0, 664.124 	 6159 2.13
60.11 0, 52,56 7'05 1.71 31n.69 675,10 31n,68 0. 599.36307.72 616,24 306.83 0, 533.915 57,70 a. 49,71 7;99 1.206 55,62 a. 47,11 399.67 555,20 295.51 0. 467.38St51 0*.5 280.49 483,26 269.22 
 D. 	 393.53
 
7 54.55 0. 46,13 8.42 
 0.52 	 #78.04 463.78 264.28 0. 
 371.20
RADIAL REL EXIT ASS EXIT CNBR LN REL DEV 
 REL TURN EXIYTAS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ARS EXIT REL
POSITION 
 FLO, A'!G FLOW 4NG YE ANGLE ANG TE ANGLE 
 CELCITY yELOCITY vELOCITy TANG vEL TANG vEt
1 56.60 26,34 54,80 
 3.80 7,74 352,52 605,3 314,90 
 155,93 515.98
2 58.29 25.78 54,42 3.87 
 7.02 	 348.39 595,76 3±2,89 151.13
3 54,33 28,41 	 506.36
 4 48,02 	 50.68 3'65 8.27 351,81 530.bS 309.35 167,3729.45 43,79 	 43o,96
5 37,84 34.66 	 A.23 12,09 368,99 480,34 321,24 181,39 357.0e
32,15 5069 19.85 
 396.60 413,01 325.44 225.04 
 252.85
 
6 23.73 39,42 14.29
7 16,84 42.00 	 9144 31,89 432.94 366,74 331350.0 8:84 	 27P.32 145.68
37,72 456.85 357,58 335,27 301,90 
 101,45

RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET ASS 
 INLET REL 	, AXIAL VEL DIFFUSION CHI
 
POSITION AT INLET MACH NO MACN NO 
 RATIO
1 679.09 0,270 0,669 1103v 	 FACTOR 0.263 0.277
2 664.12 0.276 0,660 1,025
3 599.36 0,280 0.609 0.261 0.295
00996 
4 533.91 0.278 0.556 	 0.296 0.347t.047
5 467.38 0,270 0,501 1,101 	 0.308 0.385 0.363
6 393.53 0,253 0.435 	 0.412
1.231 
7 	 0.371 0,370
371.70 0.250 0,418 1,269 
 0.374 0.344
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPf 
 EXIT ABS EXIT REL 
 LOSS TOT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT MACH NO 	 ADS POLY HOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESSMACH NO SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAM ErVICIENCY EFFICIENCY HEAS T RISE RISE COESF
1 671.91 01312 0,536 1.3340 0,136 C.027 0,7146 0.7184 0.8408 0.239
2 657.49 0.309 0.529 
 1;3690 0,059
3 598.33 0,312 	 0,011 0,8681 0.R701 0.8569 0.2580,471 1,508O 0,040 0.008 0,9189 0,9202 0,8687
4 538,44 	 0.3240.328 0,427 1.6840 
 0.068 0.014 0,8690 0.8907 018555
5 477,89 0,353 	 0.3800.367 1.9060 0.063 0.013
6 	 0,9164 0,9177 0.9079 0.429418.00 0,386, 0.327 2.2170 0.068 
 0.014 0.9340 0.9351 0.9173 0.443
1 403,35 0.407 0,319 2,3390 0.100 0.021 0,9136 0,9151 fl.9366 0.450 
POENTVO . A C E S U 4 y 
POSITION flZSTnor TRAy TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOTOVRL 
RADIAL FE 	 V f l A LL,PZt '0W 
PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO 	 EFMNCS=nTENP RATIO
1 5.,0000 1,102 1.040 	 SAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA1,096 
 1.037 	 PEmRF N PRMT0D2 10,0000 1,102 1,037 	 INST. FPXD INST. TRAy. INST.1,108 1,034 
 n8AeM*o*117. 
 1.1"263 	 30,0000 1,107 L,037 11109 
 1,033 	 Total Pressure Rtio4 	 50,0000 1,112 1.037 1,112 1:0355 	 Adiabatic Efficiency - 0.1..63 0.89 0.818470,0000 1,119 1,038 11116 1,03 Polytroplc Efficiency - 0,8485 0.8906 0.81"4 	 90,0000 1.125 
 1.040 1126 
 1.037
7 	 95,0000 1.135 1.042 11129 1.039 	 Percent Design Speed . 50.0 Discharge Valv Setting. 15.0 
Cot. Nozzle Weight P.w, 114.70 Vae Schedule 0.0 
I Check Plow/?os.Plov . 1.0049 72 Check FZ./No:.Flw O.9714 
Assumed 19 Flow Coef. ­ 0.985 Assubed TE fov Coff. - 0.950 
030270 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASK I
 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POINT NUMBER 2 READING NUMER 38 DATE 3/ 1/1970 
RADIAL REL INLET ARS INLET CHER LN INtD ANG INCID ANG INLET AE TNLET REL INLET AX INLET APS INLET REL 
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW AUG LE ANGLE MN CHER LN SUCT SURF VELICITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL 
J 26,23 39,47 .-13,24 154,15 317,69 156.50 
2 25,39 39,11 j3.72 353,80 319,62 151.68 
3 27,06 39,01 -11:95 367.81 327.37 167.21 















7 39,61 42.76 .3:15 459.65 350.19 289.85 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHBR LN DEV TURN EXIT AGS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ASS EXIT REL 
POSITION 
1 






























5 -2,68 -9.io 6742 35.14 381.45 38022 -17,79 
6 -0,65 -10,58 9,'93 37,72 418.90 417,58 -4,70 
7 -0.66 -±2,36 11.70 40,28 423,97 422,58 -4,90 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ASS INLET REL AXIAL VEL DIFFUSION ON1 
POSITION AT INLET MACH NO MACH NO RATIO FACTOR 
1 0,314 0D,76 0.273 0.031 
2 0.314 1,077 0.174 0.038 
3 0,327 1,065 0.202 0.050 
4 0,345 1,046 0.216 0.090 
5 0,368 1,098 0,228 0,086 
6 0,392 1,202 0.194 0.054 
7 0.410 1,207 0.228 0.040 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT REL LOSS TOT PRESS ADS , POLY WOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS 
POSITION AT EXIT MACH NO MACN NO SOLIDITY COEFTICIEUT LOSS PARAN LEPICIENCY EFFICIENCY PEAS T RISE RISE COErF 
1 0,275 1,5230 0.128 0,042 0.1339 0.030 
2 0,306 1,5440 0,096' 0.028 0.7643 0,037 
3 0.311 1,6310 0,078 0.024 0.5264 0.049 
4 0,320 1,7420 D,050 0,014 0,6431 0.087 
5 0,340 1;8800 0.034 0,009 0,6009 0.084 












OV -BALL -OMOESUA 
0,038 




















Total re s r Ratio -
In= MT. EF= INST. TRAV. INST. 












Polytropie Efficiency - C.S4S o.940Q2 --­
6 900000 0.996 0,997 0995 1:000 fercent Design Speed - 50.0 Diecharge Volve Getting- 15.0 
7 99,0000 0 0,988 0,997 01993 1,000 Cor. Nozzle Weight Flow- 114,.70 Vue Schedule - 0.0 
LISCheck PFcl/Noz.FPow 0.9765 TE Check raW/Noz.Flov - 0.9724 
LA&tmId I Flo Cooff. - 0.955 Assumed IT Flo. Coff. . 0.935 
030270 	 Blada Elomont Data for Undistorted Inlet TestIng (Continued) 
ROTOR SLADE ROW - NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER 3 READING NUMBeR 3V9 DATE S/ 11970
 
RADIAL REL I LET AS INLET CHOR LN INCID ANG 
 INOID ANG INLPT ASS tNLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS 
 INLET REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW ANG LE ANGLE WN CHBR LN SUCT SURF VEUCCIY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
1 67,16 0, 
 60,60 6?56 3,86 8.26 737,87 286,05 0. 679.23
2 66.35 0, 59.6t 
 6?74 3,71 291,88 725,56 290,86 0. 664,27
3 63.68 0, 56,0 7:67 3,21 996.62 668,86 296,61 0. 599,49
4 61,37 0. 52.56 8 81 2,97 902,42 608,84 291,58 0. 534.02
5 55.79 0. 49,7& 9o08 
 2,29 187.26 548,69 203.28 0. 467.40
6 56.78 
 0, 47,11 967 2.01 268,53 476,49 257,74 0. 393,61 
v 9,SS a. 46,13 9.42 1.52 167.96 457,87 254,70 0. 371,28 
RADIAL REL EXIT , ABS EXIT CHOR LN REL GEV REL TURN EXIT AS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ASS EXT PEL
POSITION FLOw ANO FLOW ANG TE ANGLE ANG le ANGLE VELCOCITY VELOCITY vELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
1 58,42 31,03 54,80 3762 
 a,74 ;52.96 576,54 301.57 181.42 490.A4
2 58,17 30.10 
 54.42 3;75 8,19 34,8 569.72 300.24 174.04 483.59
3 54.32 31,64 
 50,68 3 64 9.36 $49,94 50o,58 297,19 184.58 413.87
4 45.06 33,94 43,79 
 4727 13,30 363.52 451,24 301,54 202.92 335.63
5 38.04 37,16 32.15 5.89 20,75 390.25 394.89 310,35 235.19 242,81

6 23.62 42,06 14,29 9,33 33,16 024.00 345,11 312,06 281.60 136.49
 
17.15 	 8.00
 42.6o 9:±5 36,39 W51.74 350,87 328,644 302.05 101,39
 
RADIAL ROTOR SOD INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAL VEI, DIFFUSION ON
 
POSITION AT INLET MACHN NO MACN NO RATIO FACTOR
 
1 679.23 0.260 0.665 110, 
 0.310 0.300
664.27 0.263 0,654 1,032 
 0.302 0.325
3 599,49 0.267 0,603 1,002 
 0.330 0.377
4 534.02 0,264 0549 1,034 
 0.358 0.415
5 467.48 0.259 0.494 t096 
 0.394 0,447
6 393,61 0,242 0,429 1,211 
 0.412 0.416
7 371.28 0,241 0,412 1,290 
 0.381 0.396
 
RADIAL ROTOR SOD EXIT AS EXIT REL 	 LOSS TOT FRESS ADS POLY MCsEN RISE/ STAT PRESS
POSITION AT ExIT 
 MACW NO MACW NO SOLIDITY COEFFCIENT LOSS PAPAH EVCICIENCY EFFICIENCY HEAS T RISE RISE CGErr
1 672,06 0.312 0,510 1;3340 0.138 
 0,027 0.7396 0.7435 0.0613 0.269
2 657,63 0,308 0,505 1,3690 0.070 
 0.013 0,8609 0.8631 0.8904 0,286
3 598.45 0.310 
 0,452 1,50ho 0.020 0.005 0.9471 0.9480 0.9058 0.354
 
4 530.35 0,323 
 0,400 1,6840 0.058 0,012 0,9111 0,9125 0.9022 0.410
9 478.00 0,347 0,351 1,9060 0.034 0,007 0,9558 
 0,9566 D.9028 0.4656 41,09 0,377 0.307 2.2170 0.038 0.008 0,964L 0.9648 0,94517 0.4927 403.43 0,402 0,3±3 2.3390 0.06 0.013 0,9455 0,9465 0.9186 0.509 
RADIAL FERCE£7T TRAY TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT rIXEo TOT 	 OVERAIPICWCIAvCE SDC'lRYPOSITION TPS10N PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TOMP RATIO STAGE DATA ROTOR DATAROTO DATA 
1 5,0060 1,116 1.046 1,111 1.041 :ERORE PARAMTES FIXED INT nXE 1SRDT TR INAT2 10,0000 1,115 1,041 118 1,038$ 30.0000 1,118 1,039 1,119 1:035 Total Ratio iomm1.116 1.1210 1.1215 
4 50,0000 1,120 1.039 1,119 1,036 Adiabatic Efficiency - 0.8796 0.9115 0.8245 
S 70,0000 1,125 1.040 1,122 1,01S Poly-tropic Efficiency - 0.8815 0.9130 0.82T36 90,0000 1,130 1.0405	 1,130 1.0377 9 ,0000 1,141 1,043 11136 1,039 	 Percent lign Speed - 50.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 11.0 
Cor. Nozzle Weight FPlw 109.34 Vase Schedule - 0.0 
LE Check Fl/OZo.Plov - 1.0106 TE Check Flw/oz.Fl . 0.9785 
Aosume4 IZ Flow Coeff. - 0.985 Assumed TE P1ow Coeff. . 0.950 
030270 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFPRMANCE RESULTS 




































































RADIAL REL EXIT ABE EXIT CHBR LN DEV TURN EXIT ARS EXIT REL EXIT Ai EXIT ABS EXIT REL 
POSITION FLOW ANO FLOW ANG TE ANGLE AND TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY EL0CITY TANG vEL TANG vEL 


















































































56 0,3600382 1,07111176 0,2850,255 0.1780.152 
















EFFICIENCY MEAS T RISE 
STAT PRESS 
RISE COErF 
1 0,262 i:520 0,139 0,046 0.3190 0,092 






































PERCENT TRAV TOT 
1RnON PRESS RATIO 
TRAY TOT FIXED TOT 
TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO 
FIXED TOT 






















































. Percent Design Speed -









IX Check Flcn/Nos.Flow . 0.9836 Ts Check FPov/Noz.Flov 0.9755 
L..Az_.Is Fix Coet?. . 0.955 Assumed T Blow Cootf. - 0.933 
03±870 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR BLADE ROW ; NAS! TASK I 
GLAOE PLPtENT PEIRnRMANCP AEMILT1 
POINT NUMBER 5 RFAOING NIJuqER 41 DATE 31 2/1970
RADIAL 
 REL INLET ABS INLET . CBR LN INCID ANG INCID AND INL#T ABS INLET REL INtET AX INLET ABS INLET REL
AAGLE CMRR LN SOU? SURFno VEICCITY VELOCITY 
 VELOCITY YANG VFL 
 TANG VFL
60, 60;60 8:40 

2 
5.70 6P,93 728 Q4 p6m;91 n, 679.768.02 0. 59,61 8,41 
 5.38 069.7 717,35
3 65.66 66.33 0, 664.89
0; 56 0± 
 9'65 5.19 
 971.41 65R.58 
 0.74140 600.05
4 6t55 0 52,56 10.99
5 t 5.13 266.66 597,35 ,65:89 A.
61.14 0, 49$71 11841 534.53
4.A4 9M1.49 536.03 P57.87 D. 467.92
6 59.19 
 0. 47.:i 
 12?08 4.4p 244.82 463;5 734.98 
 8. 393,98
7 5.3 
 46.13 i2:18 
 4.6 141134 44311 ?29:40 f. 371.63
 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT 
 CIBR LN REL DFV 
 REL TURN EXIT ARS EkIT REL 
 EVIT AX EXIT ASS
POSITION EXIT AEL
FLOW ANG FLOW AN YE ANGLE ANg YF ANGIE VEICCIYY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VFL1 59 14 37;59 54:80 4,34 9.66 148.20 537,29 279t29
2 57,63 36145 4 ,l.04 468.75
 4 54:4p 3:pi 10.40 
 3S .na 531;32
3 5 284.22 209.02 448.33
.6o 37,02 50 68 3E 2 11.n b 47 ,2j 47 .2 77 16 09, 0 3?6482
 
4 4:,15 40.R0 43.79 
 4t66 1.,10 1-7;60 4n8.15 2766 
 231.63 305.43
5 38.32 42,60 32A5 6.17 2,.2 
 1Bfl 357 44 ?79.84 P57,79 24 05
6 24.10 46 45 14:29 9.0 35 .9 408.16 309 78 79 ,ii 9 . 3 2 1.1  
14.67 48:88 e.00 
 6167 43,64 440.62 302;91 ?86,93 326.68 75.13
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET ASS 
 INLET REL AXIAL VL

POSITION AT INLF MACI' DIFFUSION CHINO MACH No RATIO FACTOR
 
679.87 0:237 0;656
2 664.89 0:242 0;646 1;85507597 0.347
 
3 6005 0;244 0593
4 5349 53 4 inpa 0.37 0416
 
4 534.5 0,240 0.538 1,I18
6 46702 0.235 0.487 I;05 0.433 0.455
 





371.63 0:217 0;399 ;,5 0:479 0;493 0.487 0.461
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD 
 EXIT ARS EXIT REL

T tos TOy PRESS ADSPOSITION A ExIT POLY MCME Rtsc, STAY PRESSNO MAACHMANNO SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PAR&- FPFICIFNCv 
 EPrICIANCY HEAS T RISE
1 672.69 0;37 RISE COEFF
0473 1;3340 
 0oIA6 4;0,1 0;7324 0.7370 0.R677
2 65R,25 0.312 0,469' 1.36o 0,110 0.3n6




 0:0l0 0 9147 A.-162 0.0t'6 1.393
4 539.06 0.316 
 0;361 1j6R4O 0:114 n.o?0
5 0,8522 n.547 M.9217
478,,000
" 030'80 6.37 0;4qt
0:066 
 0.6455 0
6 4j0.49 0.363 0276 2 217a 0.Oss :.01 0.9510 n.9538 0,0963 0.5460,270 2A. 00392 0064 an013 019526 8.Q536 f.0A8,2 0.578
 
RADIAL PECENT TRAV TOT TRAV TOT 
 FIXED TOT FIXFO TOT 
 OVA- PR"A.CE...
 
TEMP RATIO PRFSS RATIO TEMP RATIO





1 5f0000 1;132 1;5051 1,129 1:048 E R PARAM STAGEATA ROTR DATA ROTORDA2 10,000 1.135 1,050 
 i .7I3 1046 
 ' sFI INST. FIXED IMST. TRAV. I T.
3 
4 30.onfo 1 132 1 044 513 1:040 Total Pressure Ratio - .28 113150.0o00 1.31 11b
17 4 1;11p 1:041 Adabatic Efficiency 
­5 70.0000 1;134 1,042 1131 o.85o 0.8722 0.6174
1:039 Polytropi Efficiency . 0,8530 0.8735 0.8207
 
6 95, Ono
7 .0000 11±35 ,40~ 1j1.96 1,039*- 5.. DshreVleStig1,146 1,044 1,144 1041 d
Percent Design Speed . 0.1 Discharge Vvw Satig 06.o 
Cor. Nozzle Weight pYw- 160,80 Vno SChedule 0.0 
Iis,Check lovo.lc. m i.067 TE Check FICV/No:.Plov - 0.9r(3 
LAduId LE Fow.Coeff. . 0.985 Assumed TE Plow Coeff. - 0.950 
031870 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW : NASj TASK I 
POINT NUMRER 
BLADE ELFNENT PERFORMANCE 
5 RFADING NU4RER 41 
RESULTS 













































































































































































































POLY WOMEN RISF/ 



























































PERCEITr TRAV TOT 
fl.E53103 PRESS RATIO 
5,0000 0:989 
10,0000 0;996 





TRAV TOT FIXED TOT 

















OVERALL PEIWOIAiMCE SUMiA 
STAGE DATA SThTOH fATA STATO tATA 
PEPOKAIE PARAMETERS Ffl D 11157. ?E INST. TAy. INST. 
Total Pmenre- Ratio - 1.1288 0.9971 0.9955 
Polytropic Efficiency m 0.8530 0.9765 ------
Pereent fDedg Speed - 50.1 Discharge Valve Setting- 06.0 
OCr. Nozzle Weight Flow- 100.80 Vane Schedule . 0.0 
11 Clheck FIa/Xoz.Plm - 0. 924 Th Check FlOw/Noz.mo . 0.9688 
LAflaId ISFlcv OCoff. - O.qSS Assumed TE FLOw Coff. - 0.035 
-J 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
030270 
ROTOR BLADE ROW - NASA ?ASK I 
POINT NUMBER 
$LADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESU TS 
































































































































































































































































































































POLY MOHEN RISE/ 
EFFICIENCY MEAS T RISE 
























FERCEC TRAY TOT 







90.0000 1.1409seoo0 1*136 
TRAY TOT FIXED TOT 
















OVM . PE10.PmYARC S-.ARy 
STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA 
T. FIXED MT2. TRAY. Z337. 
Total Presure Ratio - 1369 .46 1.1444 
Adibatic Efficiency 
- 0.8065 0.8333 o.7614 
Polytroplo Efficiency - O.8101 0.8365 0.7659 
Percent Design Speed * 50.1 Discharge Val"e Setting-. 02.oCor. Nozzle Weight Flcv 89.28 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
IS Check c/NoZ.FloV -Assured LE F1ow Coeff. a 1.002. f Check Flov/Noz.FPl.0.985 Assumed TE Flov Coeff. - 1.00000.950 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
030270
 
STATOR 8 LADE ROW - NASA TASK I 




















POINT NUH8BR 6 READING ,UMBER 
CHAR LN INCID ANG INCID AND 





































































REL EXIT ADS EXIT 








ROTOR SPD INLET ABS








ROTOR SPD EXIT ASS 








PERoE1Cn TRAV TOT 
flIESION PRESS RATIO5,0000 0.99.9 
10,0000 0,992 
CHBR LN DEV TURN 
TEANGLE ANG TE ANGLE 
'11,13 14,33 47,96 
lo0,10 11,77 40,99g8,87 7.41 42.898,75 8161 45.71 Q9 .10 8,20 45775 
;10,58 12,40 44.64 
;12,36 11,58 49±8 







EXIT REL LOSS 







TRAV TOT FIXEO TOT FIXED TOT 
TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO9 0,992 1.0000995 0,995 1.000 
EXIT ASS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT RELVELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL268,47 268,05 14,99285,00 284.06 8.0Z78.31 278,80 -7.3258.30 256,02 
-0.6427164,03 
-4,27
291,45 290,41 9,23 







0,426 0,4050,474 0,345 
TOT PRESS ADS POLY MOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS 
LOSS PARAi EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY HEAS T RISE RISE COErF0,040 0.6606 0.2830.023 0.7298 0.2830;010 0,8480 0,3290,015 0.8198 0,4000,012 0,8516 0,4090,012 0,9017 0,3980.021 06854 0,33 
OVERALL PEBIFOMCE SUMdAR 































Total resure Ratio .
PolytropilErficiency w 
Percent Deoign Speed 
-












l Check PlcS'/oz.Flw 
ssme IS P'w Coon. ** 
1.0052 2s Check FP/NOz.Flov 
0.955 Aoo~
~
uAwedTZ Flow Cooff. 
. 0.9857 
0.935 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued)030270
 
ROTOR BLADE mw - NASt TASK I 
OLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

































































































































































































































































































































POLY MOMEN RISE/ 
















































ot1 Preoure Ratio . 
Aiabatic Efficiency . 
A -0BMARC S1ARy 
STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA 
FIXED INST. FXD MT.TRAY. INST. 
1.1674 1.1910 1.1924 























is Check flo/No.pm 
- Assurd IE F o Coan, 
-
. 
0.9994T2 Check F1ov/Noz.fl 
0.985 Acsumed T Flow Cof. 
- " 0.9682 
. 0.950 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASX I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER 7 READING k.URBER 43 DATE 31 1/1970
 
RADIAL REL INLET ABS INLET CBBR LN INCID ANG INCID ANG INLET ABS INLET REL 
 INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW AND 
 LE ANGLE MN CRBR LN SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VOL
1 19.73 39,47 -j9,74 493,622 464.64 166.65
19.80 39,11 -19.31 502,16
3 472,44 170,10
20.63 39,01 -18.38 530,55 496,22 186.80
4 23.66 39,80 
-16.14 555,68 
 507.66 222.42
5 27,25 40.86 -13,61 602,18 931,84 273.876 33.37 42.22 -8,85 
 635.7 525.03 345,80
7 36.29 42,76 -6,47 663.53 526.37 38800
 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CMBR LN DEV . TURN EXIT ABS EXIT REL 
 EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT REL
POSITION 
 FLOW ANG FLOW AND TE ANGLE ANG TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VOL TANG VOL
2 
-0,87 1113 10,26 20.60 472,49 472,43 
-7.19
2 
-0.84 =10,10 9.26 20.64 
 539.42 539,33 -7.90
3 
-2.99 ;8,87 5.80 23.62 
 547.97 547,00 
-28,58
4 oi.49 -8,75 7,26 
 25.15 572,05 571,23 -14,88
5 
-3.10 ;9,10 6.00 30.35 598.33 596.18 -32,32
6 
-0.95 L10,58
7 9.63 34.32 668.96 666,81 011.03

-0.40 ;12,36 11.96 36.69 692,81 690,57 -4.77
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ABS INLET REL 
 AXIAL VEL 
 DIFFUSION CI
POSITION AT INLET 
 MACH NO MACH NO RATIO 
 FACTOR
1 0.438 1,017 0150 0,212
2 0,447 1,142 0,580 -0,203
3 0,472 1,102 
 0,091 -0,193










RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT REL LOSS TOT PqES 
 ADS POLY HOMER RISE/ STAT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT MACH NO MACH NO 
 SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAN EFrICIENCY 
EFFICIENCY MEAS T RISE RISE COEFF




2 0,482 1,5440 0,117 0,038 1,3025 -0,191 
3 0,490 1.6310 0,167 0.051 2.6527 
-0.180
4 0.511 1,7420 0.119 0,0345 0,535 1,8800 2.5363 -0,1420,109 0,029 
-22.3844 
-0,1316 0,600 2,0510 0.102 0.025 j,9248 -0,193
7 0.622 2,0900 0.095 0.023 2,4786 
-0,205
 
RADIAL PEECET TRAV TOT 
 TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT - OVERALL P......CE SUo
POSITION fl8ERSIO 
 PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO
S5,0000 0;962 TEMP RATIO PARAMETERS OERFOM=E0.994 0,978 I,00 :ESTAGE DATA STATOR DATASTATOR DATA 
2 25,D0000i0,0000 00932 0.990 0,985 1.000t 93 B 8 ,  I PE0YACEDFfM INST. FrXED INST.ZT IA°!ETmRA.INST.' 
3
4 50;00003 ,  0,981 0.994 0.977. 4 ,0 ,977 001,000 Total Pmesure Ratlo - 1.1674 0,9802 0.97874 50,0000 094 100 0,982 1,000 Polytropic Efficiency . 0.7982 0.8829 -----­
570.0000 D,970 0.994 0,980 1.0006 90,0000 0,977 0,996 0,980 1 0a I0Percent Design Speed - 70.1 Discharge Valve Setting.7 95,0000 0,967 0,998 0,980 1,000 Cer. Nozzle weight Flog 30.0 169.98 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
I Check Pl /Noz.Flov - 0.9733 E Cheek Plw/Noz.iow - 0.9871
Assumed IS Pw Coff. 0.955 Aoaumnd TE Flow Coff. 0.935 
130270 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 






















































BLADE ELEMENT P;RFOPNANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBER 8 READING NJBER 44 DATE 
CMBR LN INCID ANG INID AND INLET ABS 
LE ANGLE "N CHaR LN 5UCT SURF VELOCITY 
60.60 4,66 .96 441,7359,61 4,63 1.60 450,5356,01 5,47 1.01 456,24
52,56 6,56 0,72 448.5949.71 6,97 0,18 436.4647.11 T.45 
-0.21 408.8846.13 7,10 
-0,80 408,81 
CHBR LN REL DEV REL TURN EXIT ADS 
TE ANGLE ANO TE ANGLE VELOCITY $4.80 3,73 6.74 494.2954,42 3,56 6.26 491,32



































































































ROTOR SPO INLET ADS 








ROTOR SPD EXIT ADS 








PERCENT TRAV TOT 
flGRISION PRESS RATIO 
5,0000 121.4 
10,0000 1,216 
30,0000 1,22756,0000 1,231 
70,0000 1;249
90.0000 1,296 
INLET REL AXIAL VEL 








eXIT REL LOSS 
MACN NO SOLIDITY COErFICIENT 
0,738 1,3340 0.101 
0,725 1,3690 0.03 
0.653 1.5080 01015 
0.579 1,6840 0,0480,910 1,9060 0.020 
0.441 2.2170 0,045
0.431 2.3390 0.092 
TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT 
TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO1.076 1,201 1.0681,070 1.222 1.066 
1.069 1,229 1,0631.069 1.231 1.066 
1,071 1,235 1,064










TOT PRESS ADO POLY MOsEN RISE, STAT PRESSLOSS PARAH EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY MEAl T RISE RISE CCEFF0.020 0,7936 0.7909 0,9031 0,2400.010 0,8918 0,8949 0,9566 0.2600,003 0,9717 0.9726 0,9325 0.3320,010 0.9246 0,9269 0.9301 0.3900004 0,9722 0,9730 0,V606 0.4460,009 0,0549 0,9563 0.9514 0,475
,-0.019 0,9192 
-0.0,9219 0,9789 0,488 
OV A1ITFPEiOp.MACE SU'&RY 
PEFFOIAEPE TE, STAGEDATA IOTORDATA EO01RDATATotal Pressure atio - 1.219 1 1 1.235 
3 12311Adiab.tic Efficiency w 0.8858 0.93C4 0.871h
Polytropic Efficiency o 0.8890 0.93.?25 0.8735Percent DeignSpeed - 70.1 Discharge Valve Setting. 15.0Cor. Nozzle weight Flow. 160.99 Vans Schedule 
- 0.0 
LZ Check Flow/Noz.Plow 
-.Asumed IEFlowCoerf. . 1.002 TE Check Flw/Noz.Fl,0.985 Assumed TE loV Coer. - 0.97650.950 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
030270 
STATOR BLADE RjW - NASA TAS< I 
POINT NUMBER 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 




































































































































































































































POLY HONEN RISE/ 


















































TRAV TOT FIXED TOT 

















OVERAOL PEITORENCE SLWWC 
STAGE DATASTATOR DATA SIATOR DATA
PERFOIOXACEPA mET. rnTINST. TRA. INAETo 
Total Pressu-e Patio - 1.2193 0.990o4 0.9871 
Polytropie Efficiency - 0.8890 0.9534 ------
Percent Design Speed - 70.1 Discharge Valve Setting- 15.0 
Cor. Nozzle Weight ?low- 160.99 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
(0 
IE Check flow/Noz.Plow . 
Onssum I Fuo Corf. . 
0.9816 TE Check Plow/Noz.Plw





Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR BLADE lOW * NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PE~rORMANCE RESULTS 


























































































































































































































































































































































TEAV TOT FIXED TOT 

















OVERALL PEI~NWR,'NC SIMqARY 
STAGE DATA ROTOR DATAROTOR DATA 
PERFORMANCE P E FID INT. FIED MT. TRAV. MXST. 
Total Pressure Ratio - 1.25i8 i.268 1.2671 Adiabatic Efficicyr - 0.8909 0.916i 0.8505 
Polytropic Efficiency - 0.8944 0.9193 o.8554 
Percent Design Spce - 70.0 Dich.rge Valv Settig- 09.0 
Car. Nozzle Weight Ple 151.55 Voea Schedule 0.0 
LE Check'Fl/NoF.PLot 
Asnud LE Flow Coeff. 
- 0-.994 TE Check Flow/noz.lV 





Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued)030270 
STATOR BLADE POW - NASA TASK I 































POINT NUMBER 9 READING lUMBER 
ABS INLET OHRR LN INOIO ANG INCID ANG 
FLOW AND LE ANGLE HN OHBR LN jUGT SURF 
34.52 39,47 
-4,95
33.16 39,11 -5,95 
33,9 39,01 -5,82 
35,38 39,80 .4,4237.54 40,86 -3,32 
41,76 42,22 
-0.46 
44.49 42,76 1,73 
ABS EXIT CMER LN OEV TURN 
FLOW AND TE ANGLE AND TE ANGLE0.3.9 =11.3 10,94 34,71
-0.92 :10,10 9.18 34.08 
'2.62 .8,87 6.25 35,81
*2.20 c8.75 6,55 37,58
-2,14 =9,1O 6,96 39.68 
-1,07 .10,58 9,51 42.82 
-0,45 i12,36 11,91 44.94 
INLET ASS INLET EEL AXIAL VEL 
HACH NO MACH NO RA ID 
0.437 0. 870,438 1,077 
00,2794 1,043 
































































































MACH NO LOSS SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT 







































PERCENT - TRAY TOT 





70,0000 0.99190.0000 0.90± 
950000 0,975 
TRAY TOT FIXED TOT 















OVUA. PFORMANCE SULAR 
STAGE DATA STATR DATA SATORDATAPE'ORWNrE PARA3METERS DE STATnRI. RAy.TOnST. 
=. FrGD INS. TA. rNST. 
TotlPreseure Ratio . 1.2548 0.9937 ' 0.9904PoytropIc Efficiency - o.8944 0.9729 ------
Foment Dasi Sped . 70,0 Discharge Vaive Setting- 09.0Cor. Nozzle Weight Flow- 151,55 Vane Schedule . 0.0 
12 Check F1ow/oz.Plcw 
Aauwed IS Flow oef". 
-
-
0.9763 TE Check Flov/oz.rlow 






030270 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR 8LADE RLt * NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER 10 READING NUMBER 46 DATE 3/ 1/1970
 
PAUIT MEl. N'4ET ABS 
INLET OMeR LN SNoIo ANG INOID ANDPOSITION FLOW ANO rL0W ANG suor 
INLET ABS INLET REL INLET AX INLUTABS INLET REL
LE ANGLE LU UNCR SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VOL
 
7 78 ,0 :36 1024.55 378.43 0, #50,93

S68,00 0. 5601 7.7. 388,56 1007,89 387,20 0, 929.98
3 5,06 O. 56,0j 9.0S 4.59 390.32 925.61 390,31 0, 839,29
4 6342 0. 52,56 10,56 4.72 380.05 838.69 378.95 0, 747.64
5 60,84 0. 49,71 11.13 4.34 370,26 751,97 6513 0. 6448 
, 11 11.59 3.03 349,13 652,34 3J5107 0. 551.06
 
6 57,40 0. 46,13 11,27 3.37 349,70 626,47 $32,39 0, 519,79
 
RADIAL 
 REL EXIT ABS EXIT CMDR LN "REL 0EV R6 TURN EXIT ABS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ASS EXIT ROL
POSITION FLOW AND 
 FLOd ANG TE ANGLE AND yE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
1 58.35 38.98 54,8 2,55
2 9,95 498,99 738.27 386,99 313,11 627,7757,38 37.76 54,42 2,96 10,01 499,26 731.53 393,92 305,09 615.59
3 54:62 39.22 
 5068 3.94 10,44 48628 650.63 376.66 307,41 930,434 48,1 42.39 43,79 4,92 14,42 4971,73 557.06 367.57 335,49 418,495 39,53 43.94 32,10 7,38 21.31 
 920,44 486.02 374.10 360,48 308.71
6 26.15 46.95 14,29 11,86 
 32.55 553,18 42.93 374,88 401,27 184,06
7 16,10 49.43 
 8,00 8.10 41,30 4019,8 412,07 387.77 452,89 111,92

RADIAL ROTOR SP INLET ADS INLET RE. AXIAL VEL 
 DIFPUSION Owl
POSITION AT INLET MACH NO MACH r0 RATIO FACTOR 
1 950,93 0.345 0,928 1.023 0393 0,375 
2 929,98 0.352 0.913 1107 0,384 0.392 
3 839.29 0.354 0,839 0,965 0,407 0.446 
4 747,64 0,344 0.760 0,970 0,455 0.48 
5 654,48 0,335 0,681 1.025 
 0.480 0,532
6 551,06 0,316 0.590 1,119 
 0,494 0.546
519V79 0.316 0.565 1,167 0,04 0.541
 
TOT PRESS ADS POLY ONOENRSE SAT PRESS
.5LOSS
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT Ass EXIT REL 

POSITION AT EXIT MACH NO MACH NO SOLIDIT Y COEPfICIEnT LOSS P&RAM SSAIDIENCY * POICIECY '(E4 T RISE RIse CESS 
1 940,08 0.434 0,642 1,3340 0.161 0,032 0,7686 0,7767 O,9 S E 0.3±2 
2 920.68 0.435 0.637 1,3690 0,133 0,026 0,0101 0,8169 0 59268 0,330
3 537,84 0,425 0568 1,5010 3,077 0015 0.8910 0.8948 0,9381 0.4034 753.97 0.435 0.487 1.6840 0.121 0.024 0.8546 0,8594 0.9177669,20 0,497 0,42Y 1,9060 0,077 0,016 0.467
0.9186 0,9213 0,9324 0,540
6 58.33 0.487 0.373 2,2170 0,073 010%5 0.9404 0.9424 0,9185 0.6187 564.81 0,532 0.364 2,3390 0.107 0,022 0.9215 0.9242 0,9566 0.648
 
RADIAL pERCUn' TRAY TOT TRAV TOT FIXOD TOT FIXED TOT 
 O'£Ai.LT
FBt.AOXE SW8IARy
POSITION ZtSIOI PRESS RATIO 
 TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TIMP RATIO
I 5o00o 1.292 STAGE DA.A ROTORDATA ROTORDATA1.101 1,285 1.097 PERFOR4ME PARAITERS SAED R =R DATA amz DATA 
2 100000 L;293 1,098 1,294 I.,9S FIXEDI'?ST. FXED nisT.5v. mT. 
3 30:0000 1,283 1,088 
 1.280 1,082 Total Pressue Ratio . 1.2722 1.2T68 1.28444500000 1278 1,089 1,268 1:002 Adiabatic Efficiency * 0.84C5 0.862 0.83195 70,0000 1,277 1,083 1,271 1,077 
 Polytropic Efficiency - 0.851T 0.8728 0.83TT
6 90,0000 IWO7
7 000  1310 1,082 1,275 ,7 06.0, 6 , 86 1,00781 Peent Design Speed * 70.0 Discharge Vjve Setting.C95 0 1ozzleW ight Flow. 141.97 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
LE CaecX Flw/Noz.Plow . 0.9941TE Check Flov/Koz.plw . 0.9805Assumed LE Plow Coeff. . 0.985 Aanumed TE flow Coff. . 0.950 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW - NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELMENT PERFOAHANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBER 10 READING NUMBER 46 DATE 3/ 1/1970 
RADIAL REL INLET ABS INLET CHBR LN %Noo ANG INCID ANG INLET AS INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL 



































7 46.07 42.76 4,21 600,00 405,85 434,82 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHMR LN DEV TURN EXIT ADS EXIT RE4 EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT REL 

























































RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAL VEL DIFFUSION owl 














































POLY HOMEN RISE/ 




















































RADIAL PERCENT TRAY TOT TRAY TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERA I PMM;ANCE SUMMARY 




































FI=EMT. PIE nST. TRAV. INST. 
1.2712 0.9941 0.9899 
0:8517 0.9758 -----­
6 90,0000 10.994 0.996 0,994 1,000 perzent DOcigo $ped - 70.0 Disch.rge Valve SeLttlg- 06.0 
7 95,0000 0,969 0,995 0,937 1.000 Co. Nozzle Weight Flon 141.97 Veae Schedule - 0.0 
12 Check Flow/oz.Flow
AnBUed IS PW Coeff. 
-
-
0.9856 TE Check PlowN/oz.Flov -




 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTnq BLAnE 654 ; NASA TA5X I 
4
RLA)E FLFMFNT PbVnt4A4F OEIULTS 
POINT U'8aER 11 IUAIING N4Qd9q 47 DAE 3/ 111970
 
PA&1AL BEL lJLsT ASS 14LET 
 C'Pe LN INCID AJ6 IC ID A G IQLET ABS INLET REL
POSITION FLOW A'G INLET AX INLET ASS NLpT RELPL1W ANG LE ANGLE MN CMQ LU SuCt S'RF VELOCITY VELOCIyY VELOCITY TANG yEL
1 70, 3 yANG VEL
D, 60.0 9.7d t.fs 342.90 10Y168 340,27 
 0, 95±,Ao
2 69,42 
 0, 59,61 9,fi 6,74 31I777 349,54 0. 930.63S 67,35 0, 601 11,34 6,R 350,77 994;7 358.0 840.06
 6523 0, 52,56 17,76 6,92 34; 96 3a3,86 o840;0
4 6277 49,7j 13,06 341;41
*60,6 Oj -6= 7317*9 337,074',± 13,51 ,85 3150 653.08
9,77 639,43 310.50
00 46.1s 13 44 0 5S; 6
,74 31494 610;25 303,16 
 0, 20.26
 
WAIAL REL EXIT ADS EXIT CrP8 LN REL DEV 
 REL YUne EXIT ASS
POSItON FLOW A-I PLOW EMIT REL EMIT AM EXIT ABS EXIT RELA NGE L A*COT2 AqGL VELOCITY VELOCITy4,6 4:7 ST 106 6R VELOCITY TANG yANG VEL
 :9 VEL
7 45,02 4,Y utn 500.69 679;757 347,99 358.65 58f9
Sp5i35 432 5,4 2,A3 12,37
43,A7 50,68 4,67 1jO Sjj0 676"81
61472; 367,75 35.11 5,2241P,47 349119 33,39 56744 '9,P8 £A,?4 43,79 
 16,24 492;43 506;79 331,91
977 41,77 371;76 382;9D6 

37;27 48,50 7,61 20101 511i68 460796 353 32±4,, 12;96 3834 375.8 2A15, 1 5io098 40545 96 02 .41
52,00 8,06 355,96 103t46
8 6
7,f 0 4f9r 592,60 303.85 361,73 94 46294 102,39
 
RAnIAL ROTer SPf INLET AqS |JLFT REL AXIAL V a a: CW2
 





3 9jono 0,317 c099 0C4382
 
1 9510±,eO c;0io"460 94IO PAT PA TOR
 
±0.Q







6 55t$56 0.202 0577 
 1:146 
 0512 0.957
7 520,6 0;248 !551 1:19a 
 0;540 0.584
 
SA"IA. RSTIW SP 
 EXIT AOS EXIT REL 
 LOS TOT PRESS
POSITION AT FXIT MAC6 ' 0 ADO ROLY MCMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS
ntL t SOLIITy COEFFICIENT
1 941,74 0,412 0.587 LOGS PARAs IEFIrIFCY EFFICIENCY HEAS y RIS E RIBS CrEF;
1,1340 D:231
29321, 0:044 SODASf 0.7194 0j9436 0;3t9
DQ44 0:516 1,1600 0;287 0:041
3 0W401. 0,7408
836,Aj 0,470 0aO350 0r36
0;5 i5Oo 

4 754066 0:141 0;027 0;6254 0,6317 0,0354 0Ot4i 
5 1,414.6a 0 0:168 0:033
6e9,R1 Q;453 0 41 0.8172 0.A2S
0;403 i,900 0.9275 0.473
CL'71
6,840,4766
5L5,37 5&5887 71 a C3 0;024 (1,84 0:9888 0,2536




7 565C43 0,9027 0g665
c; 3a ,?wqoIJ*O c:043 0:017 
 11,9427 0.9448 
 0.9554 0.700 
BAnIAL PERCENT TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXFO T T FIXED TOT YOA'CE




 PP$5S RATIO 
 TEMP RATIO eRE$S RATIO 
 tEsP SAItO
5;0000 1;3ee 17115 1:301 
 PERORKABU PARAZOERS STAGE DATA ROTOR OATA ROTOR DA10,000 113J5 1;112 
 t;:r6 1,107
3 a0,00fl0 1;296 1;096 FfXED INST. FIXED MT. THAV. INST.1:202 1:002 
 Total Pressure Ratio .A so;Ooo0 
.1'2;a 1;697 i;2E9 1.2809 1.2910 1.2974
1;089 Adiabatic Efficiency
5 70;oooo 1,289 ±;0B8 1.283 . 0.7950 0.8212 0.795510q4 Polytropl Efficiency ­6 90.000 0.8021 0.8276




 110g0 1;296 
 1:;02 ?ecent esign Speed 
 . 70.10 Discharge Valve Setting. 03.0Co;. Noszle Weight PloW 228.91 Vose Schedule 0.0 
ECheck flvW/NozcnFlc 
 1.0051 TE Check PFv/mNoz.1of . 1.0004A~sumed IL Plow Coot?. - 0.985 Assumed 72 Plcv CoT.. 0.950 
030370 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLATE RO ; NASA TASK I 
POINT NUMBER BLADE ELEMENT PERFARNAI'"E RESULTS11 EADIG W'1ema 47 DATE 3/ 17L970 
RADIAL SEL PNLF1 ABS INLET CPBR LN 10DID A'JG INCID AND INLET ASS INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL 
POSITION 
1 




HN CMUR LN 
6;?4 




































7 49,60 4Q,76 6;R4 583.29 78,32 444.47 
PArIAL REL FXIT Abs FXIT CPMR LN UEY TUWR EXIT ARS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ASS EXIT REL 







































6 2t05 10,53 12,63 44,02 39554 394 07 14 1'2 

















































RAPIAL ROTOR OP gXIT A-IS EXIT OFL LI 9 TOT EpSbS ADS ROLY MOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS 
























































TRAy TOT FIXED TMT 




STACKDATA STATOR DATASTATORDATA 

















































IE Cheek Flov/NOz.Flov - 1.0097 TE Check ?lov/woz.Fla . o.9945 
Aasucd IS Flow Coaff. ­ 0.955 Acured TS FIo1 Coaft. . 0.935 
CA_ 
0 
0303T0 	 Blade Element Data For Undistored Inlet Tesing (Continued) 
ROTOR B4AIS R04 ; SASA TASK I
 
940'L EF47 PhIFIRNAU00 RESULTS
 
POINT Nku-SR 12 RE41ING Nt) qER 40 DATE 3/11/197b
 
T
O AL BEL j L T A 0 |NL F Y C-6 4 L N i hC ID A I -G I C I D A V G I L E A S INL ET E EL I L E T A X IN L ET A D S IN L E T R EL
 
OSIT ON L O'A NO RLO d A 40 
 E A GL E H N CMRO L N e IIT 5j F VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOC ITY TANG TEL TAN G V L1 64 0 0, 606p 158 6018 53051 11031 52,44 In 5 
263 05 0 1 5 ,61 3;44 0 4 1 547 .01 1194 3 5 540,90 0it e~N 
60,1 4,J32063.08 5A'Ui 

0 3 551-.19 ItOT;IO 551.17 ,9 ,1
 
? DOI 5 ; 6 4 1 a0; 7 54 5 , 9 1 101 4 6 6 5 4 4 ,34 0: 5 5 .7 8
 
355 ,n2 O, 4 ;71 I,"1 ,1 4 5 531 :19 Qt O053 3 '48 1
 
3 S 7 ,11 5 96 f .70 4 3 ',3 0f 773 473 ,8 9 O , 630 4 0
 
7 5 1 9 7 0 1 4 ; 15 ; 84 2 0 6 40 0 ;31l 77 5 07 4 6 5 , 0 0 ; 5 9 4 ; 6 3
 
A01 57,5 	 .60,43a 

NA IA L EL P IT AS q E X IT 0 -ORR L N RF L OF V REL TU *N X T A qO EXIT 05 EXIT A X X T A Re EX IT R L
 
P OIT ION F O W N Q R91.0 A 6 96 A 40E AN D E A ML I VELOC ITY VE LOC TY V LOC TY TANG V L ANG V L
 
90  
16 0 35 20 070 04 AO 5 0 S I A 5 4 0 10 0Z2 9 504 3 1 19 0 ; 5 08 5i s0
 
2 9 10 6 2 0 4 9 54 4 2 4 e0 2 3 .7 & 5 4 7 .14 1 0 0 3 10 5 1 1 0 0 1 90 .9F 6 6 7.0 8
 
5 .6 22 , 6 0 , h 4 ; 4 8 ; 3 7 	 2 1 2 ; 1 
5 5 4 .0 9 6 A .,9 5 1 1 , 4 8 45 9 6
 
4 46 030 28 74 4 '09 2; 51 It* 3 6 , 1600 782 92 540 08 296 62 565 92
 
6 24:A7 40,26 3014 ; 16:49 641j: 1 7fT7%'2 554,63 32.1.65 441! 0
 6 	 4; t 62 f 10;56 20,10 700 .4 62o 58 559 39 420.00 259;3
 
17 4 0 1 ;*D 4 4 140 ?9;87 59: 88 557;92 470 99 75,19
 
O W I A 4 9 T O R S R I ) I N L E T A R E N L F T RF L A X I A L V F L 
 DI P*U I N C u t 
POSITIe4 . AT INLFT MAta NO MAC4 40 RATIO FA7TOR 
1 1 0 8 7 R ; 0t q 6 fi l0 g e :9 5e 
 0 2 1 6 0 2 1 7 
2 1063,88 0,496 11095 0;V4s 0;101!3
 
3 160,t3 0,506 1:016 evoiY8.1 
 .3
 
bS ? i;q1t 0,904 0;3154 01 316
 
5 7 4 8 7 1 0;4 7 0 ; 4 1 C;0 19
7 1 	 0 ;3 9 0 3 7 7
 6 60:40 0 ,451 O 3 1; AO 0;339 0*3 AJ
 
7 59 4 6 3 0 447 0 70 d ; QO 0 36 1 - 0 3 4
 
RA M I A HOT M M SnD F I T A Q S S X 1 7 R P L 	 I.O q 6 T O T P E S S A D D R O L Y O E R R I S F J TA Y P E S S
 M
E X IT VO0 SOL|I T CO rE L O SS PAR A M E FF I CIEN C Y 

1 1076 3 5 0;479' 0903 I,3340 0 148 0:027 0 .172 0C6247 0;94 5 0; 58
 
2Il4; 04AR5 04?q C 1690 0;046 O00B n,7673 0,77,12 0,0477 01177
 
R S I VIO N A Tk AC MAO W NO otry EI T 	 EF FIC IENC Y MSAS I RIEe RISE COE F
 
3954,47 	 0,491 1,q I.SORO 0;0A2 0:012 0.1676 0,8714 0,9207 O.2 O
 
4 b:3 O 0 0,9 IA6&40 0,;13 0:023 0.8142 0,8200 0.9457 0:304
 
5 6 0 0 20 : 6 1 1 ; Q D A0 0:0 0 0 :0 1 2 P 9 1 9 0 ; 1 4 9 a 9 S 6 0 '31A0
 
6 0 6 3 , 0 6 J 0 ; 5 0 ; 0 1 7 0 a0; 0 9 C o t e 9 0 6 5 	 0, 9 6 9 0 1 3 9
n., 0 1 1 0 0 

7 4D1 ,69 ;512 ,3 ° 0; n 0;022 0,901S 0,9051 0,9906 0 394
 
O 4 1 1 E P C L31T T R A Y T O T T R A Y T O T J X F O T n T FIXED TT 	 OV E A L L P F 01,1,.C E UA RY 
pOSI TTON 17tTS0D PRF0b RATIO TEmF RATIO PRESS RATOTF TI 




210,0000 I;LA9 1,046 1497 1:0O hg I I RV.IB 
a 4OO000 1.220 11.071 1:227 1:070 Total Preasure Ratio . 1.2131 2242 1.2525 
4 50,0000 1;267 I;0 7 1 252 1:0A2 Adiabatic Efficiency . 0.7417 0.8420 0.8320 
570 0coo 1;292 1 0 3 I 57 % 1'07 a Pol. rople E ffitcency o 0.787 .869 0.83 3 
6 0 000 0 1 , 19 1 10 2 1 ;3 6 1 0 6 
7 95" GOOD 1;447 1;090 1 322 1 192 Per e t Design S eed - 80.1 D ic hre Va ve Se ttn g: 30.0 
Cor, Nozzle Weight-Flow- 188.52 Vane Scedule 0.0 
12 Check Flow/olft.lowr - 0.-99T Check Plow/NozFlow - o,97e5 
Assumed LE Plow OoerT. . 0.985 Aasumed TE Flow Coo"., - 0.950 
030370 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STAT.0 01,A02 ;OA . NASA TASK I 
BLADF ELFMENTPbRFgRHA'JCE RESULTS
 
POINT RU48F.R 12 READING N0ORER 
48 DATE 3/ 11970
 
RADIAL REL INLET 
 AgS INLET O4BR LN INCID 
AVG INCI A4G INLET
POSITION ELOW ANG RLOW AG LE ANGLE MN CeaR LU ARS INLET REL fNLET AX INLET ARS INLET REL
SUeT uE VELOCITY 'VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL1 2059 39,47 *1RR8 
 54389 
 509.16 101:24
2 20.10 39 11 &o1j9n 557-653 523.65 191,66
21,?2 39;,01 =17,79
A 4 9 8 5&77co 546,07 212;3126,62 . q .j&,j8 657;10 5".02. 203,675 
 27016 40.80 .IJ,60
6 680*91 599,83 .37;0t
33,67 4R;22 ;
7 721 62 599,81 39558
37.% 42,70 .5,4 
 751;07 588,67 457,J9
 
RADIAL REL EXIT AUS EXIT CMSR LN DEV 
 TURW EXIT AOS EXIT 
REL EXIT AX EXIT ARE EXIT RELPOSI1ION LO ARQ 9L1W ANG ?E ANGLE AND TE AOGLI VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY 
 TANG VEL TANG VEL




 ;2.18 ;Z3,iO 20,'9 5,'23 =3,23 =1,10 94.78 594,74 q1,89
5,64 2441
4 61;32 610.10 ;34;44
028 =0,7s 
 0,M3 26,34 664.34 663,59 3,20

=2.50





 0,56 34.69 757.85
7 755.40 ;13.46
PC, " G1236 127$1 3?;70 
 77l 
 790,55 3 42
 
9ADIA4 ROTOR Sao INLFT AZS INLFT RFL 
 AXIAL VEL 
 DIFFUSION CHI
FOSITION AT INLET. MAC NO $AGM NO RATDOIFACTOR
 
I 0;4P2 ±;023 
 FACTOR
 
2 0,495 1,136 
 0:0416 0;o21

4 005R Iato 
 0:087 :0:2±5 
5 4 o~n99 1,126
1166 O~lts -0;i27
0:142 =0.166
6 0,643 1:272 
7 80oO6 0'256
0o70 
 134 0:086 :0,287

RA9IAL 40TOR SPO 
 EXIT ARE EXIT REL 
 LOSS TOT PReSS ADSPOSITION AT EXIT MACW '40 ?AQW NO POLY WOMEN RISF/ STAT PRESSSOLIDITY CEFFIC1IET LOSS P00$ E rCINCY SFFICIFNCY NEAS TI9E RISE CrErF1 o;4l ±:230 O;I: 0,0532 0,529 '270o2 
3 1j9440 0:1)i1 ;09 :2n3 0,545 1i6310 O:±.al 02,-009 150?8
 ; 10984 0,92 







I 0 6 2,050 0:184 0:034
1 2.4049 ;O:225
0,713 
 091 OU'7 
 0:030 2,3967 W0249
 
SATIAL ?LtOhIft TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FrXU TOT FIXF TIT

POSITION 
 , OVERAL PEFORMANCE SUMMAR
T24ERSION HRbSS$ RA O 4
TEMP RA; PRESS
I '.0000 0, 53 0;. ?AjI TE P RATIOFV6 0: 76 thino PEORM{,ACE PARAMETERS STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA2 0,0000 0,99a 1;001 0:9A2 :D0O0aED INST. FIXED INT. TRAV. INST.3 J4,0000 0.976 0"991 0:96? 1:010 Totsl Presu.e Ratio 1.2131 0.9750' 0.9681
 
.. 7487 o.884o
4 ,.0000 0,976 0;995 0:e 1;00 Polytroplc Efficiency
5 70,00no 0;955 0?9o5 O7T0
a 1,000
?VO00 0,957 0;9 66 ±000 Percent Design Speed 80.1 Discharge Valve Setting. 30,0
7 99,0000 0QA0 0'99, M.966 1,000 Cot. Nestl Weight Plww 188.52 Vae Schedule . 0.0 
LE Cheek PFoW/NoZ.PoIv - 0.9816 m ChnckAsuued , FIlov Coett. . 0.955 Asawod -lo/Noz.yaom 0.9897TE Flew Coeff, . 0.935­
030 O 
 •Blade Element Data For Undistorted In[let Testing (Continued) 
eMtPr RL~nE RPM ; NAeV TASX I
 
BLADE FLEMF IT PEqFnR A"CE 4ESULT5
POINT NjHaER 23 BEADING NOe49ER 
 49 DATE 3/ li1970

RADIAL BEL INLPT 	 AR5 JNLET 
 eHeV LN IACIp ANG INetD AND INLFT A45 	 T
INLFT REL INLE
POSITION CLOA A46 C6OW 	 AX INLET ASS INLET REL
AVG E ANGLE NN C~dP LN 
 SUet SURP VELOrITY VELOCITY VELOCITY 
 TANG vEL TANG VFL
646 O10:04* 
 36 510;A4 0 04,61 St4R6
0363.5 0, 59:61 3.8V 	 0, 1087ile
a*A 531,90 18 3*L
3 O0,76 	 * ,031
of 56;0L 4•'71 	 6t 
 53A.62 2099;38
5Ae,36 0, 5B;56 5",Aj zO 04 	 53 661 959's1
52e liO 100O, T7 52A,58 0.85 7
 
54,t9 
 0.4;7118 Q0,A1 913.02 907;72 506.80O 	 T'3
6, 	 *4,1 *9 
 0~67 175.20 7891,11 456.10 0. 629,99
52.~96 
 4OY6Ia 




 41:L F41T AU9 FXIT C4BR L4 
 RCL D9Y REL T1Uew EXIT AS 
 P5 l EEL
R
POSITION FLOW Alto FLOW ANG 	 EXIT AX EXIT ARE EXIT EEL
TE ANGLE AND 
TE ANGLE VELOrITy VELOrITY VELOCITY TANG VeL
1 	 TANG EEL
58 74 2R.90 54;AO 3:93 
 5 93 663j53 944;49
2 58t26 27.45 	 4891:7 ?69'2 006 44
54.42 3 M6 
 5:72 556.44 937.50 p953 255:86
3 54,77 29,01 	 50;66 796;1
 
4 	 40.30 J1,34 
3,59 602 563.4t A43,57 497,59 273.17 684,60
1
 
43 7T 4!51 
 006 5e3742 745 0;4T8
9 j9,n9 35,14 603,2 	 0,2 S~7
 6 Y.5,76 	 ,4 .497t6 5580,764665
40,19 34,2" 11:47 
 1.4 6160 	 516
2814 64,0 	 ,04.59 355.14 409 92
501,93 426,97 24201
1* 407 8.00 9;51 
 4560 709.41 
 541;20 905.67 486;-.8 159;33
 
AnI L R TOR 
5 0 INLFT A S INLET 
F 4 A I L VEL
POSTION4 AT INLept MAC7 No MAC" NO !TI 
 DIFFUSION Owl

I ne7.f5 0;475 Linz a 941 
 FACTOR
S 1063:19 0,4q7 1 09? 0.97? 
 0;299 0,312
S959 51 0;492 1;008
4 4 	 ~t 0 290 05333
4 e,7 , q 09 Oa
A54,73 0,7 Dim3 	 0;315 0'392
O;?A5 
 0.345 0 433
S6Zo909 Q;433 0;72o 111to 
 0;396 0"464
7 594,25 0,410 0 6 2 E 




RADIAL R07.14 P0 
 XIT ARSEFXIT RFL 
 LOSS TOT poesS APB
POSITION AT BAIT 	 POLY MOPFN RISE/ STAT PRESS
M•CW .1c MACW NO 	 SOLIDITY GOEPFICtk'Jy 
 LOSS PARAM EEF ICI FCY EFFICIENCY MERS T Ple ISE CCEFF
1 075:66 0:490 
 0;7 1,Tt3A 0.112 ?
I 
 5 0736
 6+ a~~3 'R
3 9 57OR 	 0:72 " 1;6
05 6 0.4°5 	 01 ;018 nA6!2 0,0373 0,91450 0.261
0 74 ,5010 
 0449 0:010 	 O.4158 0,90A9
4 861.90 0,13 0;65B 	 0.071-0 0:335
I,'A5$ O;oR6
5 6,b 0;545 7	 O;CIl 0.9172 0.9204 0.9116 o:39e
0;5 4 1"901AD 

6 	 C;C5 0;011 A, 299 0,9325 0 4402 a;5
hh9,!b 61eA8 
 0,409 2,2170 
 CC76 0:615 	 eo5 
 ,29 no
7657 
 9 •7 ,90 0403 0;021 n,9096 0,9133 0 , QAI 0.497
 
RAPIAL PEPwI TRAY TIT IRAV TOT FIXED TIT FIXFe 	TOT 
 OVEWIPERFCP;,fCE U IARYPOSITION 11- RSION ERgSb RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS
1 	 RATA O TE-p RATIO E MA
51POO0 1;286 1;101 1 2A9 1;004 p~O p 
p R m vg S GE D T RO R D TA O OR A A
2 10.0coO 1;290 1;092 1.296 1:093 GIT X0 OZ~
FIXED rr-, nxED S. THAV. IT.3 30.0O06 1,315 1'.91 3mg 1:01!8 Total Preaaure atino .97 1.07 13 1A t: 01 13%s 1.880.8507 diaatc EIcenc$0000
5 7,OGPO 1,376 1;09a %iOle 1:0e6 Polytropic Efficiency 141 	 0.8930 0.6660 . 0.856o 700.897OV116 " . 00 0 0 ; 3 3 ;0 7 1 33 0 	 1 ; ( 027 5, 0000 1;365 	 1;102 1139 1 	 Percent Dealgn Speed . 80.1 DicagvleStin.1.
Co. ozle WeightFlow 185,Ti VeeScedule 
. 0.0 
LE CheckFPo/NOz.Flw . 0.9913 TE Check Flc/oz.Plc, . 0.963Als aue< LE~l w C wff. . 09 85 A 5u m-d TE PFo wCoe ffT, - .950 
03370 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
eTATOR 8LAnE ROW . NASA TASK I
 
OLADE FLEMENT PERFORMANGE -E1ULT5
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FIXAO TOT FIXED TOT 
PRES 97RA7 I TE P 0AyI0 
O:970 1:00 
rE'MIAE PARAMES OVEA1L PE W.,ACE SU4AI STAGE DATASTATOR DATASTATOR DATA 





















Total PreBum.Ratio . 
Poly-Cropic Efficiency 









Is Check Pow/Ioto.Plov 
AssuedIS Plow Coeff. 
-
-
0.9733 TE Check ?ov/Noz.Fl, 







o03030 	 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR RLA*E RIO ; NASA TASK I
 
BLADE FLEMENT PE'FtRMANCE CeSULTS
 
POtN NomBER 14 READING dl)MfER 10 DATE 
 3/ 1/1970
 
RAIAL REL INLFT ARE INLET CHUN Li 
 IhCOD A"G IpCtD "a IWL;T ARS INLET RFL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL
POSITION FLOW ANO 
 FLOW AND CE ANGLE MN COUP LN SUT q.#r VELOCITY VELOCITY vELOCITY TANG VEL TANG 
vFL
1 66,49 0, 60,60 5,49 '9 
 485.52 119?723 481, 0 
 0. 108 ;69
2 65.0t 0, 59,61 554 
 2.51 494"01 1171;96 
 492.28 0. 1062,75
a 62,40 0, 56;01 6.39
4 601a9 0, 5ES5 	 t09 %o1U37 1n0P725 501,36 059;11
7;Aa 119 490.93 Q85238 48 ,52 O
5 58i09 a. 49;71 8;3 fjIQ 	 854 37
472,20 POd850 465,65 
 0 747;92
6 56,P8 0, 47,1j 9;i7 
 437"87 767-00 420,27 
 a; 629 73
7 555; 0, 46;15 
 9 I 22 43C,1 736.37 413,67 0. 594,00
 
fRIIAL REL EXIT 6B5 EXIT CU"B L4 
 MEL DEV REL TUN EXIT ARS FAIT RFL EXIT AX EXIT AP$
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW A40 	 EXIT AEL
9 ANGLE ANG 'E ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VFL
 
57,58 36.69 54180 ?2?8 A,4j 
 579.57 R65;59 463,57
a 34,92 4.42 3;21 102 	 34539 7292
564;96 161;32 464,48
354i04 35,35 50;68 1,36 	 319,44 73 169
8;36 !62,3v 781:02 458,57 325;34 637.12
4 4q,77 37,82 
 43 79 4;>8 1V,42 568;95 681787 449,34 
 34,84 512;78
5 40,P1 4105 31,08116 
 IT; 5 591206 503:62 444,80 38W70 376 04
4 26,38 45,39 14.29 
 12,A9 a635'8 
 Soo4s 4 449;15 2 1,7
7 16,79 4R,96 ;00 9,79 3863 6044543 	 445,j 191;j2 j';75
 
RADIAL ROTOR SP2 INLET ARS INLET RFL 
 AXIAL VEL 
 DIFFUSION CHI
POSITION AT MLAT "tACV O A4% JO PATIO
1 1086,9 	 rA TOR
 Q,443 l;06 0;962 
 01381 Diva
 
a ID62,75 0;451 1:070 0:944 
 0,358 01395
$ 959,11 0;450 OA99 09U 
 0 378 0.457
4 854,37 0;'488 	 0,43 0.57
574 7,02 0143 0 OiG00 D0 ?*941555 	 q
O 	 0806
O, I 0,955 
 0.456 0.536
6629;74 0,198 0 697 l:0r4
7 494,a00 ;J96 0!669 1:076 	 0.482 0;531
0511 0.522
 
RAIIAL ROTOR 500 fXIT A9S 
 EXIT REL 
 LOc1 TOT PnESS ADD 
 POLY HOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS
POSIT10N AT EXIT 
. OMACH NO NlOW SOLIDITY COErFICtV' LOSS PAA
T EcrICIFNCY EFFICIENCY HEAS T RISE RISE COEFF 
D 051 0j748 4,2348 0.078 0,2894 0,79A5 0,9428 0;30101'2 2 1r57,13 0;4o 0,74 I.O6QO 
 0.±'9 0:021 0,J78 0.8449 0,9412 OtapO
3 957,46 0;490 6RO 1;9040
4 l D;496 0,595 	 0,0os eOiO 0;9233 0,9267 0:0293 0.399
a 6o49 
 0.011 0,9300 0,9331 0.9166 O468
5 764t74 0;519 o;5J1 1;900 0:064 

4	 
9;013 .9271 0,9302 0,Q494 o'53l
6 660:90 0;559 0j4 0 ?,0170 0:071 00t4 P,9303 0,9439 0,93bj 
 0,590
7 645,45 O;b03 
 0,410 ?;3300 0:102 0;0?1 C.9199 0,9234 A,9828 0:615
 
FAPIAL PERCETI' 
 ?RnV TrT TRAV TOT FIXFD 1'T FIXED TIT 
 OVERAhL PE'ORM CE S"h'ARY
peSI 1!04 DO,MRSION AR1S RATI O TEMP GATIO PRESS RATIO TE6P R*TI01 5,00 132 117 , 132 	 STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA
ttw PERFORKAE PAR r 
. 5± 	O 1,381 1;1277 1:3a62 12 10,0000 	 FIXE~EnB~TEsPD
1;372 1;115 1:J74 	 INST. FIXED INST. TRAV. ThS.4000000 ±;075 	 1,1141108 1j374 I1:03 Total Preoou Ratio 1.3534 1.36112 1.36954 90,0000 1;365 1;100 113A4 1:100 Aiabatio Efficiency 
- 0.8755 o.8996 o.868o5 70,0009 1J50 Ij%0t 1s,'7 1'006 Polytropoi Efficiency - 0.8808 0.9039 0.8738
6 90,0000 1,360 1,Io 
 1;356 1,098
71;395 
 2;106 1:368 
 .2 	 Percent Design Speed 80.0 Docharge Valve Setting- 09.0 
Cor. Nozzle Weight Pow- 174 54 Vans Schedule . 0.0 
LE Check lw/XoZ.Plw - 0.9942 TE Check Fl /Nos. lo, . 0.976Asaurn LE 7w Coff.. 0.9$ Assured TE FI Cooff. . 0.950I 

030310 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued)
 
STATOR ULAE Ron ;N ASA TASK I
 
ALADE FLEMMPET P6RFORN4ANE RESULTS
 
POIN T NU'4PR t4 READING NI)fBSR 50 DATE 31 111970
 
RACIAL eE. INLFT Aqb IWLF7 CHOR L0 IVOID AND INCID -4G MLET ARS INLET REL INLET AX INLET AS INLET RE 
POSITION FLOW ANQ SLOw ANG CE ANGLE MN C-BR LN SUCT -UPC VELOCITY vELOCITY vELOCITY TANG vEL TANG vEL 
I J6,53 39,4? .2;94 58231 467,89 34664 3 4 0
2 J 0 39,ij 55,11 57159 475,36 320;60
 
3 33,65 39.01 ;5t06 586;59 488,31 325;03
 
4 35;s8 39,80 ;4.22 594785 482,82 45i37
 
5 3BA2 40;B6 ;06 61?,72 476,27 380,48
 
6 42,A5 42,22 0,6a 64W 41 466,85 433;05
 
7 4,43 42,76 3,67 683;39 466,83 40.78
 
RADIAL REL EXIT A2 EXIT CHHR LN ecv TURN EXIT APS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT APS EXIT REL
 
POSITION PLOW ANQ PLOW ANG ?E ANGLE AND TE ANJGLE VELOCITY VbLOITV VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
I 01,6 #1"1,3 1I107 36;09 456.78 456,77 -048 
2 51104 R10,io 9;06 35;04 508797 50886 ;9.23
 
3 ;2135 -8*0 7 6,'52 36,00 507,58 506194 =20;78
4 51,77 -8:7$ 6,98 37135 490769 497.9Q 15.37
 
S00 X9,10 6,20 4102 489.06 487;3 24;66
 
6 R0134 e101 56 ±0,2i 43;19 524.57 524;94 3:13
 
7 ;io05 :23,36 11.31 47,49 537765 035,82 :9 85
 
RADIAL ROTOR Spa INLET ARS INLET REL AXIAL VE DIrPUSION CHI
 




3D;!12 1.018 0j315 01209
 
4 0;520 1011 01335 0 265
 
S o;518 1,02z 0376 0;301
 
6 O 565 Ij2i 0;343 01278
 
7 0;602 1.148 0.385 0.233
 
RADIAL ROTOR 5PO EXIT A45 EXIT REL CosE TOT PRESS ADB POLY HOMEN RISE/ STAY PRESS
 
POSITION AT EXI T MACH No MAGW No SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PA M EEFIcIFNCY EFFICIENCY EAS T RISE RISE COEFF
 
1,393 1;5210 0;111 0;050 0;4287 0'153
 
2 0;440 1;5440 O001 O.Di3 *0.8584 0J12
 
3 0;441 ,6310 0040 0:012 0.8415 0 198
 




S 0426 1;960 0o22 0;006 0,8382 Oj286 
6 0;459 2;05i 0,047 0:0±1 0,8581 0|263 
7 0;469 2!09R 0071 0017 0:6106 0.2J7 
OVZRA1 sUMAS
 
POSITION f'ZRSION PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATlO TEMP R, SRAGTIOATA STATOR DATASTATORDATA
 
RADIAL PECI2T TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT FhFOIMh{ARCE 

± O00Qo 0O96 0,93 D:976 " III PERFORMANCE PAPAMeTERS SASDT TTRDT ITRDT1000 FKE INST. FIXED INST. TRAV. MET. 
2 to;0000 0;995 0;999 :990 iO Tht&1 Ptio . 1.3534 0 
1~~'0 on
0;0000 Ono O;qRs 1100 cec 0.T 9921 0.9S83~94
44 0,995 01799 E .~pc .80 ..
30;0000 ;99 96 O'94 10ono "ojytropic Efiiouency - 0.388 0.9744 0.--­
5 70 0000 0;98 g9b 096 1000 Prcent Design Speed - 80.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 09.0 
7 ,5;noo. 0;965 01995 0,98' 1,000 Cor. Rozzle Weight Plow. 174.54 Vane Schedule 
- 0.0 
12 Check Flow/oZ.Fow - 0.9T77 TE ChoeckPlow/lNoz.Flcw . 0.970e 
Aasumed IS 7ew One". - 0.9550 Asaumed TE Flow Geff. . 0.9350 
o~otoBlade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Test!ng, (Conti nuecd). 
ROTOR aLAnE POO UA TASK I
 
BLADE ELFHENT PhRF1A!4ANCG QE'ULTS

POjIiT MuMUER 15 READINJG N[IM4 R $I CATS 3/ li197
 
9 0 1IAL 
 EL N L T A s s INL E T C RO N L Ih I D A G IN II I G INLF T AR S N L F T 
EL IN L E T AX I NE T A R S IN LE T R F L
POSITION F011LqANDg FLO14 A4G CE ANG.c HN CWOR IW SUCT OF VE:LOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
7 7 5 O . 6 0 6 0 

04,16 0, 596 1E4 0 4 3 1158;28 457,74O 63 0
 
3 04 15 5;OI8;1 40;9 464,9 

1 7 .1 $ 4 i 5 44 3 2 1 1 7 6 0 6 4 4 4 , 8 8 0;1 8 7 2
 
s 3o6 1066,33 9259.61
 
t o 02 .56 9 , 6 A 3 8 0 4 5 2 '03 066 98 4 0 7 3 O .
 8 4 8 2
 56 0 , 1 5 t 4 9 7 1 0 4 4 3 6 5 4 3% 4 1 8 7 6 42 9 37 
 0 : 4 ; 3 0
 
6 57*3 4741li ,0 31,14 405,2 749.15 389,00 a'. 63n,06
 
, 11.08
.2 0T? 46;18 8.18 402'.74 717.91 3e2.8i O; 594,31
 
R6,AI 1 6L EX IT 10 5 E X 1 7 
 C HR I L N R L D V R E L TU N XIT AR S E I T R F L E IT A X E IT AR E E X IT EL
PCS 1 1 N 91o A G RO W A G E ANPLE A G TO A GLE VEL.O 
IT V VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VEL
~56.97 42.73 $4,0 ?,7 18 5F
 0 8E6 3,3. 43;66 67p:11
 
9.48 5114',13 P2, 6, 446 5 2 9 $ 6 0 7
 5 4 , 1 2 54 4 ,R1 
4I 3900 50;68 3t4 26 562.69 433.62 358.42 599,531003 7390.99 

4 40.15 45.927 4.17 7.0 2 9 698 405,56 37P.54 483,53
 
2,47 48,49 ai1 7,9 200,t 58#71% 53 408,49 421,79 343.35
6 7 4 74 4 91 4 2 9 1 3 1 1 
o?0
0, 3 6 6 2 9 46 0 ".85 4 0 1 6 2 4 5 ,3 3 21 0 ,
7 Va 14 51.57 6000 901 40100 2
668*.19 439';Y6 . 41J,69 918:85 
 126.94
 
PAnIAL WEON Sao INLET Ass INLET NFL o
AXIAL VPFD~f~iN 

-POSITION AT MAGN -jo ACO
INLF T DIFFSIO CwRTI 

1 0 7 o 60 4C6 r; 070 0 YA2 F C O
 
2 063,30 • ;416 1.0 50 0.y 7M 0;445 0;403
 
$ 950,41 0,424 0'972 0;9's 
 0.1400 0484
 




74,0 006 * 10:511 
 0;571
44'n,06 D.368 Oj6560 J'04Zop9

7 59,,01 0,6 1 O1599





n AL ROTnR a o EX IT APE EXiT RF I, W S 
 T oy P E qS AD 8 POLY O EN RS / 5TAT P EgS
P S I TIONJ AT EX IT HACk NO EAG N NO 
 3L I I Y G OlEFF|O E 'Iy LO SS PA A M E 
M]C INC Y EF FC ENCY EAS T RISE RISE CCEYF
 
1 1 7 5 7 0 ! 5 1 1 ; a b ; 3 3 4 0 0 ,1 4 1 0 : 0 7 n , 6 4 2 
 0 .7 7 5 3 0 9 4 4 5 0 : 3 2 5
2 jp5 p.: 7 0 494 0 ; 7 1 ; 6 4 0 
3957,95 D; q o 0 :0 0 P I04 0 0,8014 0,9O 5 0 :34 5
 Q.4Rd 0,641 I'S0#O 0i076 0;015 0,90 8 0.9074 0,936 0 0;4?8
 
4 765,17 1, t64 !n 0:021 0,9729 a,87A5 0:9290 0.497
 
$ 760.25 0;519 046 206 0'909 ,63 ,9105 a 9 45 0;570
6 6D ;59 0401 ? 00CA 0;017 0.9332 0,9362 0,0066 0t606
 




PSITIO opg g IRATIO TEIIPRATIO PRESS 9 TIO TEwP RATIO A ' T ] OR A 

P A 13 .CRION TRAY T T I ea r T T rXFO TOT FIXED TIT OV ERA Z , OEM.
O ..A
 1 5,10000 1,433 1.148 1;407 " L14 PERPOW0ANCE FAAEESSAE AA M AARTRDT 
2 10,v000 1;416 L;135 1;415 L"3oa30,00o0 ;450 I'l1o &:409 t;114 TotalPressureR tio . 1.3614 1.392T 1.40064 5D0000 1;3ft2 1;113 1:374 L.1019 Adalbati. Efficiency - 0.8468 0.069 O.PM7 
5 70;01000 1;383 1;111 1 37a i'l( 5 Polytropic Efficency . 0.8537 0.8751 0.8500 
6 ?O.0D00 1;378 C;109 1,1377 1 1 Percent Design Speed - 80,1 Discharge Valve Getting= 06,01 50001;? .14 1.8 1 6 Coro 11o916 ei Flowniu 162,4 3 Vane Schedule .0. 
LE TFlw/No-Flow - 1-0019 TE Check Flow/NzFlw . 0.9860Chockasumad LE Flow Coef, . 0.985 Assumed TE Pic, C,,lff* . o.930 
030Z70 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STAT6E eLA0E RON ; NASA TASK I
 
8LADE ELEVENT PhRFClAhGE RESULTS
 
PCTNy Nu"BER I5 REAnIING NUMBER bt DATE 3/ 1/170
 
RADIAL BEL INLET A0s INLrT CHbR LN IhCip ANG INCID ANG INLFT ARb INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABE INLET REL
 
POSITION FLOM ANG PLOW A.G 1E ANGLE AN CPeR LN SUCT SURF VELOPITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
4a,57 39;47 310 59$,86 441!03 40;1
 
2 38127 39;11 004 581".88 456;8j 360.41
 
3 37,83 39,01 =1616 584.06 461.0* 358;08
 
4 4C:92 39,A0 t.12 573,22 432,39 374;77
 
5 4 4l 40E6 60344 436,42 417,87
 
6 46A,00 j.?2 3,78 619-15 426,68 44t,90
 
7 49,j1 4R,76 6,35 664,25 431.34 40C14
 
RAnIAL REL EXIT AB EXIT CM&R LN urv TURN EXIT APS EXIT REL EVIT AX EXIT ARE EXIT PEL
 
POSITION GLOW ANG PLOW 0:G TE ANGLE ANG E AGLE VELOCITY VELOCITV VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VO 
1 07o ;±I13 ±ijR8 4JA6 4395i 439,47 5:40 
2 ;0,61 ;10,10 9,49 388 4e7,35 487,30 Z,17 
S ;i,?9 8;A7 7.50 5yg9 479109 478,77 -10;77
 
4 ;t,28 c8j75 7t47 4i19 432;37 431,70 0961
 
5 z1.20 Z9,I 7,A5 44,60 43k,38 437.34 g9.53
 
6 1,48 wl0,50 12,006 443 451;90 '60,40 11 6
 
7 .jA3 zt'36 10.7w 50.7 464.19 42,5 , ;13t20
 
RAPIAL ROTOR GP INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAL VEL DIFFUSION CHI
 
0
POSITION AT INLET MALY 'O MACH NO VATI FACTOR
 
I n5bt4 0 ?96 "0485 0;227
 
2 D;5o 1,067 0 4366 025
 
3 0807 i0930 0;373 0290
4 D : 4 8 o  9 4 7  .6 
 
0,5o7 ± 0398ii0o2 0 458 

0;542 I:07V 0,420 0 385
7 0;562 1,072 0;481 321 
eAIIAL ROTOR SPU yXIT ARS FXiT REL VUOS TAT PPESS ADO ROLY NOMCN RISE/ STAT PEESS
 
POSITION AT EXIT MACH t1O MAHGNO SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PtAAM EIFICIUNG% EFFICIENCY MEAS y RISE RISE COFF
 
1 0,375 ±j5230 0;137 0;045 0,5036 0;216
 
2 0.418 J,5440 0.037 01012 0.8745 0.246
 
3 0;413 116310 OO4 00O1 0,8950 0;278
 
40;373 1,7420 0 09 0.008 0,595 0,354 
5 0;379 5,A61 005 0D09 0.8496 0:361 
6 0;400 2 0510ic 0q013 0,8774 0;368
7 b;402 2109'0 0,084 0;020 0,6361 01303 
RADIAL f2,EGSON TRAY TOT TRAV T FIXFD TOT FIXED PTT . OVERPAIZ EROmAE SUMMIARY 
M
POSITION RREtS RTO TEMP RATIO PRESS RA;ID yE P RATIO STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA 
5',0000 ; AQ G9P8 77 :OO PEFORNlAIE PARATERS E IST. Fr3 INST. TRAV. MhT. 
2 to;OO0 0994 0. 96 0'994 1±000 
3 3,0000 0;994 0;Y91 g,9 5 0 Total Presure R~to° 3.3811 0.519 0.9993 
4 50OOPO 0;900 01997 0o90 t;ooo OlytrOpic EfficiencyI 0.8537 0.9755 -----­0 

5 70,0000 0;986 0199A 0.99A 1,000 
6 ?O;00o0 D;989 0;994 01990 1:000 Percent feslgr Speed - 80.1 Diochare Valve Getting- 06.0 
7570000 00.9 '9O0 05982 Cor. NozzeWeight Flow- 1.43 V=e Schedule 0.0 
IX Check Flow/Eoz.Flov - 0.9777 TE Check Flov/NoZ.FoW - 0.9912 
Assumd I Flow corI. - 0.9550 Aeawce4 TE Flow coet. - 0.9350 
os0osv Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
RnTOR 6LAnE ROS ; NASA YAS I
 
BLADE FLEMENT PBRVORMANCE 0 ESULTS
 



































INCTO ANG IkCID ANG 










































































































































































































PA')IJAL ROTOR SP 












































0.0±9 0,927790sg 0 
POLY NOVEN RISE/ 

























P1,3E3CfL TRAV TT 
EATERSION DRjI RATO 
5;0000 1,436 
AD,0000 t, 4 39 
30,oo0 L;413 
10.0000 1;392
10;000g l 0 
0,0000 1.385 
;431 
TRAY TOT EINPD TqT 




±i:2 ? 1 311 
1"1%? 










OVEIJ PB'llam- CE SARY 
STAGE DfAA ROOR DATA OTOR DATA 
PERKFORANCE FARAbTEn. 
IST. FIXED r"ST* TRAV. l-;ST. 
Total Pressure Batio . 1.3864 1.4o26 I.4095 
Adiabatic Efficiency - 0.792 0.823T 0.8018 
Mlyo ople Efficenc - 0.8035 0.8320 O.8112 
Percent Design Speed - 80.1 Diocharge Valve Setting. 03.5 
Cot. Bottle Weight pijo 150.16 Vene Schedule 0.0 
L Check Fl/roz.Flcn a 0.9977 TZ Check Plov/No2.plo 0.9907 
Asas4 is V1m Coff. * 0.9350 Assuad TE Flw Coaf. . 0.9500 
030370 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted 'Inlet Testing (Continued) 
IATITR 8LAE ROM ; NASA TASK S 
SLAIF FLFENT OERFORANGF RESULTS 
POTT Nu4ER to RPA'IIGQ NUMRER 52 DAIS 3/ 11070
 
RADIAL BEL INLET AS INLET CHAP LN IhCID ANG 
4 INI0 A40 INLeT ABS INLET ReL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET RFL
POSITION ROW ANO ;Lnw A'
G VE ANhLE MN CHR LN SUCT 
SURF VELOCITY VELOCITYV VELOCITY TANG yEL yANG 
VEL
1 46:07 39,47 
 6 6O 586;41 40.85 422.3142a68 39,1 31,57 597l47 435,N1 401.673 42,41 3901 3.40 570;79 421.23 384;84
4 48,12 39,80 8.32 515"'I 383,46 427 60
5 4S,92 40,86 5,h6
6 592134 41M,42 423;76
47,48 42,02 5I6 
 60S0 40Q,03 445;027 50,42 42,76 7,66 656;07 
 414,82 501'.84
 
RADIAL 8RL EXIT ASS FXIT CHbR LN
1 DFV TURN EXIT ARS EXIT gEL EXIT AX
POSITION FLOW AIG PLOW ANG EXIT ASS EXIT RELyE AhGLE ANn yE AFGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY yANG VEL TANG VEL1 1:70 zlI,13 0,5 44136 437782 436,82 13O02 
 1,72 ;1010 l1,R2 4Ck97 47699

.3 478,75 14.34
cO79 -8'87 8,00 43,2 4a0,67 430,45 ;5,97
4 ;0.79 :8;78 7,96 4&,91 387-66 387,19 5,37
5 
 40,77 6910 66,6d
8,33 407;61 406,10
6 -5'453j?3 "1000 13, ±1 ",56 6eW46 426'64 424,66 23!94;134 100,89 5f98 433,17 431,61 1176
 
RAfIAL ROTOR SPO IVIST ARS INLET 85L AXIAL VEL 

POSITION AT INLET 
 DIFFUSION CHI
IACR NO MAQM NO RATIO 
 ACTOR1 0;500 1;074
2 0:484 0;2AT0;508 1;099 
 0;403 0.287
3 0;403 1:--2
4 0j455 0 $440,497 1;010 01541 01432
S 0;5t5 099 
 0 0401D 1J41
D7574 1:040 0:464 0,4380.523 0:360
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT AIlS pXIT FL 
 LOSS TOT PRbSS ADS POLY NOMEf RTSE/POSITION AT EXIT HACW NC STAT PRESSMACH NO SOLIDITY COEFFICIb'.
7 LOSS PARAM ErFICINOV EFFICIENCY HEAS 7 RISE RISE COEF 
S0;3 7 0 11.5210 0±142
2 O'046 0,6391 ;2A804 n8 1;5440 . 0;050 010163 0,83550,369 136310 0,062 0.019 02740.8056 0,3304 0,332 17420 0O071 00205 0;350 0,8000 0;417
18d0
6 OS 61010 0,85500;468 2,nto 0:070 0 433
0,07 0;8684 a 4217 0;374 9.O940 0:093 C0022 0,6454 0.341
 
RADIA PERCENTT TRAV T17 TRAY TnT
L FIXFD TnT FTIXFD ToT OVERALL IOmANCE SUMA1ffPflSIyION 1 10U 45 ENP 1 I,)9
yAO, 11A pfSS RAT97 IO TE4P RTIgO STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA± ROSES c~~~n own 099'8 24000 PERFORME P'ARAMETRSlIST ~l 13.T~y nT2 100000 0.990 0,997 e:,?2 1! 0 I=a. T. DIN. TRA,a toOOo0 0,956 0;995 0:991 ±ono Total PraesUre Ratio I . . 1.386t 0.985 0.93324 50;0000 0O982 0992 0:?A9 I000 Polytropic Efficiency . 0.8035 0.9763 -----­5 7 0oooo 0;986 0997: ±:ono oet Deign SpeeA 80.1 Discharge Valve Setting- 03.5
.6 O;OOg 0;987 0:9V96 0;99g 1; oo PretDsg pe00;00a 0;956 0g990 098L L.4±O C. Nozzle Weight Plaw 150.16 Vane Schedul - 0.0 
U Check Plow/oz.Plow . 0,9960 7 Check Plow/Noz.Flow . 0.9907 




52287b Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR BLADE ROW NASI TASK j
 
ALAOG ELEMENT PFrFORnANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUEER lb READINO NUWRER 35 flITS 2/201975
 
RADIAL REL INLET A89 INLET CNRR.LN INCIO AND INCIO ANO INLET ASS INLET REL " !NLFT Ak INLFT ASS INLET REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW ANa LE ANGLE MN CHgR LN SUCT JURF VELOCITY VEL0 Y,. VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
1 63,96 6666 3;36 §;66 602:05 1362,89 597;44 "', ti2;TO
2 62.94 59.61 1,33 0,30 603,12 1343,79 610,97 . 1195,76
 
4 5i'54 fl 56:01 4,12 -0,34 
 619.00 1244,53 619.A9 6 1079.1606+31
 
5 5;.97 n 49;71 5,P6 

52:56 4 9 8 - 6; &6 61 3 i7 1 40 , 2 1 1 4 1 
-1.53 598.6 1032.51 589;97 0, *41;52
6 53.18 n. 47. i 4.07 -1,59 
 552.71 898.63 530603 0. 70t55
7 52.11 
 n, 46.13 5.98 -1,92 547.13 863.73 52G0.6 0. '66A:34
 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CMRR LN 
 REC VEV REL TURN EXIT AAS EXIT REL EXIT AX FXIT ASS EXIT REL
POSITION FLOW AWE FLOW ANG TE ANGLE A4G TE 
 ANGLE 
 VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VEL
 
1 59,90 2P,44 54;80 5,10 4156 614.27 1129,41 565;!4 233;65 976;10
2 59.38 2P.23 54.42 .4.96 3t56 61l16 1108.59 564.17 30, 59 953 22
 
3 55.91 2A:45 50.68 5,23 4 21 609.53 973,?7 545;40 271,33 *04,974 46.30 3t46 4379 Vt 
 1t124 682,94 834.A5 576.12 366,50 60,96

5 38.78 33;08 
 32;15 663 16i9 T07:56 760.26 591.43 385.27 A71 18
6 25.26 3A.76 i 4 10 97 2592 764pd7 66i,27 590,44 474;06 27,;56
7 16.52 4C 38 8~00 4;52 39,59 814,a8 622.85 584.91 552.75 173,48 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ASS INLET REL AXIAC VEL niFrUStoN CHI
 
POSITION AT INLET MACH NO NiCN NO RATIO FACTOR
 
1 122?.T5 Q:555 i;S? &1947 
 0;235 0;229
2 1195.76 0:566 A41 0.923 
 0.?37 0.249
 
3 1079.16 0:973 t150 0;880 
 0.200 0:311





6 758,55 0.507 nl825 113 
 0.386 0:377
 
7 668.34 0:502 5.793 1.125 
 0:42, 0:353
 
RiflI4 ROTOR SPD UNIT ABS EXIT REL 
 LOSS TOT PRESS ADO POLY IOMPN RISP; 'STAT PPESS
POSITION AT EXIT MACH.No MICH NO 
 SOLlnITY COEFeICJENT LOSS PARAH 5FF C;ENe EF7IJENr_.Y MFAR T RISE RISE C EFF
 
1 1209.79 0,542 0996 634 "164 
 07031 a 8285 0.63A4 09891 00G 7
2 t18iSt 0,!4o 
 0,979 1.06,0 C009 0015 0,7806 6:7879 n.l0964 0:176.3 1577.29 0.536 6056 0P0O :.102 01019 0,8074 E 8t44 0:9784 0:48 
4 969.46 0.599 0.732 1:1R40 C:41 0,029 0,7934 0.0049 C99l4 0.3095 A65.45 0:626 65673 1;9066 ?;075 0.015 0,P973 0:9016 1.0235 0,386
6 753,62 0.677 5.586 2 ,170 1,112 0.027 0p0610 5:8740 8:9938 0:41.726.23 0.722 d,552 2.330 .155 0,32 0,861 08666 1;:n41 0:425 
RADiL PERCEN ?RAV TOT TRiV TOT FIXED TOT FlxEO TOT OVEliEWRj ICESM&RY -
POS ITION TI PRESS -RATIOERSIONI W100OAASTEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO STAGEtATA ROTOIOATA ROORnDATA 
± ,2~O i,4 ~ Sf92 1111 1090 FIXD INST. PTE INST7.TRAY. fIRST.10.000i 1:25t 98 265 

3 95  Total Pecsue Ratio 1.2726 1.3206 1.328530:AO00 1:281 t, 96 11296 it Adiabatic Eficiency0 n 1 - 0.1030 0.8153 0.815A 57t00b 1:34A 1:1+ 0.70S 0:3-'5 0.81511 4 1.345 1 2 Polytrope Efficiency - 0.7329 0.8225 0.8a2 
5 7P,20P i:383 1604 1.354 I1 016 901600 1;459 1i16 i;38§ 1 13 pe et Deaig Seed - 90.1 Dicbarge ValvoSottirg. 30.0 
7 95.0obi 1.45i 1.127 t.401 1.118 Cor. Nozzle Weight lev- 205.36 Ve Schedule - 0.0 
IE Check FPW/WoZ.kW - 0.9993 Check Flov/Oz.?low . 0.97fU 
Ansumd LE Pla Coeff. . 0.985OAaumed TEFow Coeff. - 0.9500 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continud) 
STATOR SLADE RAW ; NASA TASK I 
RLAOE ELEMENT RERFORMANCE RESULTS
 
PoINt NIINSFR id RFADING NUMAER 35 OATE i/2741975
 
RADIAL REL INLQT ASS INLET CHAR LN INCID ANn INCID ANG INLET AOS INLET REL INLET IX INLFT ARS INLET REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANO lLONeG LE ANGLE MN C9 LN SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
. 2P,31 39;47 tl,,, 6744 57,;io;
 
2 21t79 39.11 17132 673,36 578,78 23t.43
 
3 24,88 39:01 .t4.t3 644.74 584.q7 27C06
 
4 3n.0R 39:80 ;s,!72 725.64 626.46 362.05
 
S 35:4i 40P6 in.45 749.64 642,48 377;t3
 
6 3A6a3 42,22 .6;19 785.49 628'52 45707
 
7 45:63 42.76 ;P.13 823.77 618.47 530,69 
RiDiiL GEL EXIT ASS EXIT CHAR LN " 0EV TURN EXIT AOS EXIT AEL EYIT !X PXIT A9S EXIT M 
POSITION PLOW AND FLOWANG YE ANGLE AVG TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY tANG VEL TANG VEL 
r h;29 ;%1;13 1,42 2P;o2 604;12 664;90 3;06 
2 .32 -10.16 tn,42 21.48 683.70 685.A6 3.77
 
3 ;766 ;8:87 A21 27;93 707;14 70649 ;37;78
 
4 5.55 ;C75 0'30 29 53 771,23 770.14 7.41
 
; c2 33 70 77C0 177;i .44,59
 
6 ;;.3t :f6,58 0;27 3734 84D:68 837.27 :19.f4
 
7 oA,2p -i2.36 tP:14 40.85 846:42 643.A9 -3.26
 
RApUAL ROTOR SPD INLET ADS INLET REL AXIAL VEL TIFrUsION aw1 
PasITION AT INLEfT HACH 40 HACH NO RATIO FACTOR 
J o,054 t056 0.44 ;0280 
2 0.351 11185 0;018 :0:282 
3 0,569 t1,269 0;04 7  -0,302 
4 0.640 1.230 0"077 -0.09
 
1 0.667 1 269 01108 1O:68
 
6 0:698 1:332 0.076 ;0:384
 
7 0:73i 1.364 0:1?4 -0:378
 
RADEAL ROTOR SPD KXIT ASS EXIT REL . LOSS TOT PRESS ADO POL'Y MOHN RISEF STAY PRESS 
POSITION AT EXIT MACH NO HiCH NO SOLIOITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAX hFPI&IENbY EFfiHIENC.Y HEAR T RISE RISE COEFF 
1 0.531 1>5230 0;217 0,071 :72t94 ;0:255
2 0.610 1.5440 0.145 0,047 i.3553 *0"256 
3 0:629 ;4316 ;i7d ;O052 J:4706 ;0:272 
4 0.685 1.7420 C.082 0.023 i.57i0 -0;85 
5 0:697 1;1800 0,036 t15A6 ;0;233 
6 0'75? ?,g510 t 0056 216570 .0.3253 2 79 

7 0.797 2,0980 ,262 0.062 5.8690 ;0:315 
RiDI4L PERCENT TRAV TOT RIV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVEAIS SUMMARYPERFORMANCE 
POSITION IIIIERSION PRESS RATIO TE$P RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATORDA
 
S5.000 0.35 0.998 0 959 1:060 PFORMANCE PASTAETER FIXDITST, = INT. STAV. INT. 
2 15 5nO 0:§84 i:61t 0:973 1000 
3 36:5606a 0:08 0.999 6t967 OD Tot~l Proasun Ratio . 1.2726 0 37 .99 
4 5,flno 0:7R 6;997 0,98F 1;0co Polytropic Eftclency - 0.7129 0:.W:--­570.fl000 0:444 997 1,9*0tO0
6 90.000 0024 g1 997 0;935 1Or Percent Design Speed - 90.1 Discharge Vlve Setting-7 95.006 0.825 0,992 0.919 1.0(0 Cot. 30.0 Nozzle Weight lw- 205.36 Vane Sehedue - 0.0 
1Z Check Flow/Noz.Flo . 0.9762 Check 7lw/Noz.lw - 1.0183 
..... . I A dLE Flow Coeff. - 0.9550 Aseouted TE Flow Coeff. - 0.9350 
, REPRO B 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR SLADE RON : NASA TASK I 
0O1N NUMBER 
RLAoF ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 















































































































































































































ROTOR SPD INLET ARS 
AT INLET MACH NO 









































































































POIY $OMFN RISE/ 
VFFI IENrY NFAq T R!qF 
037465 '0660 





















TRAy TOT FIXEO TOT 
TENP RATIO PRESS RATIO 
FIXED TOT 
TEMP RATIO pEnpvmArE pwRA(n= 
OVERFlAJOVRIVACE St'0!ARY 























fI= INET. FIXE INST. mxAV. KIMo.1.3761 1.3946 1.4 2 













Percent Dlsign See4d 
Cor. Nozel Weight Flo,: 
90.2 
204.39 





I, Check flow/Nos.oAssumed IZ Flo Oeff. -- 0.9946 AE Check PlOw/otz.lo,0.9850 Assumed TE I'ow Coonf. -. 0.9663 0.9500 
Blade Element Data For.Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued).2fl7 
STATOR RLADF ROW . NASA TASK I
 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBER 6 READIqG NUM4ER 3i DATS i/2721975 
RADIL REL INLET ASS INLET CNRR LN INCID AND 
 INCID ANG INLFT ABS INLET REL INLET !X INLFT ABS INLET REL
 
POSITION FLOW AND FLOW ANG LE ANGLE 
 MN CHAR LN SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
. 29;6i 39;47 ;9;q6 .769 
 536,5i 304;88
2 
 29.22 39.11 :9.89 624.50 	 544,99 S04.89 
3 	 3:46 . 39;61 .8.6i 654.St 564:'3 331',oi4 	 3P;98 39,4O A,8P 714.42 5OA.0n 38A.04
5 3.85 40.86 c7.0 724,74 590'42 401"38
 
6 3A97 42:22 0:,25 755.19 581,40 470,23
7 	 4.132 42.76 5;56 795:24 572.68 540.2!
 
RADI!L REL EXIT AaS MlIT CBR LN 
 'EV 	 EXIT ABS
- TURN EXIT REL EXIT iX FXIT ARS EXIT REL
POSITION 




o*f; 4 :11;13 t059 30,i1 t,2
2 6n.54 -10.10 9!56 29,76 576.79 176!73 .5.4n
3;1:4 ;8:87 7.44 31:83 608,36 6i7;92 :15:i9
 




:U0 ;:.02 2 35,93 646;"3 644,43 ;?3T
6 .0,57 IO;5S 10,01 39;54 687;56 685,41 c6,83
 
.4 j2:77 706,55 704.06 5,04
-12.36 	 42.91 

RADIL ROTOR SPD INLET ASS INLET REL AXIAC VEL 
 OIFFUSION 141
POSITION AT INLET 
 MACW NO MACH NO RAT'O 
 FACTOR
 
i 0:536 Q;953 	 0;36 0:087
2 	 0:544 1058 
 0,237 0:0;7
 
3 	 0:572 t,077 
 0232 0:096
4 	 0.626 1:059 
 0,266 o:138
 
5 0;638 1t077 	 0;263 0,135
 
6 	 0.666 t1i79 
 0.241 0.087

I 	 070i 1.29 
 0:20 0:051
 
RADIIL ROTOR SPO EXIT ASS EXIT REL LOSS 
 TOT PRESS Ana POLY HOM N RISP/ STAY PRESS
 
POSITION AT EXIT MACW NO MAC NO SOLInITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAM EFFICIENCY EFFIEIENrY NEAR 7 RISE RISE CnFFF
 
1 	 0:442 t;523 -;57 0,051 0:20'6 	 O;o22 	 0.501 1.5440 :076 0,0295 :6698 
 0.091
 
3 0;535 1;A316 ';056 O:017 6;724P 0;089

4 	 0.55 J.7420 r.o?4 0:007 6.65A7 0.127
 
3 	 0:566 t,~80Q 1,050 o0o00 Q68f3 0;124
6 	 0;604 20510 ,072 03018 
 o,5PR3 	 01079
 
7 	 0.620 2.n986 :.080 0,019 0.2550 0.046
 
RIDIAL ?EICENT YRAV TOT TRIV TOT FIXED TOT FIXFO TOT 
 OVEfAIL PEIORMNCE SUMARY
POSITION f21ERSTON PRESS RiT0O TEMP RATIO PRESS ITIO TEMP RATIO STAGEDATA STATORDATATATVRDATA 
i 5.nOqQ 0:957 0:994 6!972 1:090 STGF DAT ST TO DA~IT. IST.DTPERFORMCEAAMTR 	 A 
2 15.50097 09i 0994 086 	 IN000 FIXED IT O 
3 35.006 0.99P 6;997 0;989 I;Co0 Total pressra Ratio . 1.3761 0.9867 0.9806 
4 50.0000 O: g,997 a 994 1 051 Polytroplc Efieeoy - 0.8292 0.9593 --­98
 5 75;5656 6;982 5;994 8 1,000
Q36 90t,00 0,976 a 94 0981 iOOO Forcent Design Speed - 90.2 Discharge Valve Setting. 13.07 95.000 0.950 ".969 o.9 1 .0 Cor. Nozzle Weight Fjww 204.39 Vae Schedule 0.0 
12 Check rlov/Itoz.nlw - 0.9714 7E check p1vIoz.ploV . 0.9776 
As 2ed - TE Plev Geff., . 0.9350IS Flow Coff. 0.9550 Assumed 
I NOT REPRODUCIBLE ' 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
qOTOR BLADE Rn4 NASA TASX I
 
RLAOF ELEMENT PFR-e,ANCE RESULTS 
POINT NU49ba 7 READING NUMIER 32 DATE 2271970 
RADIAL REL INLET ASS INLET CHRR LN INCIO AUG INCID AND INLET ABS INLFT REL INLET AX INLET ARS INLET MEL

POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW ANG LE ANGLE MN CHaR LN SUeT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY JELOCI*Y YANG yEL TANG VEt
S65,22 n 
 60;65 4;6P i92 568.55 1347.6± 564;0o 0, 122i;a2 64 17 59,61 4.56 .3 80.57 1328,54 578.93 0. I194.973 61.53 E; 561 5;52 i.06 584.t3 1226:76 584;72 a, A074'44
 4 59.37 n 52.56 4.o1 6:97 570.37 ll ,23 568.73 0, 96n675 57.17 n. 49:71 7.46 
 867 550.25 1004,99 542 A3 0, 84A:96
6 05.31 51 47:11 ':20 6:4 510,69 87302 490,16 0 708:087 4.25 f. 46:13 612 505,65 4So, 0.: 667:90,22 037.84 

RADIL BEL EXIT ASS EXIT 
 CIRR LN RELI0EV REL TURN EXIT AAS EXIT REL EXIT !X "9XIT ARS EXIT RFLPOSITION FLOW AUD FLOW 
hN TE ANGLE AVG TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
57,56 39>78 54tO 7.66 976
655.59 37.81 502.46 418;40 79n:58
2 57.58 37;!4 54 42 
 3 L6 6;q9 637,9 943.79 50551 387,O 795.95
3 53.69 39J08 5068 3101 7 44 638.57 836.73 495,41 402,39 674>8o
4 48.10 41.20 43.79 431 1i;27 647,13 729.12 486,R6 426,17 54 .54
 
5 
 46:26 43'94 32*15 64±i 16 91 660,75 623;65 74;97 A-7;65 40;236 29,45 47!66 14.29 tg'16 
 21;86 676.70 525.86 452.51 496,65 255.47
7 16.40 5i:78 800 4:46 37.15 756.53 493;77 463;98 589.71 136;54 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET REL
INLET ASS AXIAC VEL 
 DIFFUSION CHI

POSITION AT INLET HACH NO MACH NO RATIO 
 FACTOR
 
1 IP2;89 0;523 1;739 n;89j 
 0;426 0;4t
2 1194,97 0:534 1W23 0t874 
 0,396 0.429
3 1078.44 0.538 1130 0,477 0.491 
4 065 67 0.524 i;627 6;856 046i 0;54 
5 840,96 0.505 1,9022 O875 0,5nO 579
6 751.08 0:467 0,798 0;923 
 I.
0965 0.529 0:592
7 667.96 0.469 0766 
0.6 0950;368 05017
 
RADIAL ROTOR SP EXIT ASS EXIT REL 
 Coss TOT PRESS A68 POLY MOMPNRISr/ STAT PRESS
 
POSITION AT EXIT fAC' Ng NiCH NO 
 SOL.JDITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAM UFPICIENCY EFFICIENCY HFA9 T RSE 
RISE CCEFF
1208,98 6:560 OO2 i3340 1,14O 0,030 0,7970 5,805 0,9303 0;315
2 1183.03 0.54R ao811 1.1690 i.116 0.023 08430 d.,±p 0.9749 0.336S 1576.58 05:4'9 5 72 1:5085 ";667 o0l13 d,9130 a;91st 0;941? 0:415
4 968.81 O:59 06630 1:6R40 9:066 ,0i3 0.9215 09259 
 0,9412 0:403
5 859.88 0'575 1;0060
6 
:60 9 0543 0,012 0,9357 6;9301 0968p 0;564
752.12 0.590 0,439 2.2170 '.009 0.019 0,9142 0,91A7 0:9500 0.644 
7 725.75 0:66i 0.431 2:3390 -:±07 0:02? 0,9163 :9644
0:92n9 0:673
 
RADIAL PERCEN TRAV TOT TRZV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERAIL PEFOR!V.ACE SUmA3 
POSITION fl2IFRStON PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIOE STAGE DATA HOTORDATA POTOR DATA 
±~; So0 1.3 166 ISO 157 PDM INST. FIXED NST. TRAy. iNST.2 0o000 i.5i9 1.151 t;522 1 152 Total pressure Ratio .. 1.4863 1001 1.5073 
3 1O~n 1;48 t-±40 , iabat¢I.524 Eficiency 0.8739 0.8955 0.8709.921
4 a d 1'.515 i i;562 1.124 Adiabttoic Efficiency -O80 .03 0887566df 1 47 1,129 t:469 1;124 0 0.9013 0.M 
6 90,5606 1;457 31.27 i,459* 1 125' Porent Design Speed - 90.0 Discharge Valve Setting- 09.07 95.0000 1.28 1.143 i.478 1.129 0o,. Noz. Weight Flcw- 196.56 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
IS Check flo,/*oF.lo -. 0.9943 1 Check FIW/o.Pl. d, 605 
A86umed LE 71OW Goff. . 0.9850 Assumd TE Flow, Coo if. - 0.9500 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued)A2 876 
STATOR BLADE ROW NISA TASK I
 
ALADE ELEMENT PERF, tANCE RESULTS 
POIN4 NUMBER 7 READING NUMN R 32 DATE i/27975 
RADIlL ROL ILET ABS INLET CHBR LN INCID ANG lNCID AND INLET AAS INLET REL INLET 1X INLET ARS INLET REL
 
POSiTION FLOW ANG FLOW ANG LF ANGLE MN CHROLN SUeT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITy TANG VOL 
 TANG VOL
 
39;6P 39'47 *0,iS 658;48 507;20 419;9i
 
2 3.2 19,61 ;P.22 647.26 57.49 380.48
 
3 37;27 39;1 ; .76 664:3B ips;7 40?,01
4 38 39.80 :4;98 674;37 524.45 4293
 
5 41 p 4a:86 5,46 68it4 50A1 447;986 45.1 
 42.22 P.89 681.44 477:62 478.83
 
7 49:26 42:76 
 6A56 752.97 487:22 R65;69
 
RACIAL REL EXIT ADS FXIT 
 CHDR LN DFV TURN EXIT hAS EXIT REL EXIT iX EXIT ARS EXIT REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW AND TE ANGLE AVG TO ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCI+Y TANG VPL TANG VEL 
;5;i :11,i3 i1,0i 39;14 500,60 500,60 ;i~no
2 .8.11 .10.10 9199 36.99 55B.67 558.44 '1.06 
3 .i8:87 7r4 38,3? 55652 597;06 ;1S0
 
8 ;8:75 57.67 3 , 0 543,57 542.A7 ;if:23 
5 198 -2,10a Z,12 4 33 5i6,67 5t5,5 -17,mi 
:10.58 

7 ;.36 -12.36 ti;66 5662 435.07 533.70 ;12.67
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAC VEL 

6 .036 tf.94 44.75 929,95 525,li 3128 
DIFFUSION awl 





2 0.557 1 079 
 0 331. 0;230
 
3 0:973 t 056 0;350 0,264

4 0:564 13035 
 0.377 0.3n6
 
O:Sr5 :o101 0422 0:353
6 O:595 t,107 0,306 0;69

7 0.657 1.094 0,469 0.302
 
RADIAL ROTOR SP EXIT ASS EXiT REL Coss - TOT PRESS - A6R POlY MONFN RtSse STAT PRESS 
POSITION AT EXIi MACY NO HiCH NO SOLIDITY C fCUOE.T LOSS PTARAN EFFICIENCY EFVIEEYNEA + RISE RISE C ,EF 
0;424 1?1236 :>158 0;052 J,49A5 0,194
2 0.477 1.5440 ,.042 0,0±4 0.9013 0:217
 
3 0:479 it6n16 .:as 0:011 691 :4
 
4 0:467 1.7426 ',0'2 0;006 O5e8SO 0:28a
5 0:445 i:R800 0023 0:066 5.8378 
 0:334
 
60.46 2P3)516 536 0;009 6,9373* :5
7 0:463 2.5986 0.082 0.020 .6243 0:281
 
RADIAL PERON TRAY TOT TRAY TOT 
 PIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVRAL PEFO MA C SMX
 
POSITION fl2MRSTON PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO STAC DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA
 
5 66 0:$055 0g992 0; 969 1 odo PDW1OR4A2EEAAMETERSFDIS.F) 11T Ry NT 
2 50 00 :994 60194 0993 l000 'otal Presaure patio - 1.4863 0.9908 0,9859 
4 5pMOOG 0:994 6,994 &;993 1o0 Polytropic Efficiency - 0.880T 0.971 -----­
570o000 0.083 0996 0:995 1a000 
 NPeent Design Speed - 90.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 09.06 9090 Q;94 a999 
 61992 IrqI Cor. ozfl. Weig t Ploy- 196 56 Vane Shedule 
7 95,0560 0.947 i098 0.979 1.000 0.0
 
IE Check Flcv/oz.flw -e 0.9655 TECheck Flw/fot.Flo - 0.975T 
Ajnzad 13 Float 0.9550 Assumed 7 Plot Coeff. * 0.9350Coeff. 
Blade ElementData For Undistorted Inlet Testing (CCrtinued) 
ROTOR BLADE ROW ; NASA'JASK 
BLAOE ELEMENT PF"brrMHNCE RESULTS 
POINf NUMb:q a READIG Nl,ER 33 DATE ?/27 1975 










































































































































































RiDIAL 'ROTOR SPD INLET ASS INLET REL AXIAC VEL DIFFUSION CHI 




































































































































RADIAL PERCEUT TRAV TOT TRIV TOT FIXED TO? FIXFn TOT OVERI ?zlFOVRmCEB S-2w!4Y 
PCStTION fl:ERSION PRESS RATIO 











?O OR DATA 
TRA. INST. 

























Perent DeignSpeed -Cot. NozzleWeight Fow- 90.0 192.81 
0.8779 ' 0.8991 
Discharge Valve Setting.
Vane Sohedlul * 
0.79 
OT-5 0.0 
IS Check fla/Noz.FlevAssumed IE 1ev Cof. -- 0.9811TE Chock Fo/Noz.Pl -0.9850 Asnurtd TE FPI Coff. - 0.954T 0.9500 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued)
522876 
STiTOR BLADE ROW : NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELFENT PERFIPANCE RESULTS 
















































































































































































































POY HOHAN RISE; 





































PEROET TRAV TOT 





TRIV TOT FIXED TOT 
j5MP RATIO PRESS RATIO 
0989 0:969 
6;998 0;992 
n,995 0g99 3 











OVERALL PERFORAqNCE SUIAR6t 
STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA 
?/E3N. IT 1T. TRAy. 1NST. 
- 1 .510 I. 0.IN46 
1-5305 0:9901 o.9 
- 0.8779 0.9764 ..... 














Airreed IS now Coeof. 
0.9597 T Check Vlow/Roz.Flow -






Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (C6ntlnued) 
8228a7
 
ROTOR BLADE RfW : NASA TASK I
 
RLAOE ELEMENT PEQFtRNANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER 9 READING NUMGER 34 DAYS i/277197'
 
RADlIL REL INLET ASS INLET CMRR LN INCIG 
ANG INCII AN0 INLET ASS' INLET REL NWET X INLFT ARS INLET REL
POSITION 
 PLOW AND CLOWsNO LE'ANGLE 
MN CH3R L4 SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VEL
 67,0361A3 2, 6d,60 
 3;73 521;74 1320,37 517;74 0, 1221;62
2 66.00 l .59,6± . 1a39 3.16 533411 130A.49 531t84 or 1194.70
3 63.55 56.01 7.54 3'08 536:S2 1?04.31 36, o .if 2O4 6T*.65 2,52.56 9d69 ,25 519:83 1092.11 5 8.1 0; 296fl As 
59.7 4q-7±861 107 500.82 978,63 493:Rf6 57.7. 0t 47:11 fi 84,78i60 2.94 466:j, 847.59 447.18 n; 707:92,* SA.19 0, 46.13 1d36 P:-6 465.i9 813.61 442.17 0, 667j75 
RAPITI REL EXIT £93 FxlT "OMR LN REC DEN REL TURN 
 EXIT AAS EXiT REL EXIT 1X tWT ASS 
 EXIT REL
POSITION FLOW AKG 
 FLOW AND YE ANGLE A'4 TE ANGLE VELOCrTY VELOCITY VELOCITY YANG VFL TANG VEL
 
Isib 
 41'17 54,86 2,36 9;93 673,16 873;i5 473;A7 476,43 737;282 57.05 4 .56 54,42 P.63 A.95 653, & 
 884.48 4aO38 444,73 74i.53
3 53,77 43:43 56168 .;09 9 78 641,2 787,!99 465,67 440'7858, 2 635:554 '48.88 4:86 43.79 5.09 1277 639.26 67691 445.A2 . 
S 42.95 48;39 32:15 0,80 16;62 636;39 7 190 48 470;08 3bq,;6IA 3f.00 5i.6i i4 29 14,7i 24.71 53.02 476.39 403,46 509.40 247.557 16.59 5i:6i 8:00 8:59 39:90 740:21 45321 42 545 498,sp 126;76
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD 1ILFT ASS INLET REL 
 AXIAC VEL 
 GIFFUSION CNI
POSITION AT INLET MACN NO 
 MACH NO qAT'O
1 FACTOR
S223;62 0,475 ;7 15 0,476 0;436
2 119420 0.489 1,199 0,904 
 0.447 0,454
3 1078,20 0:492 1104 0868 
 0,447 0,521
4 962.45 0:476 : 0 90,467 0:52165 846.T8 0:458 0;894 0;8489 0, 42 0.619
6 707. 2 0:425 a.772 01902 0:577 0:667
7 667.75 0:404 .742 0.967 
 0;607 0,.674
 
ROlIL ROTOR SP EXIT ABS EXIT BEL COSS TOT P0ESS ADS POY MONFN RISE/ STAT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT 
 HA NO MACH NO SOLIDITY COEPTICI 
4T LOSS PARAM eFrFcIENcY EFFICIENCY NEAS T RISF RISE crcrr12a§.710 0,576 i,746 1 1346 • ±Q2 0,039 5,7724 6;78&6 0;97i5 0.341
2 118.76 0:557 6:754 1-N390 J. 55 0.031 0,8156 5.8273 f.0668 04361
3 1076.33 0:549 6,.674 1;50RO 
 C;091 O,018 0,8947 5:963 n;946? 0.451
4 968.60 0:5 0:582 j',,6846 '.o0q 0,018 
 0,909 5.9077 0956b 0:529
5 P59,69 0.544 1:495 *.:oo
9060 
 0,010 0,9024 609077 6:037.4 0.%611
6 75j:95 0'.67 ,4±3 2:276 ra90 
 0.017 0,0295 5:9314 0:9097 0730
7 725,58 0:644 0.394 2:1390 
 r,1 t8 0.D24 0.9161 5:,92A8 09463 0.775 
RADiaL PERCEhT TRAV TOT tRiV TOT FIXED TOT rIEFI TOT OVJERALL PEM ,A!C SWA~y
POSITION II24RSZON PRESS RATIO TEHP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RITOO 
± 5,50g~ f;664 i.19I t5 79 1;181 P~uOGMAW flRAIMEBE STAGE DlATAROTOR IIATA'ROTOR DATA 
2~~~~~~~~ 103 1.88 1:74 d0c ~F1 =IS. FIXED -113. INST.157 TlRAIT. 
3 30.0000 1;578 1;t61 
 1574 ±:tss TotilPreaeure Ratio . 1.5269 16457 1.5540 
4 o 1.549 i 1,49 {3135 1j,4 Adiabatic Efficiency 0.8465 0.8726 0.85TOS 700000 1,5-00 1 i39 t 492 1.035 Polytropi Efficiency 0.8554 0.880 0.86566 9o5o6oW 1;487 1,36 1t494 1;13' I ­7 1.567 j95.000148 1.503 Pe1r3ocent Desig Speed -90.0 Dscharge Valve Set 06.017 9.500 6Co.35 De. 
Souzls Weight VPa.- 183.44 Vac schedule 
- 0.0 
LE Cheek Flo/Not. lw 0.9962 TE Cheek Plow/Noz.Fl . 0.9694 
Anued LE Flow Coonf.- 0.9850 Aosuiamd f Flow Doeff, . 0.9500 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued)82287 

STiTOR BLADE ROW : NASA TASK
 
BLADE ELEMENT PERfOR4ANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER 9 READING NUM8ES 34 DAYS 2/27;1975 
RADIAL REL INLET .'AS INLET OMBR LN INCID ANG INCID ANO INLET ASS IALETbReL 'INLET !X INLET ABS INLET REL 





























67 49;IS52,19 42:2242:76 6,939!43 153;83732.86 424:63446:0 491;15574.92 
RADIiL REL EXIT hBs EXIT OXBR LN " " DEV TURN EXIT ASS EXIT REL EXIT IX PYIT ARS EXIT REL 
POSITION FLOW ANO FLOW ANt TE ANGLE AVG TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TAND VEL 
• 	 ;06 :11.1; 12;03 44:11 495.55 
 495;49 7.77 
2 hrV5O -O.1O n.08 4.02 545,64 545.A1 ;071 
3 	 0.01 ;687 8,90 41:57 528,19 527.98 0.32 
4 	 5:35 ;8:75 a,6 43;48 482:2t 481;A7 0.44 
.1,35 -9;10 7,77 470? 441;7 440, :jn;, 
6 59 14 4 04 451 72:10:58 0 454.28 37.p5
7 ;1.97 -j2.36 0.39 54.16 451.81 450.9 :15,57 
RiDOiL ROTOR SPD INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAL VrL 	 DIFFUSION CNl 
POSIJtON . AT INLET MACWNO MICH NO RATIO FACTOR 
1 0;573 t;036 0;495 0:26 
2 0:564 13109 	 0,397 0.285
 
3 0.569 1:065 	 0.407 0:3$3
 
4 0.569 i:OO8 	 01466 0:379
 
5 0:557 905 	 0:506 0462
 
6 0.567 6iO64 	 0.473 0;461
 
7 0:637 1.009 	 0,57? 0.367
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXiT REL, LORS " TOT PRESS ADS POLY MODMN RISE) STAT PRESS 
POSITION AT EXIT MACWNO NICH N0 SOLIDITY COErVICTENT LOSS PARAN EFPICIENCY ErriCIENY MFAS T RISE RISE CoErF 
0:4i5 1;5230 C,144 0;047 50564 0:241 
p 	 0.461 11440 1.043 0.014 0.8909 0:769
 
3 	 0:449 1.6310 _045 03014 5:8645 0:796 
4 o410 o:7420 .Q49 0.014 O.B7g9 0444 
5 D:377 1;§8O6 1;0"41 0'nh1 5.8799 0.444 
6 	 0.388 2.n510 t.066 0f1 06:893 0.442
 
7 	 0:385 2:6986 1:ia3 0:025 5:6010 O:S45
 
RInIIL PERCST TRAY TOT IHAV TuT FIXED TOT FIXPO TOT OVEALL PERFORMANCE SIJUMMA
 
POSITION f2,4ERSION PRESS RATIO fEMP RATIO PRESS QATtO TEMP RATIO STAGE DAA sTA orODATASTATORDATA
 
2315:006 0.955 b~n9 0:971 1,0 0 F:AaCE 	 ?= INST. FIXE MNT. TRAy. INST. 
3 35;3606 0:4890 h995 6,991 i,oado 	 Tot0al Prefiux; Ratio -1.5269 0.9818 0.9819 
4 50.0000 0:08i 0;996 0:990 1.000 	 Polytropic Efficiency o 0.9718
0.8554 -----­
7 5c;O996 6;8 61992 1,D00 
6 90#jgOO 0:.88 0,996 0,983 1,OgO Percent Design Speed - 90.0 Diocharge Valvo Setting- 06.0 
7 9.0Good 0.934 0,959 0.974 1,000 	 Cop. Nozzle Weight Flow- 183.44 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
IS Check FloV/Noz.flcv - 0.9745 TE Cheek Ylow/Noz.Flw - 0.9860 
Aslu~m4 12flot Coef. . 0.9550 As.ued TE Fl Coeff. - 0.9350 
NOT REPRODUCIBLE 
a2k77i 	 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR BLADE ROW : NASA TASK I
 
RLAOV ELEMENT PERFORNANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMBER I - READING NUgER 25 DAT! /27)1975
 
RADIAL REL INLET ADS INLEt C89R LN INCID ANG INCID AMC INLET AOS IL ET REL iNCET iX INCRT ARS INLFT REL
 
POSITION FLOW AND PLOW AND LE ANGLE MN CMNR LN SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VRL TANG VEL
 
1 64106 6; 
 60.60 3;46 0,76 665;73 1512:47 660:43 53 133m'o7
 
2 69,79 1 68531 683th IZ.1I
S6:61 	 21 1'494,62 0,2
3 	 59.99 n. 56.01 *0 o0 48 692.*0 1384:i4 692:?8 1198'63 
4 	 570:66 : 5256 5;04 -6,RO 679:50 1265:61 677;14 0 ;1067?3' 
55;07 49.71 5136 .843 662;07 1145;42 65lR9 -934,696 53767 fl 47.11 6.56 ,lrO 603,00 99j,44. 570.76 02 76A99 
7 1 042,76 $52:39 O. 74s:33 
RADIAL 	 REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHRR LN REC DEV REL TURN EXIT ADe EXIT REL 
 EXIT AX FXIT ARS EXIT REL
 
POSITION 
 FLOW ANG 	 PLOW ANG TE ANGLE AVOTE A GLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCJTY TANG VFL TANG VEL 
59;77 29;37 54.I0 4.97 4.291086 678:73 117t:35 589.72 33i:86 

2 59733 29:54 54:42 4;9t 3;45 672:66 131100 586.64 325;71 0o*5
 
3 .56107 32;69 5068 513 3 92 668;20 1007643 562;?S 360 7 83 l1o
 
4 48§41 37144 43.79 4,62 9 l9 716,72 557'36 669, 1 433 60 64t19
5 45;34 37.26 32;15 8;9 14g73 747;73 7Sf 24 5941:2 45J 15 6 504-66
 6 27.24 41.77 t4,,29 1:5 2643 803,02 676111 593.71 530.25 3Or:6 
7 1",38 46:59 8:56 11.38 3 7 42.16 610,27 372*59 605:23 20j.t 
RADIAL ROTOR SP INLET ARS INLET REL AXIAL VFL 
 DIFFUSION CNI
 




1 635:Q0 0.618 I.465 0;803 0;307

2 1328 Is 0;638 3"s9 oPs 
 0'307 	 0:345
 
1198,63 0.645 IP9 6,12d 01319 	 0;34
4 166i;73 0;63P ji7b 01840 	 0358 04405
5 93469 06615 564 0.916 
 0 42 0.431
 
786,99 0;556 01S L026 0!442 0"459
 
7 742.33 0.535 6,868 1.037 
 0486 	 0.436
 
RADIAL ROTORSPO eXIT ARS EXiT REL LOSS TOT PRESS Ava' POY MOHFN RISE) STAT PRESS
 
POSITION AT EXIT fACw NO MACN NO SOLIDITY COEFFICI)4T LOSS PARA4 SPrICIENCY EFFICIENCY NPAI Y RISE RISE CnFFP
 
1 1343 72 0:505 1.,10 1'3346 0:153 0;029 0,7440 £:7564 0;0255 0:222
 
2 1714,87 058P 0996 11696 0;164 0,019 0,8280 5l$371 0,968 0;243
3 1196.56 0.S77 6:870 1.5080 0;103 a019 01,444 6:8528 0;9481 0.305
 
4 167679 0;68 746 1;6846 6 033 0 7821 p:7935 0;0443 0.376
 
5 1 0;653 0683 t19066 01097 ocl1 0,9311 a,9351 09932 0:446
6 835.94 0;704 0!,92 2;'"76 0107 0.021 0,A976 69014 0,9621 0:492
 
7 06.63 0.736 6.941 2:1396 0114 .01 019015 6,9072 0.0642 0:505
 
RADIAL PEECrIT TRAV TOT TRIV TOT FIXED TOT FlxFn TaT 
 OVERALL PERFR NOCEE %Y
S -
POSITION 'DLRSONPESS RATIO TEHP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP R..TIO STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA 
t 3,S000 1451 1,155 t1421 11 2 FIXED INST. FIXED INST. TRAY. INST. 
2 10.600 1 456 1'143 15468 1.140a, ±.a F re. atio . 1.4587 1.48fl 1.4833 35.9000 1;465 1I46 I1-480 4 Ecency - 0.Bi 0.8e5 0.82 
4 936f00 1.493 1i66 1.463 1.147 0.80821 75;6566 1>14 1t51240 ,2 Polytropic Efficiency - 0.8209 o.814i 0.08T 
6 90, 000 11527 1,48 t,509 ±,e percent Design Speed - 200.0 Discharge Valn Setting- 15.0 
,95,00 1,±63 i.521 1,14± Cop. NoZZ. Weight Flw 222.89 Vane Schedule - 0.01.5i 

- S 
A..uzwd LE Plw Coeff. 0.985OAAsumed TE Elow Coeff. . o.9500 
IS Check Flow/oz.FlcO 0.9880 E Check 7Icv/No:.FIov - 0.9651 
522770 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW . NASA TASIK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PERrORmANcE RESULTS 
POINy NUMBER I READING NUL0RR 23 DATE i/27;1976 
RADIAL REL INLET ABS INLET OHRR LN INCIO ANG INCO ANG INLET AS INLET REL INLET X INLET ARE INLET REL 

















































































































































































"O'Y HOMFN RISE/ 























































PFEAEITT TRAY TOT 
1ERSION P SS RATIO 
's:6O06 0:948 
10;660 0;993 
53 :,QQ0 0:998 
50.000 0:972 
75:65O0 0:986 
95:0500 0 g 9 68  
9560io ,0.944 
TRiV TOT FIXED TOT 

















OVERALL PER M0IANCESUMMAR 
P ?ARAMETEHS STAGE DATA STATOR DATA SATOR DATA 
DE= TNST. FIXED INST. TRAV. INST. 
Total PTzsure Ratio - !°4507 0.9848 0.979 
Polytropic Efficiency 0.8209 0.9611 
Nrcent Design Speed 100.0 Discharge Vave Setting. 15.0 
8' c 0.0 
. Nottle Weight Flat- 221.89 Vne Scedule. 0 
LE Cheek Piov/Noz.Flv . 0.9702 T Check ?low/Noz.?lov - 0.9709 
Assued IS flow Coot. - 0.9550 Assumed 2 fla Coff. . 0.9350 
0) 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
R0TOR BLADE RIW : NASA TASX I
 
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBER 5 READING NUHREP 36 DATS 2/27?197E 
RADIAL REL INLET ASS INLET CHaR LN INCIO ANG INCI) ANG INLET ASS INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS INLFT REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANO FLOW ANG LE ANGLE MN CHNRLN SUeT qURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEC TANG vEL
 
6 7,0 F; 6d;60 3t47 D;77 .665;02 1512,98 660;71 0, ISSR;60 
2 6,94 i3 59.61 S,33d .,5 681.03 1493.03 718.65 O.32a'66 
36 6021 A1 56:01 4120 686.597 138i14 *65 .I9 8 
4 5.991669. 52.56 5!35 -0,49 671,60 1761.74 67 11. 1069.15 
5 5.-7 g 49?i q 76 -ti;3 652,37 ±140.14 643,33 0. 0 
6 53.73 Sr 47.1 6,62 -1,04 601.01 991.02 577>71 0. 787.30
 
7 SS 46:i3 6.42 -t.48 598.31 953.66 568:71 R: 747:62
 
RADIiL REC EXIT ASS FXI? CHAR LN REC DFV REL TURN EXIT ABS EXIT REL EXIT iX FXIT APS FXIT REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW ANG TE ANGLE A10,1E ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL YANG VEL
 
1 58.97 36;69 54;8b 4,17 5,09 696,10 1684,35 558;N6 416:04 92A"2
2 58.90 34.59 54,42 4,48 4104 682,10 1085,86 560, 2 386.35 92053 
3653.35 3A.44 fl67 . It:68 560;n3 -75,1 84.66 71541 938.20 444,45 

4 48.65 4fl46 43:79 '4.86 9 27 71Y.86 819.78 541:54 461 88 AiS,35
 
5 41.03 4i;14 32.15 R.88 14:44 729,47 728:18 548,5 479!03 47706
6 3n.,5 14.29 iS.76 23.A8 752;S4 609.29 521,P6 K34.77 S0i50
 
7 19.97 5 00 , 8:00 t1;97 3Ps. 814,88 563 23 518193 61R.35 18.59
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET ASS INLET REL AXIA VEL DIFFUSION CHI
 
POSITION AT ILET MACH NO NACN NO RATIO 
 FkATnR
 
1 1358.60 0:616 3; 05 0;845 0386 0;393
2 1328,66 0.634 it389 0.826 0.367 0.412
 
3 1199 10 0,639 1287 0.816 0:428 0:471
 
4 1068.15 0.624 1,173 0:809 00459 
 6517 
5 935 . 0:65 i:657 0852 04700:556 
6 783.60 o55 .914 6;932 0.5o0 0;561

7 74.62 0:55, 879 0.912 0:554 0.558
 
RiDIAL ROTOR SPf EXIT ABS EXiT REL ., LOSS TOT PRESS 'ADO POIY HOMPN RISE; STAT PRESS 
POSITION AT XyIT MACH NO MiC" NO SOLIQITY, co6rrIcENT LoSs PAPAM EFrICIFNCY EtI.IENrY NFAS T RISF RISE CAFrE 
1 13442 4 0,503 o 9 1 1;1346 ?1503 0o,03 0.7835 ;79A7 0:94n5 Or83 
2 1316.38 0.585 0i317 0;02P 0,8355 0.,8459 0:9860 0.30Z 
3 1197.02 0:613 06:04 1506 %;OO 0:00 0,874± 5;8893 0:9833 0.382 
4 1077,21 0.612 0,704 t:840 .1P3 0024 0,l529 6.8660 0.0547 0:454
 
5 956.68 0:633 a 632 s1n60- :055 ojoi 0.9384 59472 M097%7 0 525
 
6 836,27 0:655 03530 2.7170 ;1t8 0.023 0.8924- 5.8908 0:9562 O;51
 
7 806.95 0:708 5.489 2'3396 ,116 0:027 0,8858 5:89,6 0:951i 0.627
 
OVERALL PE OXV E'SUMWLAY
TRIV TOT FIXED TOT FtXF Tnt 
POSITION 12ERSOI PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS QTIO TEMP RATIO0 r BrACE DATA ROTOR DATA RO=OR DATA 
1 5,a66 ii59, 1,491 1,561 '1 ;174 PFXD INST7.FIXE 11NST.TRAy. 1153?, 
RADIII. PEREMT TRV TOT 

2 0.000 1.584 1t166 t 591 1 170 Total Pressur Ratio 1.5630 1.5805 1.5905 
33100 1.622 1ti74 1:620 I1;149 Mdiabatic Efficiency - o.8461 0.8686 0.85334 50.0o0O 1.593 1*9' 1,572 11162 Polytropic Eff ciency m 0.8555 0.8763 O.B.C6 
57a:0006 1:574 if. 1,571 !.7 
67 90;ggOO 1;545 j 1 0536 1147 Percent Design Speed6566O .1:603 o 100.1 DIsebarge Valve Bettj~g- US,1,169 1.546 
 ISO Cot. Nozzle Weght Flow 219.33 Vans Schedule 
- 0.0 
LE Check FLow/ox.low- 0.9959 TE Check-Flow/Noz.flo O.9744 
Ass LEFlow oeffn.- 0.9850 Assumed TEFlow Coeff. . 0.9500 
b2 a75 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR RLADE PeW Z NASA TASM 
BLADE ELEMENT PEhrtRNANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBER S READING NIHPER 36 DATG i/277975 
R Il REL INLET ARS INLET CHRR L4 INCID AN INCID AND INLET ARS INLET REL INLET iX INLFT ARS INLET REL

POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW 
AUG LE ANGLE MN CM3Q LN SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL 
1 36;12 39;47 ;P;,95 70i,19963;$O9 417;34
2 34102 3 .1t ;R,69 693.ii 574,46 38T7;6
1961-3649 -2,52 747.00 600.f7 444.62
 
4 37197 39:86 ;i.83 744.70 585,06 457:7 
5 38,p 40'86 ;P.47 759.04 591,92 464,9n
6 43,07 42:22 5;85 761.71 551.44 51560
 
7 41:38 42:76 4,62 813.76 546:32 593:68
 
RADIIL REL EXIT ABS FIT CHRR LN DEV EXIT ARS
TURN EXIT REL EXIT AX FXIT ASS EXIT REL
POSITION FLOW AND FLOW ANG 
 TE ANGLE ANG TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
I ;i;73 :11i13 0,40 3A;26 532;59 
 532;34 -16.102 .2.61 -10.10 . 7.49 36 63 603.32 602.66 :27.45
 
t 9.78 629;63 629'P9 i0,03
98'87 3 58 
4 .1.74. 17 592.17 7 97 
;;:'697 10 7, 0 40 O9 605t25 66l3;A9 ;7q4 4 7 66 p1:69 
-10;587 A,69 j 594,13 592.65 -17.48.':46 *i2.36 9;96 49,84 590.53 587.89 :2531 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ADS INLqT REL AXIAL VEL DIrUSION CHI
 
POSITION AT INLET 
 MACH NO MACH NO RATIO FACTOR 
1 0;596 00944 O,444 0;203
2 
 0595 1.040 
 0;323 0.226
 
3 0:64? i048 
 0;335 0243
4 0:64? 1;009 
 e*3A7 0298'
 
5 0:66i 1.020 
 D.372 0.333.
6 0:663 1;073 
 8 0:334
 
7 0.707 1,076 
 0:453 0:284 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ADS *XIT REL . LOSS " TOT PRESS ADB POIY NOMFN R$SE STAY PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT PACl NO MCH NO SOLIOITY bOErjICIENT LOSS PARAM GrrIIENCY EFFIaIENCY MEAS T RISE RISE CfEFF
 
I 0:449 1;5236 Ci145 0;047 5;4909 0:189
2 0:51p 1,5446 2.043 0.014 0,9218 0.211
3 0:536 1;6316 0;044 0;014 6:5ni 0:225
4 0:504 1.7420 0.023 0.007 o.8?S 0 278
 
5 9:526 1,8806 0;0?75 0,'007 5"9?776 a0.310O:51fl 2;n0510 n'00 O0In Q;8617 0;311
7 0.305 
 2.980 9,033 0,020 0.6173 0.260
 
RADIAL PERCENT TRAV TOT TRXV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERAL PEOR'0AIJCE SUK44H
POSITION l2ERIO PRESS RuTIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RAT o TEMP RATIO 
1 5.6006 0 :65 6;985 0.968 1.000 PERY1m4AZCE PARAMETrERS STAGEDATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA2 16:5d 0:095 0.64 1;060 nw3. FEXED INST. TRAV. MNT,:991 FIXED3 30290 0:O4RR 6;096 6;989 i,060 Total Poeff, Ratio - 1.5630 0.9889 0.98234 SOnOOOa 0:08i a:995 ,994 1.OOO Polytrople Efficiency 0.8555 0.9T575 7 0;06 01491 0,096 0t994 1 0Qo
9
6 o;nnQo 0.984 5j997 01990 1,000 Percent Design Speed - 100.1 Diacharge Valve Setting. l.o
7 95.0000 0:04i 0,984 0.976 1.d0 Cor. Nozzle Weight Flw 219.33 Vae Schedule . 0.0 
IS Check Flw/Noz.Flov - 0.975 PS Check Flowloz.Flow.. 0.9T84 
Asourd 12 Flow Coeff. . 0.9550 Assumed TE Flow Cooff. - 0.9350 
t 
-v.0'
522770 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testnig (Continued) 
OTOR BLADE ROW . NISA TASK I
 
RLAOE ELEMENT PERFORHA4CE RESULTS
 
POINfT NUMSC 2 EADINS NUItRER 27 DATA 2/27/1975
 
RADIAL ROL INLET ASS INLET OHBR LN INCIC APG INCID A' INLET ARS INLET RFL INLET AX 
 INL6T ABS INLET REL
POSITION 
 FLOW A* CLOW AND LE ANGLE MN CM3QRLN SUeT SIR' VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCJY TANG TANG yEL
I 64:60 f; 60.60 
 4 00 1 30 649.95 150562 644.97 O, 135R tl2 6T12 5961 3 7t ~ 68 669,66 1487 45 667 1328;194 jT7 2 56:61 4:6 0.30 670:63 1373;52 67061 t"674 58:63 n. 52:56 6.07 0 3 652.98 125i,60 651.10 0. t06?:77 
56:04 .: 49:71 
 A;33 .6;46 63B'39 113i 92 629:54 0" 934;72

6 a354:1 042:2 68;X0 982 47 564;46 0, 78770t
7 53.47 a. 46i3 7.34 6.,56 578.47 941,13 549.65 0. 747.36 
RiDIAL REL EXIT ABS FXIT CiRR LN RE 
 DFV REL TURN EXIT ADS EXIT REL ExIT &X PXIT ARS EXIT RE.
POSITION FLOW AND FLOW AND TE ANGLE AVIITE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VqL TANG VEL 
5772;5 40,913 to 0;*2 686 1628;42 548;n9 86A;59s 5490;IT68473948 727,48
28 54.42 3,12 5,78 75;26 67O4710 77 ±038347 556,.i *39348 751433 52.67 41.63 50:68 ?.39 A,70 737;21. 896.34 550.90 48968 706.914 49;17 43;84 43.79 1338 Qj45 705,07 77783 598;47 40'pAji 'SxS 4L~37 4.83 32:5 0;22 14,A7 72i102 693.19 549.iS9'.46 .247.28 
6 ;273 4M; 49 i2t93 719 0 564;28 471862 53678 290:i8
7 jA,9j 53.25 8.00 10,91 34.56 608.11 5±7,35 479.45 642!3± 164:35 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO INLET 485 INLET REL AXIA VEL 
 DIFFUSION CHI
POSITION AT INLET MACH NO MACH NO R4TIO' FACTOR 
135911 0.653 1396 0;851 0;434 0;426
2 13?e,19 0.62P 1382 01834-
 01409 0.448
3 119447 0:623 t,77 08R2 
 04650
 
41667.77 0:6O6 1;161 01781 0405 0.559
0 54 0 0
5 312 0.59i j1lAS 01825 
 0g504 0;607
6 87.01 0*542 5.405 01834 
 01552 0.6287 74236 0.532 6866 0.872 
 0.603 0.628
 
RADIAL ROTOR SP EXIT ABS EXit REL Coss TOT PRESS ADO POCY NOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT MACH NO MACH NO SOLIOITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAN ErtiCIENCY EFPIC!ENOY HEAS T RISE RISF CfEFF
 
± 1343;76 0:614 a68 1:3346 
 0165 0;033 0;7969 6:8092 09706 0:310
2 1314,91 0:605 03884 1:3696 03129 OPO 5 0,a361 6:8477 0:9932 0;3363 1196 60 0:627 r763 i:040 0.0a4 a$t* 0,8000 0,8971 0:96*2 0.421
4 1076.32 016631 6t665 ;48640 0;102 0;OO 03e848 5;8975 .9548 0:499
5 9507 1:62( 03598 119060 0,058 0012 0 9a80 6t900 0:9409 o;SAO
6 835197 O;62E 0,488 2 2170 it a 
 0I072 0,8970 5.90.3 0:9261 0.671
7 856.66 0.699 O.448 2,396 0.146 0,029 6,.844 6:89(6 0;9465 0.706 
RADIAL PERCENT TRAV TOT TRAV TOT rIXED TOT rixPO TOT OVERALL PEORClcE StWARY
POSITION flEPSTON PRESS RATIO 
 TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEHP RATIO 
1 5;0000 1:694 ji2 t1;659 1:97 PERFOdAIEP STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA 
2 ifl00 1:684 11187 1.681 1t192 - 1 . 1 . i. MT. 
3 36506O ;IS ±i95 1 704 1 185 Total Prensure Ratio - 1.6239 1.6463 1.6I14 560600 1:648 It7 163 1 .0Adiabatic Efficiency - 0.8518 o.8T76 0.8607MOB t604 1 154 Polytropyi Efficiency - o.861i 0.885 0.8703 
6 O 1,563 41756 t,561 11.427 95.0000 1.653 i*16 1.572 1.147 Perent Design Speed - 100.0 Discharge Val" Seting- 09.0 
Cot, Nostl Weight low- 21T.1T Vane Schedule - 0.0 
LE Check flw/Noz.Plw . 0.9908TE Check Flow/Noz.Flow - 0.9719 
Assumed LE Flow Cooff. * 0.985OAaSuMcd TE PlOW Cooff. . 0.9500 
aR22?b Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 








































RLAOE ELEMENT PERFORNANCE RESULTSPOINT NUMBER 2 READING NU09ER 27 DATe 2/27/197o 
REL INLET ABS INLET CHAR LN INCID ANO INCID ANe INLET AnS INLET REL INCT LX INLET ASS INLET RLPLOW AN IFLOW AND LE ANGLE HN CMaR LN SUCT SURF VELOCIY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEC TANG VEL4F;73 39:47 i;26 730 96 553;88 476;0B37 75 39;ii ; 41 721, 5 57075 A41,0R4i 39.0t d,6 766.06 589,A6 480.21 
453i9 ;980 ?;9732;41 548:48 481:464112 40;86 5,26 745.44 558;87 487;gp46.16 42"22 3.94 723:8 496,07 517.5555.74 42.76 7.68 8o7Sn 504:6: 
REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHR LN DEV TURN EXIT ADS EXIT Ret, EXIT AX FXiT ARe EXIT ReLrLOW AN (LOW D TOANGLE ANT ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG Va 
;!4i;13 o;76 43;7 533;99 533;11 ;0p;67;P4 -=10.10 7.7D 40310 597.2 596.46 ;25.02.E ,;8:87 t0,45 38,69 620;51 62002 i7;tO 
4 4i ;8:75 7.34 42 81 554.V4 553.76 13.65;i:38 ;'io;7i72 42 50 53503 ;12.856:.23 -10.58 10,35 44,39 513.27 51t.66 ;2.08
.7;51 ;12:36 9;85 53.24 504.55 562'45 .21,99 
ROTOR SPO INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAC VFL ntrrustoN DWIAT INLET MACW NO MiGH NO RATIO FACTOR0;617 0963 0 02410.615 t.U45 0.4 0.2630:655 1;051 0;379 G;2770628 1oo 0.436 03550.644 O.958 0:457 0.4020:626 11030 0;462 0!4450.694 0.947 0557 0:350 
ROTOR SPD EXIT ASS EXIT REL LOSS TOT PRESS ADD POLY NOMEN RISE? STAT PRESSAT EXIT MACH NO SiCHNO SOLInITY COErFICIENT LOSS PARAM FTICIeNCY EFFICIENCY MEAS T RISE RISE COEFF0:446 1;9236 0 0;050 53Aq 0;2240.502 1.5440 0,053 01017 6390 0.2460:924 1>c'o 0.047 0,014 e,8178 0:2560:469 1.74o o.16 oOO 5.8448 0: 330:456 1:!80O 0 041 0;011 6:8493 0;3780:436 21510 0;02 0.013 &:90Q 0.4220:428 2.098D 0.O02 OOP 6:61.63 0:334 
ERENT TRAY TOT - TRIV TOT FIXE0 TOT FIXED TOT OVEAIL PE PORFANCEl SUMArIlVAEaI0o7 PRESS RATIO TEH RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO
:4b0:045 088 0!964 1:060 PE'FOWAE ?ARA)M rN STAGE DATA STAWOR MTA STIAMR DAM 
10:H600 D!986 1;664 o;988 1:0oo FnE fINST. F1= INST. ThM. INZT.30:0000 D982 6:92 05988 1; 060 Total Presure Ratio . 1.6239 0.9563 0.976858;5600 0:982 0994 0:942 1)00 Polytropic Efficiency m 0.8616 0.9725 -----­7b:6.05 0.979 0.993 0;906 1'000 
90,g0qb 0;987 0,496 0 988 t;0OO percent es1 n Speed - 100.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 09.095.0000 0.926 5.483 6.974 1.0bo Cor. Nozzle Weight ri. 217.1 Vane S hdUle . 0.0 
l Check Flo/No:.flow ­ 0.9770m.check Pov/oz.r o . 0.9705 




h2p8li Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 




ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
READING N1IPRER 29 DATE i/27;1973 

















































































































































































































































































































PO ,:v HOPN RISE/ 
;FrIcIENPY MF'S T RISE 
0:8044 0:9654 
































TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO 


















Co. Noztle Weiht Floe-
1.100.1 
232.65 
STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR ATA 
FIE ThS. FIXED flS?.TR~.75 
1.6761, 1.7020 1.714 
o.8;oh o.876 0.8630 
0.8609 0.8865 0.8730 
Discharge Valv Settinga 7.5 
Vane Schedule - 0.0 
LZ Chock Plow/NozFlov
Assumed LE lw Coeff. -s O.9793TE Cheek Flaw/Noz.Flw w0.985OAoume& TE Flo Coe ff. - 0.96530.9500 
Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW : NASA TASK I
 
ALAOU ELEMENT PERFORUANCE RESULTS

POINt NUMBER 4 READING NUMRER 29 DATE i/2721975
 
RADIAL REL INLET ADS INLET CHAR LN INCID ANG INdID A4O INLET ADS INLET REL INLET ix IJLFT,AS INLET REL
 
POSITION FLOW ANQ FLOW AND LE ANGLE MN CH3R LN SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TAwG VEL TANG VOL
 
1 4.38? 39;47 4;46 75 07 547;P4 526;04
 
2 An M 39,11 i 7 734.50 559,03 480.00
3 4P63 39.01 3:62 755.63 559.74 %tt.%4
1499 39.80 4:19 734.61 527,23 509,00
 
5 4472 4D8,6 3's6 73,84 517 2 510,76
 
6 49390 42,22 7,65 690.t4 44148 12!36
 
7 52,21 42.76 9.45 802:73 488,4t 629.93
 
RiDIAL REC EXIT has FXIT CHAR LN DEV TURN EXIT ADS EXIT REL EYIY iV EXIT £8S EXIT ROL
 
POSITION 
 FLOW ANG FLOW ANG tE ANGLE AVG TE ANGLE VECOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VPL TANG V8L
 
I !i;31 :11,13 9;62 ,s;%? 352,20 552.05 .12,58

2 i.29 -10.10 6.81 42109 609.49 609t10 :13.69
 
3 5:6i 87 42'62 601.49
a8 9,48 61.47 6'37
 
46?,43,36 543,33 542,5 97
 
5 1,21 ;Qo 10;31 43,5$ 499,08 4049700 151
 
6 p1i0 :10;58 t,68 47,60 461,68 460M1S 1610
 
7 .4.04 1.2.36 8.32 56'2S 456.,0 453.61 32.,03
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET AeS INLET REL AXIAL VFL DFrUSION CRI
 
POSITION AT INLET MACH NO MICN NO qATIO ?ACTOR
 
O;616 ;o9 0;505 0;216

2 0.621 11096 03S6 0270
 
3 0,642 t093 0408 0,295
 
A 0.627 1:029 0.455 0.319
 
5 0;629 81962 0;432
499 
6 0.594 t.042 0.507 0.s03
 
7 0:69i &.929 
 0 625 0.38?
 
RADIaL ROTOR SPD EXIT A8 EXIT REL tOSS TOT PRESS ADO PO1Y MONPN RISE/ STAT PRESS
H
POSITION At EXIT MACW 140 MIC NO SOLITITY COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAM EFOICIENCY EFfICIENrY MFAq T RISE RISE C"EFF
 
2 0.509 1.5440 C.047 0015 .894t 0,238
 
3 0:569S 1;h316 ';0d9 O0I05 i;81o7 0,275

4 
 0.457 1.7420 %1048 0.014 0.8441 0.357
 
S 0;,42 1;4800 i,059 0016 ;8172 0:409
 
6 0.390 2.0510 'tg97 0.024 j,9113 0;482

7 
 0:384 2:5986 ,.09a 0:023 0.5850 0.360
 
RADIAL PERCENT TRIV TOT TRiV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERALL PTE04AZmCE SUMMARY
 
POSITION 
 1E4RSION PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PARA)Z2nS .STAG DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA 
$ 5,hood 0.945 E00 P0968 % I OP24AE INST. FI INST. TRAV. InST. 
,nO00
22 31o5g :09i 11 06 ;989
1 -o 01; 8i :00 0 1O0Q0; ,0go Totl pros' e.tio 1.6761 0.984T 0.976Q19 9 4 9 880,4St 9;00 Q 9 1 000 Polytroplc Efticency a 0.8609 0.9711 -----­
4 55 no69 0:981 a3995 9 lavQ398
5 75;5000 0,974 i:123 Q,6 1- jV 
 Dischage Val"e Setting-
6 90triO00 CO88G i oOl 6"9N" 1,000 Foment Doenn Spead 10Z0.1  T.5S 9500 0 0941 :00711 100 Cor. Nozzle Weleht Flvw 212.65 Vr Schedule - 0.0 
795.o56 O.§i4 B.961 0971 1.000 
IT Check Plov/Itoz.flow - 0.9704. TE Check flov/Noz.jlo - 0.9885 
Aoed12 hayw Coef. - 0.9550 AssmM TE Flow Coof2. - 0.9350 
6228 Blade Element Data For Undistdted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR BLADE ROW : NISA TASK I 
RLAOF ELENFNT PER -.
MUANCE RESULTS
POINT NUMBER 3 READING NU'I4FR 28 DATE i/2771976RADIAL REL INLET ABS INLET 
 CMSR LN IUCID ANG INCin AND INLET AeS 
 INLET REL INLET
POSITION PLOW ANG iX INLET ARS INLET REL
?LOW ANG LE ANGLE HN CMaQ LN 
 SUCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY 
 TANG VEL TANG VELi 6637 60.60 5.f7 42 3.07 598,79 1484,18 59 ,Q65.41 0, 1358;03
n1 59.6± 5.00 609.88 1461.44 

13 638A4 1358,26 638.92 

4 61.94 56.01 
77 607.74 0. 1328,.1
 
4 69.13 , 
.47 0. 1195952.56 9.57 
 3 3 566.?4 1P08.5'6 564.6159.19 49:71 9:41 2.69 0. 106 70
a;6 565.i5 1092.24 557.32
57,063 , 6, 934.66
. 47:f tn52 2.A6 519.75 93,l 
 498.46 0.
7 56,56 78 97
46:13 t1,43 P.53 




RADIiL REL EXIT ADBSFXIT 
 CMRR LN REC DEV 
 REl t'RN EXIT ARE EXiT REL
POSITION rLOW AUG PLOW ANG EXIT 1Y PXIT ARE EXIT REL7E ANGLE ANC.TE 
 AYfLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY
i 56.17 4A.16 54:80 TAnG VPL TANG VEL 
2 96.09 i.37 1020 773.48 926,28 515.08 575,J9
45.15 54:42 1,67 9.32 76fl49749.13 946,0S 527.46 S30,06 784573 53.34 4A.57 Sa;&a 725$6
4 48.59 766 80,131,60 4981.58 526,69. 669:84
49.E6 . 43,79 4,60 13.54 718.65 711,98 470 AS
5 '43.69 
-49.66 3I2 S428I 533194
 6 n;94 1t6 699,78 620,48 45232
'36:.2 54.84 14.29 7i:91 537,61 42;07P 43 678.17 486,43 388,5
7 551.53 284.39
17,70 5t06 
 , 8.00 0:7 38.66 806.06 478.72 446.A3 664.00 
 147:61
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD 
 INLET ASS INLET REL 
 AXIAC VEL 

POSITION OiFFUSIoN CHI
AT INLEj NACWNO MACH NO' RATIO 

1 1358.03 0:557 1;369 FACTnR
0,867
2 1328,1$ 0.563 
 1,349 0:868 0,5?0 0;459

3, 1190,59 0:592 o0484 0.477
l05S 9760
4 1067.70 0.520 .1111 0;514 0,558
0R34
5 934,66 
 0:519 1.004 0.81P 0545 0.596
 0.56i 0,6526 786.97 0.476 6:863 
 0;779
7 742.31 0:47? 0:827 0.912 ,7 .±
0,634 0:733
 
RADIAL ROTOR 5PD 
 EXIT ' EXiTEL CosS TOT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT HACH 
ADS ADS POIV HONN R'SE) STAT PRESSO MiCW NO SOLIOITY COEFFICiENT 
1 
COSS PARAN Er IeIENCY EFiFIENtV NSAq T RISE RISE CnevF1343.68 0:644 d771 
 1;3340 >-;207 0043 067761 o;7919 62 1314.83 0.629 0,794 9799 0:346
1.3600 ',173 
 0.055 l81io
3 196,52 0.61P 6.8240 0:9759 0:367
Of705 15b8o ':ll9
1076..6 0,609 6;RSa o:966A
4 0.604 1.,6846 :Ito 6odo 0471
5 955.68 .OO2 0'.A916 0.89960:598 n:530 09o46j 0:5441:9060 

6 835.92 0:582 
. 086 0016 0,92n3 6,.9258 n:Q276 0:64661417 2:P170 
 g126 0,023 0,9039 0'91037 806.61 0.692 0;91015,411 2:3396 
 .186 0,038 0.8702 a.87 A7 0.9067 0,835
RADIAL FERCEDp TRAV TOT .TRV 
TOT, FIXED TOT FIXED TOT"POTyION OVEALL PERFOtMCE SUMYARyflM RSlON PRESS RATIO 
 TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO 
TEMP RATIO PERFORANCE PARNMW SMGE DATA ROTORDATA ROTOR2 0.50000 1835 1;754 t;804 1;277 DATA 20i'0O0 1.791 I. 7 3 0 t79OO P 1"OT. FIXED flT. TAy. IsT.Total Pre sure11t99 .17205 Ratio 
.Adiabatic Efficiency 

- 0.8281 0.86134 o.a57S 0600 ±745 9 t 1 723i.
5 7000 1;678 1,176 Po6 1.666 it70 Poltople E1fi70eney . 0.840 ,0.8717 0.8619.90.fl60 . - 1.605 1163 t;620 :164 Porent Design Speed7 95.0000 1:743 1.191 1.611 1.168 Co, Nozzle Weight 
- 100.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 6.oPlwc 204.03 Vane Schedule 
- 0.0 
Is Check ful/Plov . -o 1.0773 TE Check Flw/.oz.Flw = 0.9718Anused IS Pw Ooeff.. 
- 0.9850 Assumed TE Plw Oe. - 0,9500 
* Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STiTOR BLADF ROW . NASA TASN I 
ELAOF FLEMENT PFRFrOu;NC RESULTS 
03INT NUHBER 0 READING NUXAFi 28 DATE 2127/175
 
RADIA. REL INLET ABS INLET MBR LN INCID ANG IVCID AND INLET ABS INLET REL INLET AX INLFT A9S INLET RE.1 
POSITION FLOW AND FLOW ANg LE ANGLE MN CMR L4 sUCT SuRF VELOCITY VELOCITY VEL0CfTY TANG VfL TANG VEL 
. 47;99 3947 A.52. 776.59 99,vi 977;27 
2 44.57 39,lj Sf46 758.36 540.4 532.18 
3 44:70 39:dt 5.69 74A.36 531.75 52A: i
 
4 4A'76 39,80 A;96 739.45 506:15 537,4j
 
5 47.10 40O86 4.24 714,44 4A4.42 321.35
 
6 5P47 42:22 ii:25 674.64' 40.48 931.76
 
7 53.66 42.76 t o ?9667 469.00 637:50
 
A0IL REL kxIT AUS EXIT CHR LN *0Ev TURN EXIT AbS EXIT.REL ,EIT in *XIT ARS EXIT hEL 
POSITION VLOW ANG FLOW AND IE ANCLE AVMfTE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCIfY jANG VPL TANG VEL 
L ;;22 :11I13 t0,91 46.4L 573,87 573;,6 2,18

2 .. .10110 9!91 44.76 66.13 6t6o10 .7.03
 
1 5.8 9.A8 43'69 586,77 986.44 10.58 
4 i062 ;8:79 . 77 45;68 59:51 528*4 9.45
 
5 ?'61 ;;91O 1i 460 476,42 469,4 6,31

7
6 CIA l0.S8 13.76 4929 419!69 p1 076 3.18 
7 .. ,3:78 :t2.36 8;58 37.44 408.64 406.64 .26.65 
RACIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ARS INLET REL AXIAC VEL DIrrusloN CHI 
POSIjION AT INLET MACH NO MiCN NO qTbO rACTOR 
1 0:647 t1104 0506 0;251

2 0.637 . ;140 0;415 0,270
 
3 0.633 1,103 0,427 0.296 
4 01628 :044 0,487 0:363 
5 0:617 0,969 0531 0:453 
6 0.579 t;023 0.558 0:530
 
7 0.684 6.867 0.682 0.380 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXtT ADS EXIT REL LOSS TOT PRESS A0 POI V MOXFN RiSE, STATPREgSS 
POSITION AT EXIT HACH NO MiC4 NO SOLIDITY 8eOrIctENT LOSS PARAM irFPIIeNCV prrIatEN.v HEARM ARiSE SP Cm;rF 
1 0:471 1:235 ';144 C,04? 2 :56R4 0;233 2 0.511 1;5446 C.0 $ 0 017 0.8244 0.259
 
3 0.490 t,631o r0468 C0,21 j7762 0;276
4 0.443 117420 0.OA1 0.023 0.7552 0.341
 
o 0:39O5 r;658 ;0n 0;431
6 0353 2.0516 r11 8 o~n34 8|675 0.510
 
7 0:343 2:59R6 ^.165 0.025 6,52A6 0:354 
RADIAL PERCLNOL TRAVTOT TRiV TOT rIXED TOT FIXED TOY OVERALL PIE-kNCE SER4A 
POSIIION 11CMPSION PRESS RITIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATI0 TEMP RATIO STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATOR DATA 
I 5 .noof 0:~4 046 6;986 064 1*000 PEMAZ PAMNSTSP 13. FrXED IllS.10:0006 0:984 0,99 O 1!00 TRAV. INST.
0;, 
2 35.9660 0:904 0.998 0.:065 1.000 Tot.1 Pressure, ratio . 1.703T 0.9804 o.96934 50,1igoC 0;*6 0;997 0;984 i000 Polytropto ETfficeney - 0.8405 0.9751 -----­9 92
4 5g6flq0Q 0.068 8: t,8 o 
1 09 0  
9 72,66009 0i972 I Dal 0:983 F tent Design Speed - 100.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 6.06 0,Q O0 0.*8i l01 0J0720 Cot. Nozzle Weight Flow- 204.03 Vane Schedule 0.0 
7 95.0000 0.896 0,981 0.970 1000 
l= Check flot/Roz.P1ow - 0.9769 T Check F1o./oz.Plac . 1.0139 
Anaud L Flow Coer!. - 0.9550 Assumed S Flow Coeft. - 0.9350 _ 
n303$0 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued> 
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POLY MOMFN RISE/ 



















?ERCET TRAY TOT 
. flC-ERSOTI' PRESS RATIO 
TRAY TOT IXED 'TOT 
TEP RATIO PRESS RATIO 
FIXED TOT 
TEMP RAT O 
OVERAlL=EBFOMAIJCE SUmARY 









































011 ? 4 
.171 
PEROMACE PARAHEMTES 
Total Prtesura Ratio . 
Adiabatic Efficiency . 
Polytroic Effleiency -
percent Design Speed . 
Ct. Nozzle Weight 1w., 
110.2 
230.69 
STf INST. FIXED INT. TRAy.fr;T. 
1.5656 1.5920 1.6c91 
O.7T64 0.8074 O.7685 
0.7:0 0.8196 047835 
Discharge Valve Setting- 13.0 
Vone Schedule 0.0 
IS Check flwNoz.plo 
AssumS IS 710 Cooff. 
. 0.9878 TO Check PFcv/NOt.FPw -
O0.9850 Assumed TE Flov Cooff. -
0.9901 
0.9500 
h303t0 	 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing.(Continued) 
SATOA BLADE SON . NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PSRFORMANCE RESWLT
 
POjNT NU81 12 READING NUMBER 72 DAT 1/ 3/1970
 
RATIAL Rib INLET ABS INLET CHON LN INCID ANS I150 
 AVG INLET ABS INLET AEL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL
 
PEEiTION FLOW AN0 
 O F
FLOW AND tE ANGLE MN CHER LN 8 C 	 Sg VEILVCIyY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG TEL YANG VE. 
1 	 33.09 3V.47 -6.36 117776 60j.36 391.84
2 	 29.88 39,11 -9,23 709797 63290 363967
239, 3. s6.36 764"97 643.77 412,47
4 	 36.05 91,0 
 -3,1 0,68 654.25 476,27

S 36,71 40.46 V4,15 84o;,2 662.58 493.98
 
6 	 40.88 42.22 '1.34 861'58 645,33 558,67 
7 45.62 41,76 2.86 6797,63 609,58 622.99 
.AADIAL AEL EXIT AD6 EXIT cma LN Oe TURN E IKIT AS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT £65 EXIT RE.Pe, TON tLOW ANo FLOW A9NG ti 	ANGLE ANd TE 6Q E V0el0 y VELOIY VOCI yANg VEL VAN VE. 
11.l310,95 1010 34,0470  E20, 4 	 $29. 6 08,81
2 .0.91 .10.10 9,j0t0. 49.68600.49 620I31 

3 1.*4 .6,47 9.3 32.20 659746 65.1$6 *,67

4.67 	 .,75 7.o1 I7,T2 68 799 64,o6 -1o.7o41.85 '90 	 8,25 37,96 86''43 6 4,6 -10.756 , 0.81 jO.'8 j5*39 *0,o0 72039 724,00 1019
 
7 -.%*50±1-26 11006 47,3 661 
 94,47 *18,22
 
AfIAL ROTOR SPO INLET ASS INLET AL AXIAL VEI 
 DIFFUSION Cut
P81 ITIOd AV INLET 	 MACN NO MACO 40 A FACTOR 
1 
 0;605 	 be0,445 
 0207
2 	 0.621 0.980 0.316 0;221
3 	 0,656 1.018 0.306 0.220
 
4 	 0,690 0,928 0,424 0,263
5 	 0,719 1.034 0,334 0,266
6 	 0,249 1.122 0.309 0,219
7 	 0,762 1.139 
 0,370 0,211 
PAt.AL ROTOR SPD EXIT ASS SNT aB6 	 LOSS TOT PRESS ADD POLY WOMEN RISE, STAT PRESSPOSiTION AT EXIT 	 MACU NO KACW SO SOLIDITY COEFFICIENT tOSS PARAt EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 4EAS T RISE ZISE CoErr 
1 0,444 1.523o 1.16O 0,052 0,4721 0t1932 	 0,525 1.3440 - .0,6 alai8 0.82t2 0.206
3 0.558 1.6310 O.056 0.017 0,8738 0,210
4 0,50 1,7420 0,040 0.011 0,6200 
 0;241
S 	 0.587 1.8800 1.032 0.008 0,05A7 0,242
6 0.623 2,0510 O00 0,022 0,77fl3 0.196
7 0,507 2.0980 0099 0,024 0,5930 0.189
 
RADIAL PERCENT TRAV TOT tRAV TOT rflXE 
 Toy Iev toy OVRALL PER'FORANCE SUM= 
POSITION lCIFPST0N PRESS RATIO yEIP RAySO PRESS RATIO TENS SATlO STAGE DATA STATOR DATASTATOR DATA
1 5,00 ;0,943 0: 978 0.964 1.000 PKMIO4lc PARAMBIUS P= MuT. PTXED INS. TRAy. rN3T.
2 100,000 0.987 0,9,1 0,97 1.000
3 50,6000 4 0994 1.00 Total P eu
0.990 	 0.96 
 Ratio - 1.5656 0.934 0.97244 *0,8000 0,947 0194 0,90 3,000 Poytrope ]Eteency m 0.7901 0.940 ---­
9
5 ?0.0000 0,984 0991 0.9 1 1:000 
6 90,0066 0,975 0995 0,97 1000 Foment Deoign Speed - 110.2 Discharge Valve Setting. 13.0 
7 95.8000 0,943 0 951 O.fAl 8.000 Cor. Nozzle Weight flcv- 230.0 Vne Schedule - 0.0 
IE Check Flow/NoZ.Flo . 0.9953 TE Cheek Plow/Roz.Flow . 0.9684 
Anmont In Flow Coeff. - 0.9550 AcounedTE ?lc, Coff. . 0.9350 
63430 	 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
ROTOR BLADE 604 * NASA TASK I 
BLADE ELEMENT PIRFORMANCE RESULTS
 





 REL INLET ABS INLET C$BR LN INCID Ad SNCID At0 INLE T ABS INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET REL
POSITION rLON 	AND 
 rLOW ANG LE ANGLE HN OMR LN SUCT SUqF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY YANG VEL TANG VEL
1 64,43 0. 60,6g 
 3.83 1js 719.70 1657.01 714,jB 0, . 492,55 
2 63.26 0. 
 59,61 3.65 8662 737:98 1635,61 735,39 O. J459,66
3 60,68 8. 56.01 .47 8,21 73996 15I0,92 739,94 O, 1,3.324 5N,46 0. 52.56 90 0:06 722,22 1377,90 720.14 0. 1173,476 4S56 12 
 0. 4971 : 1 .O838 6997:48 1242,78 689,78 0, 1027,256 54t53 0. 47.11 742 *24 642751 £o077.6 616.2,0 0 A64192
7 53.42 0. 46.13 7.29 11: - 637:03 1035.09 605,51 0. FI5,04
 
.NAOIAL AEL EXIT ADS EXIT 
 CNBA LN REL DEV REL TURN EXIT ABS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT RE,
FLOw fLOw AloPCE! I0& 	 AHd 2NG 7E ANGLE5E qE vELOCI y ELOCI Y vELOCI Y 1ANO VFL TANG VEL
 
.1606 42.46 54,80
59 5 ;6 4.07 750;Z6 ilia.5 552.Z1 505, 87 970.922 .s5 38.6j 54,d2 4,73 4,Ij 749;32 1140,61 584.3735 4,5 8 3 9 .57 5 0 ,§8 3 * 0 	 466,67 978.41
08994 6 7
 3 ,a 
 76f332 1016,53 5 9 486.75 
 8,29
4 48,59 42,82 43.79 4,' 
 90 763'07 868.33 574,26 532,22 65t,20
 
5 40.66 4310 3215 	 0,46 803720 774:j4 2 9  	 586:25 546,7 593p45
6 364 
 4SI6 1 2035 j 9 766724 657.3 50 ,48

24.49 52.j1 @.oo 
 16.49 1,519 836"28 570,2 S0 .56 654,46 , 232,04
 
PADZAL ROTOR SPE INLET ASS IyL9T REL AXIAL VE 
 DIFFUSION CHI
POSITION 
 y INLE; MACN No MAC' NO 	 FACTOR
1 492,5 	 RIO.1 F,
00,673
'173 0,439 5,404
2 1459.66 0,692 i,5 3 0.795 
 0,406 0,425
3 1317, 2 0,694 1o416 0.796 
 0.434 0,4B8
4 1173,47 0.675 l1249 0.797 0,485 0,534
5 1027,25 0,652 1,09 0,850 0,493 0.584
6 864,92 	. 0.595 0,998 0,85' 0.150 0,609
7 j815.4 0,590 0,938 a,84j 0,590 0,620
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPO EXIT ASS 
 EXIT REL 	 LOSS . TOT PRESS ADS POLY MOEN RISEJ STAT PRESS 
PoSiTIOR AT EXIT MACN N0 MAC H 
NO SOLIDITy cOEFFIOIE4T LOSS PARAM EFFICIENCY IFFICIEhCY HEAS T RISE RISE COEFF 
1 1476,78 0.623 0;928 1,3348 0,227 0.042 0.7167 0,7371 0;9409 0,277
2 1445,08 0,630 0,959 1.3690 |.192 0,036 0,7617 0.7795 0,9619 0;2983 E315,05 0,645 0,a0 1.5080 0.126 0,024 0.8503 0,86±8 0.9413 0.3834 1183.42 0,664 0736 tv4846 4.152 0.030 0.8324 0,8448 0,9417 0,4%a5 £150.35 0.687 0,662 1.9060 1,093 0.018 0.9057 0,91.28 0.9195 0,5456 918.72 0,658 0530 2,2170 4,147 0,027 0.8731 0,8819 0.9220 0,643
7 886,15 0,716 
 0:E4 2.3390 0.176 0,024 0.9580 0,8677 0;9097 0,691

RAIAL PERCENT TRAV TOT fRAY TOT FIXED TOY FIXEC TOT 
 OVERA l PEVL iCE SU4A$Y 
POh TION TilERSION RR S S RATIO TE 4I RATIO PRIES RATIO TEMP RATIO 	 STTGE D ROTOR DTA TR A TA 
1 ,o0000 1,743 1,255 1,701 1,229 PEF0lAP4AXESTAGEPO RARMTA DATA ROORSDATA2 10,0000 1.756 1:225 5wEE6 1.226D 	 I1,74 O XEDIRST*TV* R, 
3 30.0000 1,789 1,219 1.770 1,209 Total Prenvre Ratio 1.7045 iT298 1.75564 10,0000 1,774 11M 1.726 4,203 iabatic Efficiency . 0.8079 0.8320 - 0.812970,0000 1,760 1,201 1,735 1,109 
 Polytroyie Efficiency 0.8218 0.8445 0.82716 90,goodO 1,654 1183 1.664 1, 095,0000
7 . 1,73± 1,2 1,4; g Percent Design SpeedCo. Nozle Weight F11. . no.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 9.0229.89 
 Vane Scheule 
. 0.0 
L Check Flw/INoZ.Flov - 0.9918 TE Check rlow/Noz.Flow . 0.9985 
Asumd L Flow Coer. . 0.9850Asued TE Flow Coe?. . 0.9500 
O3oa3o 
 3lade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE ROW . NASA TASK I 
BLADE E EMER? IIRrORHANCE RESU6TS
 
POINT NuMBIA a READING NUKB g 67 DATE 3/ 3/197
 
PAIAL REk INLET ASS INLET CBo LN INCtO ANG 
 INCID ANG INLET ABS INLET REL 
 INLET AX INLET ADS INLET REL
iOSItION FOW ANG FLOW AND LE ANGLE MN CMBP LN DOCT SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL YANG VEL1 	 42.31 39.47 2.842 	 7f47,9 557,71 507.693,81 3v.1 *1.18 760765 	 599,33 468,3637.55 39,OI '.463 	 0'82 632,58 486, 94 	 40.22 380 0,42 817745 	 623.03 526.035 	 40.13 40,0. -0,73 834769
6 	 635,j0 535,3i.
46,06 42,22 3,4 
 77734 	 53t.06 551,02
7 	 49.54 42,76 6,78 $32760 	 535,93 628,35
 
PADIAL PaL eXIT ADS EXIT RMSa LE DE9 TURN 
 EXIT ADS lxii MEL EXIT AX EXIT ASS EXIT REt00Si TON tkO ANG FLOW ANG tE ANGLE 6N0 C ANGLE VELOCI Y VELOCITY vELOCIY TANG vFL TANG yEL1 
-2,64 -1.13 *,9 *4 ,95 9167 7 S,3 '23.06
2 ",2± "10,lo 8,89 t3,22 585753 585,37 -12.38
 
0,55 '0,87 9?7570  ! 0
366, 
 8,92 5.96
0,25 	 9 aj,
0, 439 93 11 .80 606 09 ,1415 -0.76 
0.6:11,22 442 492 
604:796 2,A2 
547.49 6.077 	 .4,12 .121H 8,24 53,6 SO6,20 023.24 .37,65
 
,AAAL ROTOR SPh INLET ABS INLET Re AXI L vn 
 DIFFUSION CMI 
ehiT1 ok At INLET R NO MACH NO RATa FACTOR
 
0 , 6 6 4 0 , 9 
 F ,A0C3 0 2 0,640 0.977' 0,43 0,307
3 0,677 0,978 0,40 0.310 
4 0.69650 70; 0.944 	 01407 0.371120.467 	 O371
0,716 	 0;9526 0,662 1.03± 	 0,442 0;3920,457 0,4417 	 0,713 0,976 
 0.555 0.369
 
.AAOIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS 011T R66 
 LOSS -TO? PRESS ADB POLY WOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT MACU NO MACH NO sOLIDITY cOIItET LOSg PARAM EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY PEAS T RIse RISe COEF;
1 	 0;427 1,5230 Q.%32 
 0.043 0,6005 	 0,267
2 	 0,405 1.5440 81068 0,02 0,7781 0,294
 
3 	 0.518 1.6310 9.047 0,014 
 0,8135 	 0.295
4 	 0,492 1.7420 0.022 0,006 
 0,7847 	 0.344
5 	 0.511 ,fROOS 6.039 0,010
6 	 0,R44j 0,363
05462 	 2.0510 0.01
7 	 0,020 0,9005 0,4t5
0,442 	 2.o989 8.000 0.023 
 0,6313 	 0.341
 
A6h1AL PERCENT 
 TRAY TOT #RAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT 
 OVDEAU S OMAE SW=POSiTO nARS'Ol PRESS RAV4 0 yjeP RATIO FRESS RAIo TIP SATJO .
5,0000 0.946 	 . 01979 0.969 1.000 PERORMNE PARAMETER STAGE DATA STATOR DATASTATORDATA
 
2 t0.0000 0,975 1,000 0.988 A 00DOQ0RAV. PEDINST. IST. =T.
3 30.0000 0.977 
 0992 6.98? 1.000 Total leour Ratio 1:7045 0.953 0.97014 90,0000 0.966 0,990 
 0,994 1.000 	 PolytroPle efeency a 0.8218 0.9731 -----­3 90,0000 0,974 01990 *.989 1.000 
01985 	 .0.979
6 	 c0000 0:997 1.000 NceOnt Desi Speed - 110.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 9.07 ;D,0000 0.927 0 979 
 0.97, 1e000 	 Cor. Noazl2 Weight plow. 229.89 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
IZ Cti-ek ?lv/foMPlog. I.0037 S Check Plcw/ko.Fl . O.9679Asued X fol Coff, a 0.9550AasuedT Flow Coeff. . 0.9350 
630e*= Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
MOTOR BLADE e.4 - NASA TASK I 
BLADE EMEENT 1SRFORMANCE RESULTS 
POINt NUMBER it READIG bJMBEt 71 DATE 3/ 3/1970
 
RA!IAL RkO 
INLET ABS INLET C$O8 LN INCID AN& I50C2 A40 INbET ABS INLET REL INLET AX INLET ADS INLET RELPCSITIO WONANe FLOW ANG Le ANGLE 11 CHRR LN SOCT SJRr VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY YANG VEL TANG VEL
 
1 64;65 0. 60,60 4,05 1,35 
 713733 1655,70 707.86 0, 1494,15
 
2 63,52 . 59,6j 3,9j 0.80 730'-60 1633,70 728,04 0. 1461,23
3 60.75 0. 56,01 '4.74 0,25 130647 151i,43 730,46 a. 1318,74

4 58.73 0. 52,56 6.17 0,33 7L543 1375,44 713,37 0, 174T,72
5 56,39 0. 49:71 6.68 *8.lt 693f20 1240.17 663,59 0, 1n28,35

6 54.91 0. 47:11 7,f *.14 63378 1073.02 6 8R31 O. 865,85
 
7 53.93 0. 46413 7.10 '6*1O .2s"98 I029,02 535.00 a. 816,72
 
RADIAL IEL EXIT AS EXIT "SB. LN ftL DEl RgL TJ9 EXIT ABS EXIT gEL EXIT AX EXIT AS EXIT RS,
61P5 47.42N80 E 3tAa AN 7 L058. 2 503, 4 T 548,03 T 930,33 
2 58.95 3972 54 42 3.73 5.37 772?13 1t24'33 592,79 492,45 954.jS
3 53,20 41.34 50,68 2.52 755 
 796,26 991,61 593.95 522.56 793,90
4 48,93 43.95 43.79 5,j4 9*. 779745 854.06 561j,07 54,91 643078
 
51 4j-jf 44.79 32,%5 E9 jl.21 795"74 749,62 563,76 
8 

46 7 559,63' 4911,S36:86 50,65 14,29 22:57 10a 741.22 50.59 :o 69,5 :1j
74,pt 54160 ±6.4 .190 1 533.87 477,7 672.36 2i5.10 
RAOIAL ROTOR SPO INLeT ABS IYLET REL AXIAL VEL DIFIUSION CO1. 
PaS o0 Al9INLE HACH 40 MACI N0 HA ID F OR 
44,15 0.666 1,547 . 01 84 0,423
2 1461,23 0.684 11530 0,814 0421 0.443
 
3 1310,74 0,692 11417 0.804 
 0.458 0.512
 
4 1174,72 0,669 1,285 0,787 
 0496 0.560
5 1028,35 0,646 J156 0,825 
 0,515 0;612

6 865,05 0.587 0j993 0,768 
 0,573 0.654
 
7 016.72 0.579 . 01902 0.803 0,627 0.664
 
RA61AL ROTOR SP , EXIT ABE EXIT RbL 4OSS TO? PRESS ADS POLY NOMEN RISE/ STAT PRESS 
PisiTOR AT EXIT MACH 4O MAC H N0 SOLIDITY OBFFICIENT LOSS PARAH EFFICIENCY EFiFCIENCY MEAS T P0SE RISE COEVF 
1478,37 0,614 0,872 *i,3,40 0,244 0,03 0727 0,7346 0,9567 0.2942 ±446,63 0,646 1941 i369o 5,198 0,038 0.7680 0,7865 0,9463 0;3153 1316,46 0,666 018J5 1.5080 0.122 0,024 0.8627 0,6741 0,950± 0,4074 1184,69 0,619 0:722 1.6040 0.136 0,027 0,8553 0,8666 09419 0,4S65 1051,48 0.679 0,640 j.9060 1,003 0,016 0.9178 0,9241 09316 0.575 
6 919,71 0.634 0,504 2,2170 1.138 0,025 0.8839 0.8922 0.9077 0.604 
7 887.46 0;709 0,456 2.3390 1.166 0,032 0.8711 0,8803 0.9056 0.741 
l$nI PEr T TRAY TOT fRAV TOT eIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERALL PERFOR|IE SUMMARYOnWfION fl~RlNPRESS RATIO TE'48 RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP CATIC VOL E'RA1ESDSR 1 5.0000 1,781 1,272 1,764 1,245 PEFOmJCE PARAMEIERS STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATA 
2 10t,0000 1,831 1:242 1.610 11241 FIXED INST. FIXED INST. TRAY. INST. 
3 30,0000 1,876 1,253 1.847 1,223 Total Pressure Ratio . 1.7584 1.7884 1.8204 10,0000 1,820 1,219 1.764 1.21t Adiabatic Efficiency - 0.8155 0.e420 o.8262 
5 70,0000 1,792 1:203 1.771 1,194 Polytropic Efficiency - 0.8295 o.854 0.8401
6 90,0000 1,671 1g146 1,689 1.53 
7 0,000 1768 11212 -. 689 ,,,16 Percent Design Speed - 110.0 Diocharge Valve Setting=. 8.o 
Cor, NOzzalWeight Flow- 228.43 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
IS Cheek flw/oz.lw -. 0.9932 TE Check lov/MNoz.flw - 1.0013 
A.suad L Flow Cooft. - 0.9350 Assed TE Flow Cosf. - 0.9500 
03o3to 	 .Blade Element Data For Undistorted inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATOR GLADE RON -. NASA YASK I 
BLADE EUEHENT 3I&FORfANCE RESUlt5
 
POINT NUMOBE 11 WL, It DATE 31 3/1970
RSAOh N.ER 

PADIAL RO INLET ADS INLET " gR LN INCIO ANG BOOED ANQ INLET Ass INLET Rft. INLET AX INLET ASS INLET Rell

POSITION FkOW ANG FLOW ANG CE ANGLE HI CXBR LN $OOT 330r, VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY YANG VEL TANG VEi
 
1 	 47.26 39,47 7,79 748787 508,22 550,01
2 	 39.11 39.11 '0.00 760360 600,04 494,24
 
3 	 39.29 39,O1 6.20 62477j 637,97 522.06
4 	 41.38 3900 I,8 oi1147 607,79 535.53
 
5 
 41.96 40,86 1.10 623710 609,23 547.80
 
6 48,11 42,22 5,89 743"1j 492.58 549.%4
7 	 52.t3 4W.76 9.37 823"54 Soj.99 645,53 
PAMIAL RL EXIT ASS EXIT CHOR LN DE . T-R' EXIT ABS EXIT R&L EXIT AX EXIT ABS EXIT REL
POSIltON FLOW AND FLOW AlG TE ANGLE ANG TE qanLE VELOCITY VELOCITY 
 VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
 
1 ;2,78 t1,*13 also 50.04 522,36 $21,74 -25,30

2 *1..1 .10,10 8.99 6821 0#7799 b87.85 t11.35
 
3 	 j.7o -,87 1097 37,bQ 629,76 629,22 18,674 	 .0.73 :.,7 8.02 42,12 so4795 584,25 .7,49
1.40 a8,io 10.5 4 ,d06 17312f0 	 S7t.8o 3.956 	 .0,63 :0t 6 t1021 47,48 499.47 497,90 5,477 	 .4.83 *j,64 7,5a 56,96 409758 486,20 -41.13 





1 0,67 1.027 C, 55 0;349
 
POSITION AT INLET MAJN NO NACII No RATIO 	 LOOR 
2 	 0.656 0.967 
 0.458 0,328
3 	 0,697 0,986 
 0,423 0.321.
4 	 0.689 0,961 0,470 0,392

S07095 	 0,939 
 0.474 0,426
6 0.635 1.01 0,503 0,499
7 0,702 1 0,960 0,601 0,401
 
RAIOAL ROTOR SPrO EXIT As gX!? RlL 	 LOSS .7O PRESS ADS POLY lOMEN RISE, STAT PRESS
POSITION AT EXIT MAC H 40 MACH s0 SOLICITy OOEFIIOIENT LOSS FARAH vrICIENcY EFFICIENCY EAS T RISE 41SE CCEFF 
0,426 1.5230 8,131 0043 0.6987 0:3282 0.4114 1,5440 1079 a,025 0,7572 0.306
3 0,524 1,6310 11052 0.016 0,7840 0.296
 
4 0,487 1,7428 8,025 0,007 008269 0.365
 
5 0,481
6 	 1.8800 1,005 0,015 0,8376 0;397
0,4t8 2.0510 0.100 0.024 0,9192 	 0,475
 
7 	 0.409 2.0980 O.L07 0,026 0,6367 0;373
 
-
OASIAL FERCENT TRAY TOT TRAY TO? VIXEQ TOY FIXED TO? O FOmAXCE EM 
POOITION PrVPCZXO PRSS RATIO TENE RATIO PROSS RATIO TO$R 9ATIO
 
1 5.0000 0,961. 01961 0.970 1.000 PERFOIASCE PARAHMT STGE ATA STATOR DATA.STATOR DATA 
2 10.0000 0.969 01999 0,980 1.000 n I, K IIRA. rSST* 
3 30,0000 0,971 0992 0,905 1,000 Total Proam.r, Ratio . 1.7581 0:9832 0.9699 
4 $0.0000 0.973 0:993 8.993 t000 PolytropLc Erriciency - 00.295 	 00.9080992 0.904 110005 10,0000 0,972 
6 90,0000 0,987 ag99 8 *.976 1.000 Nreant Design Speed - 110.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 8.0 
7 95o0000 0.929 01979 0.1,68 m.O, Co. ozzle Weight lovr-228.43 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
IS Chock Flow/o.Plw - 1.0066 TE Check Pll/oz.Flw . 0.9322Ammpad Ii 7low Coe"!. - 0.9550 Ao.auned TS Pllow Coe"f. - 0.9350 
0303P0 
 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 
'ROTOR 8LAGE W -* NASA TASK I 

















R&6 INLET ADS INLET 








REL EXIT ABS EXIT 




49:95 46.26 4241' 473 
99 521 
23-20 55.49 
POfNT NUHBER 10 READING 4JreER 
C$8w LN INCID AND £NCI .4, 
LE ANGLE MN CMBR LN $UCI SRF60,80 6.2, 3:,3 
59.6159,6 6,49 5,46 
56,01 9,37 4. 9 i 
58256 9.71 5,87 
49,71 7,26 s,47 
47,11 8,36 i.Y0 
46,13 i.08 O.0 
0 MBR LN REL ne9 REL TURN 
E ANOGLE ANG RLE 
54,80 6.8 5is5 
5','2 2,77 In09j 
50,68 o.87 11,B3 
43,79 6624.59 . 932t 1:1 
1429 2536 I10 


















INLET REL INLET AX 
VELOCITY VELOCITY
1628,27 639,95 






EXIT REL EXIT AX 
vEOIY 






INLET ASS INLET RL 
YANG VEL TANG vEL0, 1495:12 
0.81628IOt 146218 




'6. 81 7.25 
EXIT ASS EXIT REL 
yNYEL 74N0 vEtN 601,90 T0877,42 
525,95 921,61 
570,51 746,50 


















































































SOLI OITY cOurrIsEN T
































POLY HOMEN RISE/ 


















































tRAY TgT FIXED TOy 
















OVfEALL PEPFORIMAACE EMUAr 
STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTOR DATAPERP0RAUCE PARAMT R 
TotEl Prssr FItio.ST.855 .721 
Total Pressura Rtio 1.O24 1.6554 
Aiabatic Efficiency - O.8168 0.8498 0.8218 
Polytro1c Efficiency -0.835 0.8623 0.8368 
Percent Design Speed 110.I Diacharge Valve Setting. T.2 
Cor. Nozzle Weight Fl¢ev 228.61 Vane ScheOdule 
- 0.0 
LZ Check flcv/Noz.Fl. - 0.9222 TE Check Flow/oz.Plo. - o0.94 
Afauad le frim Coeff. 0.9850 Assumed T Flow Coaff. - 0.9500 
0303h0 Blade Element Data For Undistorted, Inlet Testing (Continued) 
STATO BLADE RON * NASA TASK I 
BLIDE ELEMENT PjqRfDMANCE RESULTS 
POiNt NUMBER to READING 89a2 70 DATeE / 3/1970
 
RADIAL RE INLET ASS INLET CMBW LN INCbC AN& ISCIc ANE INLET ASS 
 INLET REL INLET AX INLET ABS INLET EL
Pesitbou NOW AND FLOW AN0 
 CE ANGLE MN OMB? LN SOOT 5URV VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TA90 yE
t 
 50.88 39,47 11,41 778759 401,21 604,072 40.90 39.:1 
 1,79 506719 609,32 527.863 41.04 39,0j 2,3 814786 636,66 569,96
9
4 43.76 3 ,8 3,96 794772 573.01 548,82

5 44.38 40.86 3,52 804,255 7252 560.35
6 50.34 42,22 8,12 712779 451,92 545.06
7 $3.04 42,76 10-2 829766 '9k42 658,50
 
tt.La1,O ADS EXIT C~s LN ET9 TUR EXIT ABS
E 




PO S| ION0 2 , E .,01,3 I 1 11,T5 VELOCIvs N24 !1EL
bO B f O o 1 .kNtI "S 1E L , VELOC ITY 1 YANG V eL
 W AUGS 2 5N1
0T N 1A FLOW AN0 1E ANGIE JE0 
 LCY VEOyY EOC;Y 1ANGD ~ ~ G~ 
2 . 10,lo 9,jg 4,99 608476 608.64 *10.44

s2.25 o0.7 t1'12 j39,9a 0069 649.93 25,49
60.03 -4.75 
 02 43.0 575794 *78.31 0.33
 
5 2.37 tt'' 42.02 542776 541,13 22,39
6 1.83 100S8 12.4 48.18 456471 455,:7 14.50
7 -4.38 f0,16 
 57 4064 695.7 -52.0
 
RA AL ROTOR SPC INLET AS INLAT Ra6 AXI4 VEe 
 DIFFUSION Cwl
Pofft AT INLET dO U 40 RAyIO rAg OR
MACH 40 1 0,636 1,126 0, 56 0;3442 0.671 0,999 
 0.461 0.324
3 0,719 1.021 
 0.4633 0304
4 0.671 1.009 
 0,669 0,304
 
5 0,684 0.94; 
 0.901 0;430
6 0.607 1,007 
 0.537 0,q4
7 0.704 0.911 
 0,651 0.395
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS all? AlL 
 LOSS TO? PRESS ADS POLY WOMEN AISE STAY PRESSbSiT:ON AT EXIT MACH 40 MACU NO SOLIDltY cOErFI;i4,7 LOSS PARAM EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY PEAS i RISE RISE COEFr1 0,40 1,3230 ,122 0,140 0,7253 0.3222 0,498 1.5440 6,087 0,028 0,7619 0,301
3 0.539 1.6310 9.068 0,021 0.7402 
 0,278
4 0.401 J742s 1.057 0,016 0.8415 0,364
5 0.453 1,8800 51088 0.023 0,8025 0,403
6 0.380 2.0510 1.126 0.01Q 0,9194 0;.18

7 0.380 2,0980 $.Lot 0,024 0.5822 0.367 
RDI AL PFECE'W TRAY TOT RAY TOY fIVED TOT FIXED TOT OVERM PIFVm4ASCE SUWA&

POSITION fl0C.ON PRESS RATIO 
 TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TENDA1
1 5,0000 0,964 01970 0,971 14000 PzI7ORARCE PARA ETRS STAGE DATA STATOR DATA STATR DATA2 10.0000 0.969 0g997 0,977 1,000 PI E ,MT.FfE INS-. TRAy. =lST.3 30,000 0,962 0988 0.980 1,300 Tota1 Ppressure Ratio . i.8 0.9781 0.96734 50,0000 0,977 0;993 0,98; 1.000 Polytropic Efficiency - 0.8315 o.96425 70,0000 0,966 01990 0.976 *coo0
6 90,0000 0,908 1A000 0,973 1,000 Percent Design peed 110.1 Discharge Valve Settneg 7.27 95,0000 0908 01975 
 0.970 1.0,00 or. Nostle Weight P1eO 228.61 Vae Schedule 
- 0.0 
I Check Plcv/No.P2ov . 0.9926 T Check Flov/Noz.plov . 0.9992 
,--- Assumed 1 Flow Coef,. 0.9550 Assumed 7E Fl,,Cof!. . 0.9350 
00 
i363fo Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Continued) 




ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
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ADiIAL ROTOR SPD INLET ABS I L?REt AXIAL YE DEFUUSIO 





























































POLY MOMEN RISE/ 























































































ISMS RATIO DRESS RATIO 
1318 1,943 
T)P RATIO 
1,280 PE RPpA PARAMATERSfl 



































Total Presure Ratio 
Adiabatic Efficiency 
Polytropc Efficiency 













Car. Nozzle Weight Plw- 225.55 Vane Schedule . . 0.0 
LE Check Flo/No.piov 
AMs.ed LE F1w Coaff. 
- . 
-
0.9863 Tz Check Ylov/Noz.Flw 




 Blade Element Data For Undistorted Inlet Testing (Concluded) 
STATOR BLADE BO . NASA TASK I 
BLADE EUEMENT RERFORMANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBER 9 READING MUMBEI 69 DAYS 3/ 3/1970 
RitIAL Rsk INLET ASS INLET 0MSR .N tNCID AND 
 INJD ANG INLET IRS INLET REL INLET AX' INLET ASS INLET REL
POSITION ,0OW ANO FLOW ANG LE AN466 
 MINCHOR L $DOI SURF VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL. 
1 50,95 39,47 11,46 624j73 50.52 640,522 42.67 39,11 3,56 832.57 612,18 564,24
3 43.49 39.01 4,48 864,73 627,13 594,89
4 45.45 39,80 "6.05 
 797.47 554,61 57t36
5 46,14 40,86, 5.28 790g28 545.37 567,54
6 50.95 42.22 8,73 
 695713 435.09 
 536.32
7 5422 42,76 J1.46 843735 A89,89 67984
 
RAhIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CNB R LN 
 DE# TORN EXIT ASS 
 EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT A S EXIT REL 
AO TLO 41O6 se. ANGLE A±0E2 ANGLE vELOCI26 VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VEL TANG VEL
011,03 507 610''6 3 .4Pj
1 ,42 610,
2 1O.41 9,69 648V02 647.96 .4,64
- ,10 45,08
3 1,74 .8,87 10,61 G1,75 649724 648,67 j9,68
4 0:26 .8:75 9f 45,59 565722 64.59 2.561,27 10,3P 61044,07 525721 523.96 11.$96 jj8 %0,58 1176 49,77 420707 418,69 860
7 
-5.3 -12.36 7,33 59,26 42009 418,6 -368,63
 
RIT1AL" ROTOR SPD INLET ABS PLQ5 ReL AXIAL VEL
POSitiON 
 DIFFUSION CHI




2 0,5±7 0,2870,692 1.050 0,443 0,283
3 0,725 1.034 
 0,452 01281




0.590 0,962 0,577 O,46
7 0,75 0,853 0,700 0,390
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPe EXIT ABS EIT PE6
POsytoR AT EXIT MAC1 NO MAC 60 LOSS ITOT PRESS ADD POLY MOHEN RISE/ STAT PRESS
 1 0;495 SOLIDITY COGFFIIIE4T LOSS PARIN EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY hEAS T RISE RISE COEFF
1,5230 0.121 0,040 
 0,6647 0,265
2 0,529 1.5440 .055 0,028 0,7214 012603 0,535 1,6310 0.095 0.029 0,6619 0;2574 0,467 1.7420 0,096 0,028 0,7509 0,343
5 0,436 1,800 0.107 
 0,029 0,7599 0,392
0,348 2,0518 0.1097 0,348 2,0980 0,081 0.619 0,5335 0,361 
6IAL PERCET TRIV TOT fRAV TOT ?IXED TOT FIXED TOT 
6 0.027 0,8874 0,542
 
OVER=T P'OD cE sOwaPOSiTiOh. '2flERSo] 
 PRESS RATIO 
TEND RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO
 
1 5,000 0,955 0,971 
 0,9.8 1,000 pERFORRANCE PA TER STGEDAA STATORDATA.STATORSDATA
2 100000 0,964 11001 0.976 1.000 
 P D fIST. F1= MT. IRAV. MT.
3 30,0000 0,949 0Q988 0.97j 
 1,000 Total Presaure Patio .4 5D.0000 0.963 01992 0.974 1,000 1.8502 0.9730 0.9571
Polytroplc Etficleacy 
- 0.8193 0.9574 ----
S 70,0000 0,960 0c992 0,972 1.0006 90,0000 0.983 1003 
7 
0,977 1.000 PerentDesign Speed - 110.30 Discharge Valve Setting. 6.70g975 0.974 lOO0 Car. Nozzle Weight Flw- 225.55 Vse Sohedu5k - 0.0 
Z Check Flov/Noz.Plov - 1.OO66 Cheek Flov/Noz.Flov . 1.0214 




TABULATIONS OF BLADE ELEMENT DATA
 
FOR RADIAL INLET DISTORTION TESTING
 
The rotor and stator blade element data from tests with inlet tip
 
radial distortion are presented in this appendix. 
The data were obtained
 





t00 NOT RPO UIL 
03i17O Blade Element Data For Radial Inlet Distortion Testing 
ROTOR BLADE R04 - NASA TASK I
 
BLADE ELEMEqT PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
-.INT N.N-'R 7 PEA)ING Nu"IER 81 DATE 3/11)1976 
RACIAL REL INLET ABS INLET CR A4 INCI" ING INC'J ANG INLET ABS INLET RcL INLET AX INL T AGS INLET REL
 
GET O0 FLOW ING FLOW ANq LE ANGLE MN CHeq LN SUc' 40F VEOI VELOCITY
1 64.74 -i:34 60.60 4;14 1:,4 653.10 1523,70 VELOCITY TANG YrL TANG yEL647.92 -1.5:13 137.1.4Q 
26427 cj.87 59.61 4,66 t.r3 659.88 1499-01 650.25 -Z.19 1349:53
94 005 60 -253 751.20 1415;32 751:18 .071 j190;SP4 4 49.31 h.56 52.56 !9.25 .Q:C9 013 D9 1398.22 90041 8.94 1O0595 
5 43.03 o0545 49'7 ;6 ,68 1347 Dj1R.44 1384;38 100432 .?.59 937,:4

6 45.12 ".2i 47.li ;i;99 .9:.5 034.31 115A53 800.6 :l6.89 601:99t
7 45.96 '.5.. 46,i3 Zd.17 ;o.07 775.32 1086,84 736,73 J9:45 76,109 
RADIAL REL EXIT ABS EXIT CHBR LN REC DEV 
 REL TURN EXIT ADS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT ASS EXIT RE.
 
POSITION FLOW ANG FLOW AING TE ANGLE ANG TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY vElOCITY TANG yEL YANG yEL 
5?.3O 3i:62 54.o 2;50 7;44 728,21 l145S88 618;29 380,74 96t1o
2 5'.05 3fl74 54!42 2,63 7.22 717.44 1137.21 615!7 365,85 94022 
3 5.5d 29:78 50.68 6.2 6.44 753.62 1050.93 654.08 374:34 022:39 
4 5i.56 26:07 43.79 7.77 ;225 685.56 990,42 h15:66 301;76 775;69 
5 44.07 30.56 32:15 tl,92 ;1.04 70 ,15 055.?1 613.42 362:13 39,T73
 
6 26,86 34:88 14,29 1?57 1A.26 855.76 788:38 694.61 484;28 351.78
 
7 2,.04 39:60 8.00 14.04 2192 861.27 720p3 654:78 541;62 26C.13
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPD INLET ASS INLET REL AXIAC VEL TRAV LOSS TR TL PPESS T ADIABATIC POLYTROPIC DIFFUSION CHI 
POSITION AT INLET MACH .0 MACH NO RATIO COEFFICIENT LOSS PARA- EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY FACTOR 
1 1358,27 0:664 1!406 0:954 .112 0:023 C.4342 6:8442 0343 0:345 
2 1325.34 0:6A4 1!387 0:946 0:0'6 0:011 0, 9125 ,6:9i78 01339 0:355
 
3 ii9g.8j 0,707 1,333 0:871 0:074 0;015 . 6.:936002 0:429
o 0,345
4 1667,89 0;873 1337 0:676 0.C43 0!O0B 0.9093 0;9i3x 0;354 0:464934.83 1.~j,5 :610 .09 :1i 0,5 :641097 :.155 1 0 120 0p023 0,7620
9 0,771j 0.452 0:5?
6 787,1 0:79? 10 9 0:868 0,135 0027 0,5236 0!83P2 0;419 0:418
 
7 742,44 0.736 1,023 0:89 0.275 0,045 0.7478 0.7599 0,452 0:367
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPIT EXIT ASS EXIT REL F INE LOSS F TOT PRESS P jnT AGE F 17,T POLY HOMER RISE/ STAT PRESS
 
POSITION AT ClIT MACN 40 MACH NO SOLIOITy COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAM EFrICIENCY EFFICIENtY NEAS T R!E RISE CrEFF
 
4
1 1343,9? 0:626 0.986 1,33 0 0;1?4 0:025 0,8115 6:1123 1,0044 0:241 
2 1309.07 0:621 0.900 1.169C 0,046 0,009 0,9280 0:9324 ' 1.0360 0253 
3 xj974 0:657 0.9±6 1.5080 OO,0 C.O64 0,.994 09713 0,94?3 336 
4 1076 95 0.54 0:872 1.6840 0,106 0:034 0,6523 5:6647 1;0570 0:381
5 955.85 0:630 0,755 1:9060 0;141 0;030 0,6772 0668A2 1,0317 0,4S3
 
6 836.07 0:761 0.701 2:?170 0.196 0.039 0,7354 6:7468 1,n064 0.411
 
7 806.75 0:763 0;638 2:3390 0:243 0,048 0,6993 ;715 1.6038 0:393
 
RADIAL PERCMn TRAV TOT 
 TRAV TOT FIXEO TOT FIXED TOT OVERALL PERFORIRCE SUIO4ARY
 
POSITION ICZRSION PRESS RATIO TEuP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO 
 STAGE DATA ROTR DATA ROTOR DATA

PE O I ARA ETERS  
1 5,P000 1:561 1,163 1;521 1;157 RAME STAED INNST. flED MTT. TRAO. INST. 
2 10.0500 1:558 1,148 1.561 1,147 
3 ao,0oo500 1.568 j154 t.567 1:142 Total Pressure Ratio 1.3359 1.3203 1.4502 
4 700'I 1:346 1 098 1 116 Adiabatic Efficiency a o.66o 0.7436 .6Oo 
5 90d,00 14231.7 ,08 11278 1:108 folytropin Efficiency 0.6784 0.7550 0.86T2 
16102 9 1 1:1 2 7 100 .095.0000 1:415 1,146 1.341 1:125 Peret Design Speed Dischrge Valve Setting. 50.01Co. Nozle weight Flow 216.41 VaAe Schedule - 0.0 
IS Chack Flow/NoZ.Plow . 0.9778 TE Check Flw/foz.Flw - 0.9247 
Assumd LE Flow Coeff. - 0.985 Assumed TE Flow Cof. - 0.950 
ooii7d Blade Element Data For Radial Inlet Distortion Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BACE RnW : ASA TASK I
 
GLADE ELEMENT PEOFORMANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NUMSER 7 REAJING N,'MER 81 DATE 3/1i/$970
 
RADIAL *REL INLET ADS P'LFT CHRR LN 
 INCIO AVG INCID AVG IkLFT ABS INLET REL ?NLET AX INLET ASS INLET REL
POSITION LOW AN FLOW A'JG 
 LE ANGLE HN CM LN SUCT SURF VELO:ITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TA' G VEL TANG VEI.
j 31;46 39,47 ;0
2 
73,2i 624;59 3 2
30.16 39:11 .4.95 
 730.75 631.77 367.18
3 27.80 39:01 ;11:21 802.24 709:,2 373;98
4 2V96 39:80 !t090 73R,24 673;'2 298;765 27:94 43:86 *t7,92 761.43 
 668.A 354.47
6 31;92 42.?2 .10,30 893.99 749:AI 46A;027 36.74 42.76 .6.02 
 079.77 696:61 52000
 
RADIAL REL EXIT A83 EXIT CHOP LN 
 0EV TURN EXIT ADS EXIT REL EXIT AX EXIT APS EXIT RE.
POSITION 
 rLOW ANO FLOd A'SO TE ANGLE A4 TE ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VENt 
I 1p. :it;13 1j,45 30,14 676,44 67A;25 1S9 32 1.53 -1;.10 ti.63 2A.44 737.65 737.34 
 19.67
3 t:94 6;a87 9,nj 26.86 746.60 746:19 
 12:28
4 ;e5#z7t ?.4 25,40 7?t.9 717:A7 
-21:4t
S 10 S.79 3125 727.16 724;40 *41:00
9.3t 

* 0.55 :120:l 11.13 31:16 849*,2 a46,56 8:207 029 ;12.36 12.6g 36.45 822.98 820.32 
 4;18
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPf INLET ASS INLET REL 
 AXIAL VEL 
 DIFFUSION Cw1
 
POSiTION AT ItNLET "ACV %0 
 MACH NO RATIO 
 FACTnR1 0;630 tide3 
 0:240 ;0;077
2 0:633 t1167 0.144 -0,062
3 0.703 1052 
 O;2n7 
-0:024
4 0.654 1.06 
 0.150 .0:0!9
5 0:676 i;084 
 D;182 Q0i




jj7t 0.201 -0.118 
RADIAL ROTOR SRO EXIT A4S EXIT REL LOSS TOT PRESS ADO POLY HOMEN RISF/ STAY PRESSPOSITION 
 AT EXIT MACH %0 MiC4 NO SOLIeITY COEFFICIFNT LOSS PARAM EFF1CLENCY EFFICIF-rY HEAS 
T RISE RISE C'ErF1 





 0:642 1;5440 05090 0.029 
 2;4a1 
-0:056
3 0:652 1;6310 0078 0:024 ;5:1Sqo .0,021
4 0:6'3 1.7420 0*5A 0:024 jI:5676 Z0.079
5 
 0:6'4 1;f8oO o0imB 0,037 .!1,'17 0i05
6 0.756 2,0510 0.149 0.036 




RADIAL PEC=2T TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXEO TOT 
 OViA F-.




TENS RATIO PRESS TEMP RATIO
 
5fi000 0:942 0,990 0:950 
 1:000 PEIRtFORE PARA ETERS STAGE DATA 
STATOR DATA STATOR DATA
2 16.;000 0:490 0;994 0'1979 1.0)0 ' F=] InST. I= 1N3S. TAV. INST.3 36,6000 09'8 0.995 
 0 977 1;000 Total Pressure Ratio * 1.3359 o.9678 o.94654 50.0000 :957 1,006 0.978 
 1.000 : Polytrople Efficiency * O.6r47 0 0.8985 0----
S ,ooo! 0;4 0.997 0963 1;000 16 90,Q000 .04 64096 11000
n1 946 ,,.n@=ent D86g Speed - 100.0 Discharge Valve Settings 50.07 95.0000 0:46 0.9 6 0!945 t. aO Co, Nozl.le Weight Fow- 216.1 Vane Slheduls - 0.0 
12 Check Flt/Noz.?1w. 0.9296 T Chock floW/oz.rl w w 0.9041 




Blade Element Data Fo0 Radial Inlet Distortion Testing (Continued) 
8q?7R BLAOE RnW : NASA TASK I 
BLAIE 5,EMP-JT PERFV 4N CE QESJLT9 
POINT 'JMBER 9 REAn;G ':uJNF1 83 DATE 3/11/1970 









HN oH3 R L. 
5.30 











































































RADIAL REL EXIT ABS FXIT CHOR LN REC DEV BEL TURN EXIT ADS EXIT REL EXIT AX FXIT A4S EXIT REL 





















3 51, 79 36:41 50.68 1.11 7.00 74G,65 963,30 995:74 430:78 756:83 
4 44.06 33,17 43.79 7,27 1. 663,36 906.03 569:38 372 19 70464 























RADIAL ROTOR SPfl INLET ABS INLET REL AXIAL VFL TRAN LOSS YR TL PRESS T ADIABATIC POLYTROPIC DIFFUSION CHI 
POSITION AT INLET MACH 40 MACH NO lf'!O COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAN EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY FACTOR 
1 1358.3 0:580 1,408 0;959 . l:2 0033 0.8144 6:8,0 00491 0;446 




















































RADIAL ROTOR SPD EXIT AS EXIT REL F JUST LOSS F TOT PRESS F II1T AnS P INST POLY HOMEN RISF/ STAT PRESS 
POSITION AT 9XIT MACq Nn HACH 40 SOLIDITy COEFFICIENT LOSS PARAM EF7ICIECy EFFICIENrY MEAS T RISE RISE C Err 
1 1343.78 0:626 O!824 1;310 0,146 :;C30 0,A231 0:8364 0:9918 0;331 























9 955.75- 0:6a5 0,679 1;906: 0;lia 0,027 0.8030 6:8173 0;0831 0;547 
6 635,98 0:681 0,609 2:2170 01142 C,02A 0,8226 6:a316 0,9673 0.545 
7 806.67 0,700 0;555 2:3*00 ,143 C,032 0.8158 d:8?so 0.0943 0.579 
RADIAL PERCENT TRAY TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERL PEFIOI IARE SVIO&,RY 
POSITION Dl0EHIOfw PRESS RATIO TEVP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RPATIO STAGE DATA ROTOR DATA ROTORnDATA 










1173 To-.1Pree Rtio 1.5168 1.5377 1.5971 
561009 1481 1!127 L:448 1,14o Adiabatic Efficiency . 0.7851, 0.8130 , O.K'O 












133 Percent Design Speed -







IX Check Plct/oz.Plov -
Ansumd LEFlc Coeaff. -
O.9T307E Check Flow/Noz.Flow ­
0.985 Assumed TE lw Cocff. ­
0.90T1 
0.950 
W37170 Blade Element Data For Radial Inlet Distortion Testing (Continued) 
STATOR BLADE RW - NASA TASK I
 
RLAD9 ELEMENT PERIORNANCE RESULTS
 
POINT NL">-R 9 REAJING NU'.RER 83 DATE 310?1970
 
RADIAL REL IkLET AS$ INLET 
 CNBR IN INCID AND INCIu ANO INLET ADS INLET REL iNLET AX INLFT ARS INLET REL
POSITION 
 FLOW ANG FLOW AND LE ANSLE HN CM3q L' SUC, SURF VELO.ITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG V9L . TANG VE.I 4':05 39:47 448 750.75 343:52 521;01
2 39;36 39:11 4.25 743.16 574;59 471:27
3 34:44 39.01 ;4:57 777.23 640;A7 439:36
4 35;96 39;80 ;*;00 721;33 618.19 368:49
5 33 86 40,86 9.00 72,fl 601!o4 401;46

6 36580 42.22 g5242 797,22 63173 477.14
7 41.76 42.76 .1.00 
 816.40 602.66 538:14
 
RADIAL REL EXIT AS EXIT CHR LN DEV TURN EXIT ARS EXIT REL 
 EXIT AX EXIT ARS EXIT REL
POSITION PLOW 
 G PLdLW TB AGLE AVG E ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY TANG VFL TANG VE
 
I, fr5i;;13
2 Q;96 4P;11 576;41 576;iI iA;45
3 0.36 -10.10 39.00 636.55 636.31 4.67
6 10.46
:043 ; ,87 8.44 34:58 616.73 61;45 467
 
4 7;543 aS5? 6,32 33j23 592.21 591;02 
5 lgS3 ;9,10 7;27 35,7O 585,53 583198 ;18.6961.5 ly15t.f2 37:15 635.63 633.66 sR
7 L1.56 -12:36 16,40 43.32 600;82 596:17 -16:26
 
RADIAL ROTOR SPe INLET ARS INLET MEL AXIAL VEL 
 DIFFUSION C"I
 
POSITION AT INLET MAC4 O MACH NO 
 RATIO 
 FACTOR
1 0;629 1,066 
 0;452 0;216





4 O3I 0,2590!629 0;956 
 0.335 0.257
 
5 0:637 0971 
 0:349 0296
6 0:750 tIO03 
 0;346 0;257
7 0:716 0.993 
 0.424 0.253
 
RAOIAL ROTOR SP EXIT AgS 
 EXIT REL LOSS TIT PIESS AOB POLY MOMCN RISE/ STAY PaESS 
POSITION AT EXIT "AC' vo MACH NO SOLIDITY COEFFIC!ET LOSS PAU44 EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY MFAS T RISE RISE CrEFF 
1 0:400 1:5230 0:144 0t047 0;54s2 0:200

.2 0:515 1:5440 0 051 0.017 6:93S3 0'2243 0.5s4 1;63o0 001 0,oi6 6:7e95 0.238 
4 0,958 1.74P0 0 025 0,007 0.8709 0:26aS0 :f 1;8800 0:027 0;007 0:A449 0:2766 0556 2.050 0.065 0,016 0.71R 0:235
7 0,1.8 
 25900 0:093 0.022 .55675 0.230 
"
RADIAL PERCENT TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT 
 OVA, PERFOMANCE SUMAAR
 
POSITION fl2O;RSION PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO 
 STAGE DATA STATOR ATA STATOR DATA 
1 !,6000 0;952 0;979 0;966 0 PEU'OIO4EE P F inST. FinThE?. TIIAV.nPTAR.2 186000 0.495 0.989 0$988 13000
 
3 365000 0.968 0.994 01986 
 1.000 Tota1 Pleasure Ratio . 1.5168 0.9864 0.9759520000 0:988 
 Polytrol '
i3 016 0.949 Efficiency o. 0.9680 ----­70,000 0:§85 
 0;99 0;994
6 96,300 0966 0 995 0.982 11000 ftPC .t eig Spcd - loO Dic'brg Valve Gtigi00 14.0 
7 95.0000 0.434 0 .45 0.972 1 00 Cow. otsl. Weight Fiove 215.95 Vane Sch dulc . 0.0 
ITCheck Plaw/Eot.flov - 0.9119 7E Check Fiow/No.Flo - 0.8799 





03270 Blade Element Data For Radial Inlet Distortion Testing (Continued) 




























BLADE ELEMENT PERCORNANCE RESULTS 
POINT NUMBL'. 8 READING NU RrR 82 DATE 
CHR LN INCID AND INCID tiN INLET ASS 
LE ANGLE MN CM3R LN DUCT SURF VELOCITY 
60,60 6,65 3,95 593.67 
59.61 6,58 3.55 602,50 
56.01 3.87 -0,59 714.73 
52,56 -2,97 -.881 903.16 
49.71 -4.36 -11,15 970.39 
47.11 -1.05 .8.71 815.6 













































































































































































AXIAL VEL TRAV LJSS TR TL PRESS T ADIABATIC 
RATIO COEPFICIrHT LOSS PARAM EFFICIENCY 
0.795 0.10 0.037 0,8084 
0.881 0,135 0,028 0,856a 
0,796 0,083 0.017 0,9064 
0.615 0,941 0.00R 0.9412 
0.570 0.075 0.014 0,8853 
0.698 0.125 0;024 0.526 

















































































' ?MT ADS r 11ST 'POLY HONEN RISE/ 
EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY NeAS T RISE 
0.8092 0,8247 1.0231 
0,8640 0.8754 0,9681 
1,0020 1.0018 0,8903 
0,7957 0.8074 0.9904 
0,8648 0,87?3 0.9711 
0,8392 3,8478 n,9436 










RADIAL PERCE TRAV TOT TRAV TOT FIXED TOT FIXED TOT OVERALL EM'I ANCE SUMMARY 
POSITIO fl2ZRSION PRESS RATIO TEPR RATIO PRESS RATIO TEMP RATIO ' STA DAT ROTOR DATA RODATA 
1 5.0100 1.9t94 1,250 1.833 1.233 VIMD INST. FIXED INST. TRA. MT.2 10.0"00 1.896 
 1.234 1,868 1.227 Total pressure Ratio330.0 00 1.820 J.206 	 - 5914 1.6129 1.67161.835 1,1"9 
.gh L1 ooa~eexePl
168854
4 30,o"00 1.573 1,147 t.522 11 Adiabatic Efficiency - 0.8003 0.8251 0.884 70.600 1,497 v,138 1.9122 Polytropic Efficiency - 0.8130 0.8365 0.89346 	 9.000 1,497 1,143 1,494 1,141

4 Percent Design Speed 
- 100.0 Discharge Valve Setting. 
 10.5
7 95.000 1.556 1.153 j.477 1.141 Cor. Nozzle Weight Pla- 212.58 Vane Schedule - 0.0 
LE Check Flow/Noz.Flow - 0.9778 TE Check Flow/oz.Flow - 0.9776 
Aasumed I[ l w Co ff. - 0.985 Assumed TE Flow Coff. - 0.950 
















































































































































































































POLY HOMEN RISE/ 























































PERCENT TRAY TOT 
I!OZRSION PRESS RATIO 
5.orO 0.955 
TRAV TOT FIXED TOT 




1.000 PEFORMANCE PARATERS 
OVER=lPRFOH CE SJWARY 




































Total Pressure Ratio * 
Polytroplc Efficiency . 
Percent Design Speed - 100.0 
Cr, Nozzle Weight F7ov- 212.58 
I= INST. F INST. TRAV. IST. 
1.5914 0.9866 0.9768 
0.8130 0.9719 ------
Discharge Valve Setting. 10.5 
Vane Schedule 
- 0.0 
IS Check Plov/Roz.FIovw 0.9085 TE Check flow/Noz.Flow - 0.8896 




TABULATIONS OF FIOW SURVEY DATA FOR
 
CIRCUMFERENTIAL INLET DISTORTION TESTING
 
The circumferential distortion flow survey data at Planes 0.95, 1.51
 
and 2.2 are presented in this appendix for maximum weight flow, intermediate
 
weight flow and near-stall weight flow conditions at 100% design speed. At
 
each of the three planes and three operating conditions, the survey data
 
were obtained at 10o, 50% and 90% immersions from tip.
 
89 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
I00% Design Speed, Maximum Weight Flow 
PLANE NO. - 0,95 

















27;98 3,66 10,67 518,69 G,12 652,25 652,25 0,605 
5719B 13,64 .10,46 318,69 0,07 674,44 674,44 0,627 
8796 13,61 10,71 518,69 2,62 641,76 641,09 0,595 
11i798 13.64 10,59 518,69 6,09 659;39 655,67 0,612 
























































CIRC; WNEEL ABS TANG REL, TANG REL, FLOW REL, AEL; MACH LOCAL 

































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Maximum Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, a 0,95 

















27;98 1376 10,06 515.69 #0,c± 727;65 727;65 0.681 
































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­





































































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
I00 Design Speed, Maximum Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, - 1,51
 
IMMERSION -10% RADIUS * 17,081 SLOPE ".0,83 
aIPC; TOT, STATIC TO7. ABS FLOW ASS AXIAL ASS 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE TE'JP ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY MACH NO, 
15:00 18,67 13,73 570,68 21,39 765,05 712,35 0,678
 
45;00 18,66 13.65 579,14 .21.95 771128 75g37 0,683

75.00 18,39 
 13.47 575,5 22,17 !66,83 710.13 0,682
109"00 ±7,96 13,27 573.50 22,64 756,11 697,85 0,672

135;00 16.66 12,92 558,69 30,72 686,05 589.79 0,614

165.00 17.67 13118 594.87 32,1 75 ,55 637,54 0,661

195;00 17,91 13.30 600,90 30,83 767,82 659,32 0.667
 
225 00 20,47 14,86 619,91 22,34 807,45 746,85 0,692
 
255,00 11.15 ,14,46 504.96 19,80 736,49 692,95 
 0,646

285.00 1,91 14.05 583,29 19.85 755,27 710.40 
 0.665
 
315;00 16,90 13,93 582,05 20,20 764,32 717,31 0,675
345,00 18,75 ±3,84 51,33 21,48 762,08 709,15 0,673
 
tIRC: WHEEL ASS TAN' REL; TANG REL, FLOW RLL, REL, 4ACH LOCAL
POSITION SPEED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE 
 VELOCITY NO. WT, FLOW
 
15,00 1310,32 279;02 1031,30 55,37 1253,40 I,110 3;4745,00 1310,32 288j30 1022.02 55,01 1247,51 1,105 3,47 
75.00 1310,32 289.37 1020,96 55,18 1243,64 1,106 
 3,42

105.00 1310,32 291;06 1019,27 55,60 1235,27 1,098 3.31
135.00 1310132 350,47 959,86 59,43 1126,58 1,005 2,76
 
165,00 1310.32 11.03 099.30 54,67 1102.36 0,96i 2.89
 
195,00 1310,32 393:50 916.82 54,28 1129,28 0.980 2,99
 
225.00 1310,32 306j91 1003.41 53,34 1250,85 1,073 3;69

.255,00 ±310,32 249 48 1060,85 56,85 1267,11 1,112 
 3.49
2 6
285,00 1310,32 S ;46 1053,86 56,02 1270:94 I120 3;51
 
315.00 310,32 263,92 1046,40 55,57 1260,66 1,120 3,53
 
34-300 1310,32 279,06 1031.27 55.49 1251,56 1,106 .3,47
 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Maximum Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO,. 1,51
 
IMMERSION -'5o RADIUS 0 14;056 SLOPE S 3,L4 
CIRC: TOT, STATIC 7O7, ABS FLOW AB AXIAL AST
 
POSITION PRESSURE 
 PRESSURE TEMP. ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY NACH NO.
 
15;00 19,59 13,87 592.82 30,89 817;36 701;42 0,719
A5,00 19,38 13,56 590.63 31a,39 829,19 707,83 0,732
9
75,00 ±8,95 13,40 5S6.43 32,26 844,8 689,10 0.72t
105.00 18,31 12:99 503,94 33,24 009.07 676,69 0.717
 
135;00 17,07 12,49 571 21. 40,80 764,L2 578,44 0,682
165.00 17,43 12,50 9157 39,68 802,07 617,29 01705
195 00 18,16 12,75 596,93 34,11 829961 686P94 0,728
22500 20,29 14,40 620,36 31,39 833:11 711.1 0.716
 
255,00 20,04 14,43 601,50 30,15 S04 16 695,36 0,701
285.00 19,86 14.07 598.74 29,69 a2013 711,04 
 0.718
315;00 19,97 14,06 596,45 29,95 826;48 716;1t 0,726
345,00 19,82 13,84 594,70 30,36 833,95 719,59 0,734
 
CIRC; WHEEL ABS TANG REL, TANG R6L, FLOW REL, 
 ROL; MACH LOCAL
 
POSITION SPEED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE VELOCITY NO; WT, FLOW
 
15,00 1078.27 419j62 658.65 43,20 962,19 0,847 
 3 78
 
45,00 1078,27 431.89 646.38 42.40 958;56 0,846 3.76
 
75.00 j076,27 434;96 643.31 43,03 942,71 0,834 3.63
 
105,00 ±078,27 44349 634,78 43.17 927.82 0,022 3.46
035,00 1078.27 49929 N7-98 45.03 818,41 0,1731 2.69
165.00 1078,27 512:12 5,o15 42,53 837,60 0,736 2,99

195,00 ±078,27 465.27 .3.00 41,74 920,68 0,S08 3,39
225.00 1076,27 433 93 644.34 42,18 909,66 0,925 
 3O80
 
255,00 ±076,27 403;90 674,37 44.12 968,66 0,544 3,82
285,00 1078,27 4O8170 669,57 43,28 976,68 0355 
 3185
 
315,00 1078,27 412 62 665;69 42,91 977,71 0,858 3.89
 
345.00 J078,27 421,50 656,77 42,39 974024 0,858 3.87
 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
100% Design Speed, Maximum Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, * 1,5-
IMMERSION 90, RADIUS * 11,030 SLOPE S 11,17 
CIRC; TOT, STATIC T2T, ABS FLOW ABS AXIAL ADS 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSJRE TEHP, ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY MACH NO, 
15;00 21,17 14,18 595,37 35,77 869,44 705,44 0,770 
4500 21.11 14,09 5P4,67 "36,04 872,34 705,38 0.773 




























































































































225.00 846,14 40891 437.22 29,99 874,65 0,762 2,45 
255.00 846.14 522g95 323.18 25.20 .756,97 0.665 2.2A 
285,00 846,14 511,89 334.24 26,12 759,08 0.667 2.21 
315.00 846,14 51080 335.34 25,76 771,54 0.681 2,27 
345.00 846,14 506,84 339,30 25,74 781,30 0,691 2,33 
y D-AcS' 
to 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
I00% Design Speed, Maximum Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, £ 2,20 
IMMERSION, -10 RADIUS * t7,130 SLOPE * 0,24 









































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­




































































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
10D% Design Speed, Maximum-Weight Flow (Concluded) 
PLANE NO, 2.20 
IMMERSION .9r4 RADIUS 11;779 SLCPE a 1,14 
CIRC" YOTt STATIC TO, ADS FLOW ASS AXIAL 40S 















































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
100% Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Flow 
PLANE NO, 0.95
 
IMMERSION - io% ADIUS * 17j420 SLOPE k,92 
ClRC; TOT, STATIC Y70, ASS FLOW 
 AS AXIA6 ABS
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE 
 T5MP, ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY MACH NO;

27;98 13,76 10,75 518,69 wO,09 650,52 650,52 0,603

57±98 ±,10,64
87.98 1369 18.69 8*O2 660,22
10,78 516,69 660,22 0,613
2.03 641 04 640,64 0,594
117;9R 13,72 
 10.59 51S.69 4,97 666,37
147;98 11.94 0,69
9,90 518,69 6,36 570113 566,62 0,524
177.98 11,92 
 9.66 518,69 50,54
207!98 11,78 10,00 603,48 603,45 01557
518,69 6,26 534,37 
 53119 0,490
237.98 
 13,78 1,49 510,69 .5,71 6S4,16 680,76 
 0,637
26798 13,70 10,75 518,69 w2,62 645,76 645,09 0,599
297!98 13,76 10,61 
 518,69 *1,62 666:73
327?98 666,44 0,620
.13,74 10,76 518,69
37,98 V0,03 648,29 648.21 0,601
13,71 10,58 518,69 0,22 667,03 667,02 0,620
 
CHPe: 
 EEL ABS TAN3 REL; TANG 
 REL, rLO4 QEL. REL, 4ACH LOCAL
POSITION SPEED 
 VELOCITY VELS3ITY 




57.98 64,06 1487.17 1.379 3,32
1336,33 Q0j23 1336,56 
 63,71 149g,73 t,384 3,34
87,9 1
±336,33 22.71 1313.62 64,00 
 1461,5± 1,354 
 3,27
117.98 336,33 57;73 
 12M01' 62,56 1440,67 1,339 3,35
147.98 1336,33 63 16 1273.17 66,01 ±393,57 1,282 2,62
177,98 0336,33 
-5,69 134c,C 65,79 
 1471,45 1,35a 
 2 74
 207.98 1336,33 
-58,27 
 1394.60 69,15 1492,33 1,368
2 a7,98 1336,33 -68;07 1404;40 
 64,j4 1560,70
267,98 1336,33 -29,52 1365.85 64,72 1,453 3 4j
297,98 1336,33 .18;9 1510,52 t.400 3.29
1355;18 63,81 1510,19 
 1,403 3;37
327,98 1338,33 
-0S34 1336,67 64,13 1485,58 1,378 3,3±
357i98 j336,33 2o56 1333.77 63 43 1491,26 t.386 
 3.36
 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -






RADIUS * 13,797 
-

























































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, a 0,91 
IMMERSION -90 RADIUS * 9.9±0 1SlOPE 5,60
 
CIPC; TOT, STATIC TO1, AS FLOW AuS AXIAL ADS 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE T84P; ANGLE velocity VELOCITY MACH NO,
 
27;9R 13,84 10.15 516,69 .1,48 699,67 699;44 0,655
57.98 13,86 10,31 516,69 1,82 605,04 684,70 0,640
 
87j98 13,81 10,29 518,69 5,28 683,39 680949 0,638

117.98 13,83 10,43 5169 
 11,65 67140 657,23 0.626
 
147;98 12.96 9,81 519.69 26,57 669,03 599,09 
 0,624
177.98 11,97 9,75 518,69 r7,47 574,43 569,55 0,530

207;98 12.14 9,75 58,69 -18,47 595,42 564,75 
 0.550
 
237198 13,80 10,24 516.69 -15,39 669,35 664,64 0,644
 
267,98 13.81 10,28 518,69 .6,80 683,92 679,1t 0,639

297;98 3,78 10113 518,69 .2,88 698,34 697.45 0.653
 
327198 13,83 10.15 518.69 q2,24 699,16 690163 0,654
 
357.98 13,83 10,19 516.69 o2:51 695,75 695,01 0,651
 
CIRC WHEEL ABS TANG REL, TANG REL, FLOW REL, REL, 4ACH LOCAL 
POSITION SPEED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE VELOCITY NO, WT, FLOW
 
27,98 760,22 "1807 778.29 48,05 1046,40 0,970 2,41

57,98 760.22 2176 738.46 47,16 1007,04 094i 2,34
 
87.96 760,22 62 89 697.33 45,70 974,34 0,910 2:36
 
117.98 760,22 135 52 624.70 43,54 906.79 
 0,045 2 30
 
147,98 760.22 299;61 460,61 37,55 755,69 0,704 1f97
 
77,98 760,22 74g68 534.90 5,70 1010,67 0,932 1,83
207.98 760,22 4168,64 948.86 59,24 1104,21 1,020 1.82
 
237,98 760,22 ;182:95 943,j7 54,83 1153,82 1,078 2.30
 
267.96 760,22 *80:99 841.20 51.09 1061,11 L,10 2 36
 
297,98 760.22 -35;09 795;31 46,75 1057,81 0,990 2,39
 
327,98 760,22 27g33 787.53 40,42 1052,77 0,985 2,40
 
357,98 760,22 -30.47 790.69 48,68 1052,77 0.985 2.40
 
H 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO; 1,51
 
IMMERSION -1% t SLOPE a,83
RADIUS ',08± 0 

CIRC; TOT, STATIC T37. ABS FLOW ASS AXIAL AS
 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE TENP, ANGLE VLOCITY VELOCITY MACH NO,
 
15;00 20,87 15,83 596.86 29,14 737,85 644;46 0,641
 
45;00 20,90 15,96 597,36 30,18 729.59 630,69 0,633
 
75,00 20,89 15,96 596.67 3012 720,67 625,77 0,632
 
105;00 20,65 15.67 596,04 31,73 7J7,29 627,09 0,641
 
135 00 19,69 15,72 595,7 39,13 662,58 513,9% 0,577
 
165300 22,32 16,71 632.94 42,11 777,35 576 6I 0.657
 
095,00 22,56 16,52 642.55 43,71 011,10 506630 0,682

225100 23.89 16,97 657,00 38 40 857,52 672,03 0,716

255,00 21.20 15,87 605.92 30,26 760,59 656,96 0.657
 
265100 20,89 15.92 596,15 28,09 732,40 646;13 0,635

315.00 20.88 15,93 595,26 28,38 730,00 642.26 0,634

345;00 20,85 15.95 597.82 29,11 727,49 635,60 0,630
 
CIRC; WHEEL ABS TANS REL; TANG REL, FLOW REL, REL; MACH LOCAL
 
POSITION SPEED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE VELOCITY NO NT, FLOW
 
15,00 1310,32 359;29 951 03 55,88 1143,82 0,998 3.48
 
45,00 13±0,32 366t78 943,55 56,24 1134,93 0,984 3,42

75.00 1310,32 373133 937,00 56,26 1126,74 0,978 3,40
 
105,00 1310,32 387,75 922,57 55,80 1115,52 0,969 3 36
 
135,00 1310,32 418,14 B92,18 60,05 1029,64 .0.596 2:77
 
165,00 1310,32 521;25 739,07 53,84 977,34 0,626 3,1±
 
195,00 310,32 5600 4 749,85 51,98 951,05 0.30i 3;10
225,00 ±310,32 532;65 777,68 49,17 1027,82 0 959 3 60 
255,00 ±310,32 3a3128 927,04 54,68 1136,22 0,961 3 52
 
285,00 1310,32 344186 965,47 56,21 1161.73 11007 3:50
 
315,00 310,32 346,90 963,35 56,31 1157,81 1,006 3,49
 
345.00 0130,32 353;91 956,41 56.39 1148135 0,095 3;45
 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -








































































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
I00N%Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Row (Continued) 
PLANE NO, - 1.51 
IMMERSION 90% RADIUS a '1,030 SLOPE * 11,17 
CIPC: TOT, STATIC !T, ABS FLOW ABS AXIAL ABS 
















































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
. 100% Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, * 2,20 
IMPERSION - RADIUS * 17,130 SLOO4 * 0,24 
CIC TOT, STATIC TOY, ASS FLOW ADS AXIAL- ABS 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE TE4, ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY HACH NO; 

















96.83 2De,61 17,22 57.11 0,16 598,88 598,89 0.513 

















21683 22.49 17,06 640.57 1,79 769:44 769,06 0,641 
246.83 22,10 16,84 625,49 1,61 749t75 749;46 0,636 

















CIRC* uhELL ABS TANS REL, TANG REL, FLOW REiL, RELV XACH LOCAL 
POSITION SPEED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE VELOCITY NO; NT, FLOW 

























































276,83 1314,06 825 1305.84 63,68 1456,91 1,246 3,33 
306,83 1314.08 4191 1309,17 64,28 1453,12 1,246 3,28 
336,83 314,08 3.09 130Lt9 64.31 1453,85 1,247 3,28 
H@ 
Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO, x 2,20 
IHERSION = 50% RADIUS . ;420 3LOP1i 1114 
CIRC: TOT, STATIC TOI, ABS FLOW ABS AXIAL ABS
 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE TE$P, ANGLE VdLOCITY VELOCITY ACH NO,
 
29;00 20,75 16,34 590,62 0,20 688,46 688;46 0,594
 
59,00 20.65 16,41 596.75 .O,29 67490 674,89 0,582
 
89700 20.53 16,55 596.70 -0,33 654,30 654.29 0,563

119,00 20,49 ±6,75 593,95 0,33 632;40 632139 0,545
 
149 00 19.29 16,85 582.95 g0,46 515,39 515,37 0p444 .
 
17900 20,36 16,65 609,98 .3,05 639,78 6388 0.544
 
209t00 20,10 16.24 6±0.69 go089 662,91 662;82 0,560

239.00 21.85 16,07 632.70 0p91 799 50 799,40 0,677
 
269 00 20,40 16,07 599.86 0,07 689.73 689,73 0,594
 
299.00 20,71 16,20 601.06 0,14 699.20 609,20 0,602
 
329;00 20,82 16,23 599.86 "009 703,52 703,52 09607
 
359.00 20.66 16.31 598,77 00.07 685,87 685,87 0!591
 
CIRC WHEEL ABS TAN3 REL, TANG REL; FLOW REL, REI1; MACH LOCAL
 
POSITION SPEED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE VELOCITY NO; NT, FLOW
 
29,00 1±00619 -2:46 1108.65 58,16 1305,02 1,125 3,81
 
59,00 1106.19 -3:42 1109,61 58,69 1298,73 1,120 3,75
 
89,00 ilo6,19 -3j76 1109,95 59,48 L288,45 11109 3,65

119,00 i106,19 3?64 1102,55 60.!6 1271.04 1,095 3,58
 
149.00 1106.19 -4,10 1110.29 65110 1224,07 1,054 2.93
 
179,o00 1106,19 -34,02 1140,21 60.74 1307.00 I'ii 3;50

209,00 j106,19 -10t33 1116,52 59.30 1298,45 1,097 3 50
 239.00 i106,19 12:76 1093,44 53,83 1354,49 1.147 449
269500 U06,19 1,0539 8o 1302,93 3,74
.04 t,123

299,00 106,19 168 1104,5 57.66 1307,22 1,126 3 83
 
329,00 U06119 1tO7 1107,26 57,57 1311,86 1,132 3,87
 
359.00 0106.19 1107.04 1302,29 1,123 3,78
-it85 58,22 

Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Intermediate Weight Fow (Concluded) 
PLANE NO,. 2,20
 
IMMERSION =go RAOIUS P t1.775 SI.OPE o iL4 
CIRt; Tot, STATIC TOT ABS FLOW #as AXIAL ABS
 
POSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE TEP; ANGLE 'EiOCITY VELOCITY MACH NO,
 
18;56 20,54 15,95 593,22 -0,20 723,99 723;98 0,630
48.56 20,90 15,96 592,76 '0.50 726,46 726.43 0,632
78;56 20.66 16,17 539,85 m0,79 692,19 692,12 0,602
 
108.56 20,47 16,37 598.87 .,63 66133 661,29 0,574
13856 19,66 10,64 582.90 0,3 570,74 570,72 0,494
168,56 7,77 17,30 575.38 -15,64 229,74 221.2S 0,196
198"56 17,49 17,02 598.46 -14,92 235;50 227,56 0,197
228,56 19,63 16,84 616,46 1.38 563,71 563; 55  0,473
258.56 21,48 15,72 609.25 .0,65 790,22 790,17 0,683 
288j56 21,13 15,80 5;7,27 00,17 756,63 756962 . 0,658318,56 21,00 15,77 594.99 *0,44 749,09 749,07 0,652
348.56 20,87 15.S6 54.52 .0,08 734,44 734,44 0.639
 
WHEEL REC; A,; 'A0N
IIACJ AGS TANG TANG REL, FLOW RELI E LOCAL

POSITION SPEFO VELOCITY VELOCITY ANGLE VELOCIY N0 T, FLOW
 
18,56 903,29 -2:57 905,85 51137 1159,62 1,009 2 35
48.56 903,29 -6;38 909,67 51,39 1164,13 1,013 2;36
78.56 903,29 -9;51 piZ.80 52,83 1145,53 0,996 2,28
 
108,56 903,29 -7,32 910.61 54,01 1125.39 0,976 2,19
138,56 903;29 5j26 898,03 57,56 1064,04 0,920 1j9t
168,56 903,29 -61,94 965.23 77.09 990.26 0,845 07s 
198,56 903,29 -60.62 963.91 76.72 990,41 0,a29 0,73228,56 903.29 3a55 889,74 57,65 1053,20 0,904 1.80 
258,56 903,29 -8194 912.22 49,10 1206,86 1,043 2,49288,56 903,29 -2.28- 905,57 50,12 1180,06 1,026 2,43318,56 903,29 -579, 909,08 50,51 1177,94 1,026 2.41 








Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
100% Design Speed, Near Stalling Weight Row 
PLANE NO, U 0.95 --
IPHERSION - RADIUS .3,420 SLOPE * -1,92 
CIRC, TOT, STATIC TOi, ABS FLOW ABS AXIAL '4BS 





































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Near Stalling Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE :so. = 0,95 

















































































































CIRO. WHEEL AeS TA%\ WE,. TIN:O PEL, FLOW REL, REL, MACNH LOCAL 



























































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­




RADIJS 2 9,910 SLOPE s 15,60 
CIRC, TOT, STATIC TOT; ASS FLOW ASS AXIAL ABS 
PCSITION PRESSURE PRESSURE TEMP. ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY "ACH NO, 

























































































CIPC. WHEEL ABS TANG REL. TANO REL, FLOW REL, REL, MACH LOCAL 

































































































*Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing-
I00% Design Speed, Near Stalling Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO. - 101 
IPXFRSInN - 10% RADIUS I 17,081 SLOPE -0,83 
CIRC. TOT, STATIC TOT; ARS FLOW ABS AXIAL A46 

















75.00 ?1.1C 16,54 6C4,69 31,30 748,07 625.25 0.646 
109.00 211S5 16,49 6C"'35 34,15 748.91 619,74 0,647 
135.00 20.64 16,66 593,99 40,51 664,90 505,5A 0.574 

















255,00 21,99 16,28 63E,20 39,28 794,94 615.33 0.670 
245.00 22,26 16,38 615.17 38.45 787.44 616.68 0,676 0 
31,5.00 27.,% 16.97 6C6;R8 34.33 753,97 622.40 0.6500 

















































135.00 1310,3 431.96 876,37 6C008 - 1013,48 0,876 2.64 
165.00 1310,37 532.31 778,01 53.79 964,26 0,8to 3.24 
195.00 1310,37 568.31 742,02 52,7a 931,77 0,773 3.13 
225.00 1310.32 6C2.12 70,21 46,10 951.46 0,782 3.43 
255.00 1310.32 5r3,20 R07.04 52,68 1014,86 0.55 3.22 

















Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed,,Near Stalling Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO,. 1,51 
s0MERSION50% RADIUS 14,056 SLOPI * 3,14 
CIRC, TOT, STATIC TOT; ADS FLOWd AS AXIAL ABS 
POSITION PRESSUAS PRESSURE TE'P, ANnLF VELOCITY VELOCITY MACH NO, 
15100 22,1% 15,e6 605;60 37.95 814,92 642,61 0,708 

































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
































































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing -
100% Design Speed, Near Stalling Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLAf.E N0, 2 2.20 
IRMSION . 10R RADIUS 17,130 SLOPE 3,24 
CIRC. TOT, STATIC TOT, ABS FLOW . ASS AXIAL ABS 

















































































































































































































Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­
100% Design Speed, Near Stalling Weight Flow (Continued) 
PLANE NO. 2.2.
 
IrMFlRION -50 PADIUS 14,420 SLOPE * 1.13
 
CIRO, TOT, STATIC TOT; ASS FLOW ABS AMIAL AS
 
PCSITIOJ PRFSSUPE PUEMSS'U T2'P. ANGLE VELOCITY VELOCITY HACR NO,
 
29,00 21,69 17,37 602,-2 0.46 667.46 667.44 0.572
 
59.00 21.65 17,47 602:61 - 0,31 656,01 656,00 0.562 
89.00 P1,53 17.60 601:2 0,48 636.42 636.40 0.545 
1il.00 23,A6 17,71 59V j8 1,U7 612.53 612,42 0,5)43
147.01 ? .27 17,78 531*V.4 -0, 4 5D4.53 506.52 0,4.3 
179.00 2121 17.67 616,5 -4,41 614,07 612.25 0.519
 
209.00 P3151 17.29 623.t5 -5.14 597,57 595.17 0.500
 
239.00 22,32 17,7 64P;A5 -3,62 7Z8,38 736.91 0,616
 
269.00 21,74 17.56 61716 -1,33 5870a6 587,71 0,494
 
299.00 21,66 17,41 634;17 -0,53 662.79 662,76 0,567
 
327.00 21,76 17.36 603.13 0,64 672,54 672,50 0,577
 
559.00 21,68 17,34 603.75 0.90 669,66 669,57 0,574
 
CIC, WHEEL AS TAG GEL, TANI REL. FLOW REL, REL, PACW LOCAL 
PCSITION S0 EED VELOCITY VELOCITY ANOLE VELOCITY NO. WT, FLOW 
29.00 1106,19 5.33 11:.86 5A,77 1287,39 1,104 3.88
 
59.00 1106,19 3.59 112.60 59,25 12082,99 1,099 3,83 
89.00 1106.19 5.13 110.87 59,97 271,58 1,088 3,73 
119.00 1106.19 11,43 -194.76 60.78 1254.41 1,073 3,61 
149.00 1416.1 -3-'2 1109.21 65,46 019,39 1,043 3.00 
179.00 1106,19 -47.22 1153.42 62,04 1305,84 1,101 3,50 
209.00 1106.19 -53,51 1159,71 62,63 1303,51 1091 3,28 
239.70 1106,19 -46.68 1152.87 57,41 1360,27 1,142 4.03 
269,00 1106,19 -13,60 1.19.79 62,31 1264.64 1,062 3.31 
299.00 1106,9 .6,16 1112.35 59.21 1294,83 1,108 3,85
 
329,00 1106,19 7.51 1098.69 5P,53 288,16 1,105 3,91
 





Flow Survey Data For Circumferential Inlet Distortion Testing ­




90% RADIUS 11,775 SLOPa 1,14 
CIRC, TOT, STATIC TOT ARS FLOW ABS AXIAL ABS 
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